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Printed & Manuscript Americana
1 
[AMERICAN FURNITURE] 
[SIDDONS, G. A. attributed to] 
The cabinet-maker’s guide, or rules and instructions in the art of 
varnishing, dying, staining, japanning, polishing, lackering and 
beautifying wood, ivory, tortoise-shell, and metal. Greenfield, 
Massachusetts: Ansel Phelps, 1825. First American edition.  
Publisher’s blue boards with printed text to upper and lower covers, 
rebacked in gingham fabric. 6 1/4 x 3 5/8 inches (15.5 x 10 cm); 108 
pp., untrimmed, lacks flyleaves. Ink spots and soiling to covers which 
are rubbed, ink initials to head of title and signature dated 1830 to 
first leaf, spotting but generally a sound copy of a scarce work. 
 
The very rare first American furniture finisher’s manual, not recorded 
in American Imprints. This practical guide provides instruction on the 
varnishing, lacquering, gilding and Japanning of wood, ivory, metal, 
etc., that would have been greatly used in this period. The attribution 
to G.A. Siddons originates from a later London edition of the book, 
although current scholarship may refute this. Rare: we trace no  
copy at auction. Offered with an early 19th century Wilmington,  
VT manuscript record of births, marriages etc., similarly sized as the 
present volume. 
C  
$1,000-1,500 
See Illustration 
 
2 
[AMERICAN STATESMEN] CLAY, HENRY 
Autograph note signed. Washington: 9 June, 1835. One page note 
to Nicholas Biddle, signed “H.Clay,” the letter introducing General 
Owens of North Carolina. 9 x 8 inches (23 x 20 cm); framed with a 
portrait and address panel in Clay’s hand. Folds, somewhat faded; 
Together with CHASE, SOLOMON P. Autograph note signed. 
Washington: 24 December 1869. Note acknowledging that the day 
before Christmas is the best day to send payment to an association, 
framed with a portrait. Faded, neither examined out of frame. 
C Property from a Connecticut Private Collector 
$400-600

 
 
 
3 
BODMER, KARL 
Group of 80 plates from the atlas of Prince Maximilian’s Travels 
in the Interior of North America. [Issued in Koblenz, Paris, and 
London: 1839-43]. Comprising 80 finely hand-colored aquatint 
plates heightened with gum arabic after Karl Bodmer, most bearing 
Bodmer’s blind-stamp, the plates with Koblenz (Holscher), Paris (Bertrand) 
and London (Ackermann) imprints and captions in German, 
French, and English. The full sheet of each plate 24 1/2 x 17 3/4 inches 
(62.5 x 45.5 cm). The work as published comprised 81 Tableau and 
Vignette plates, 80 of which are present in the current lot. From the 
Tableau group 47 (of 48) plates are present, all but 13 bearing the 
Bodmer stamp (lacks plate 12 only). The Vignette group is complete 
with 33 (of 33) plates, each printed on full folio sheets and all but 
6 bearing the Bodmer stamp. The plates housed in a worn but 
contemporary maroon morocco portfolio. The current offering does 
not include the text volumes or map. A few plates quite soiled and 
stained, other scattered foxing, toning, edgewear, and chips, about 
three with remnants of a mounting stub along the top margin, some 
variation in paper stock, should be seen, sold as a collection of 
plates and not subject to return. 
 
A NEARLY COMPLETE RUN OF PLATES FROM THE FINEST WORK 
ON THE AMERICAN FRONTIER. Present are many of the most identifiable 
images of the work, including Tableau plate 23 Pehriska-Ruhpa ... 
Moennitarri Warrior in the Costume of the Dog Danse, with the plate 
number corrected by hand; Tableau plate 13 Mato-Tope. A Mandan 
Chief; Tableau plate 18 Bison Dance of the Mandan Indians; Tableau 
plate 19 The Interior Hut of a Mandan Chief; and numerous other 
important portraits of warriors, ritual dance and hunting scenes, and 
beautiful landscapes. 
 
The Swiss painter Karl Bodmer was commissioned by Prince Maximilian 
to record his 1832-34 journey up the Missouri River where the 
expedition encountered the major Plains Tribes: Cree, Assinboine, 
Mandan, Mintari, Crow, and Blackfeet. The images of the Blackfeet 
and Mandan people are particularly important as these tribes were 
greatly diminished by an 1837 smallpox epidemic thus “Bodmer’s 
visual work, together with Prince Maximilian’s detailed studies of 
these tribes, form the primary accounts of what became virtually lost 
cultures” (Goetzmann, Karl Bodmer’s America, p. 21). Abbey, Travel 
615; Howes M443a; Pilling 2522; Sabin 47015; Wagner-Camp-Becker 76:2; 
 cf. Goetzmann (et al), Karl Bodmer’s America. 
C  
$40,000-60,000 
See Illustration

4 
BURR, AARON 
Twice signed indenture, with an initialed certification. New York: 
20 July 1797. Partly printed document on recto and verso of one 
long sheet, accomplished in manuscript and signed “Aaron Burr” in 
the lower margin of the recto and again on the verso, countersigned 
by others (see note) and with paper-covered wax seals, with an 
additional certification dated 28 November 1798 signed “A. Burr.” 
The indenture 15 3/4 x 9 3/4 inches (41 x 25 cm); the certification on 
a slip 4 1/4 x 8 1/2 inches (11 x 22 cm). The indenture with old folds 
that have split at ends and with a few small punctures touching a few 
words, small losses to edges where roughly opened and elsewhere 
resulting in irregular edges but not affecting the text which is dark, 
remnants of old mounting. 
 
This indenture leases land on Brannon Street (now Spring Street in 
Manhattan) from Burr to a Mathew Goul, who has signed the document 
in the lower margin along with Burr and two witnesses. The verso bears 
Burr’s signed assignment of the lease to a James Martin in August 
1797 and other docketing through 1833. The additional certification 
is a receipt of payment of rent from Goul in the hand of Martin, his 
right to collect the rent signed by Burr on the verso of this slip. 
C  
$700-1,000
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5 
CATLIN, GEORGE 
Catlin’s North American Indian Portfolio. Hunting Scenes and Amusements 
of the Rocky Mountains and Prairies of America. From Drawings and 
Notes of the Author, made during Eight Years’ Travel amongst Forty-Eight 
of the Wildest and Most Remote Tribes of Savages in North America. 
New York: James Ackerman, 1845. Printed by R. Craighead. First American 
edition (first issue). Publisher’s half red morocco over brown cloth boards, 
the upper cover with a large brown lettering label in gilt reading “Catlin’s/ 
North American Indian/Portfolio/Published by/James Ackerman/New-York”, 
yellow coated endpapers. 22 1/2 x 16 inches (57.5 x 41 cm); with letterpress 
title, dedication leaf (“To the American Public”), 12 pp. text, and 25 finely 
hand-colored lithographed plates. The spine perished and with remnants 
of an early rebacking, the boards detached and worn with small stains and 
losses, the contents nearly disbound, the text with marginal foxing and 

small stains, about 7 plates toned, 
some minor marginal spots and 
foxing but most plates exceptionally 
bright and free of tears. 
 
THE FRANK T. SIEBERT COPY OF A 
GREAT AMERICAN COLOR PLATE 
RARITY - COMPLETE WITH  
REMARKABLY CLEAN PLATES. 
The 1845 first American edition of 
Catlin’s North American Indian 
Portfolio was pirated from the 
London edition by the New York 
lithographer James Ackerman  
unbeknownst to Catlin and without 
his authorization. Produced and sold 
at a fraction of the cost of the English 
edition, the New York edition has 
long been praised for the quality 
of its hand-colored plates, considered 
“superb” by both the biographer  
 

 
 
Whitman Bennett and William Reese, who notes that “many have held that 
the American color is the best of any of the Catlin issues.”According 
to his dedication, Ackerman undertook the edition to promote the 
production of American works on American soil, suggesting the work of 
American artists to be equal to those of England and Europe. 
 
The plates here are an entirely new production, fully re-drawn on stone 
and competently colored, while the text exactly reprints the plate descriptions 
from of the London issue and adds the dedication. Brash and confident 
in his work, in the dedication Ackerman writes that he “ventures to challenge 
for his works that encouragement which has hitherto been ministered too 
sparingly to American productions” and further accuses Catlin (“The enthusiastic 
author of the London Edition of this splendid and talented work”) of 
succumbing to the prevailing conception of the inferiority of American 
productions. His work, he hopes, may be “Fully equal, or greatly superior, 
the critical justice of the country may decide it to be” and that its 
“purely ‘American fabric’ recommends it to patronage.” 
 
The work is equally rare in commerce and institutional collections. Reese 
located just fifteen copies of the edition, which was also available tinted or 
colored and mounted on card, and just eight copies of the colored on paper 
issue as here. Since 1967, we track just 5 copies sold at auction, one of which 
has been sold twice and another a stamped ex-library copy. The present 
copy was purchased by Frank T. Siebert from Eberstadt in 1950, and 
bears a note reporting its purchase price in March of that year at $650. 
 
Bennett, A Practical Guide to American Nineteenth Century Color Plate 
Books, 22 (“Coloring superb... This book is of the most excessive rarity and 
worth several times the value of the more common British printing”); 
Reese, Stamped with a National Character: Nineteenth Century American 
Color Plate Books, 25; Reese, The Production of Catlin’s North American 
Indian Portfolio, 1844-1876, unpublished paper; Howes C-243; Sabin 11532; 
Wagner-Camp 105a:3; Siebert II: lot 845. 

C  
$100,000-200,000 
See Illustration

PORTFOLIO
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6 
CATLIN, GEORGE 
Catlin’s North American Indian Portfolio. Hunting Scenes and Amusements of the 
Rocky Mountains and Prairies of America. From Drawings and Notes of the Author, 
made during Eight Years’ Travel amongst Forty-Eight of the Wildest and Most Remote 
Tribes of Savages in North America. London: Geo. Catlin/Egyptian Hall [but Chatto & 
Windus, 1875.] The expanded edition, the first to include the six additional unnumbered 
plates. Later half brown morocco over cloth boards, matching lettering label in gilt to upper 
cover reading “Catlin’s/Indian/Portfolio”, the spine stamped and lettered in gilt, all edges 
gilt. 23 x 16 inches (59 x 41.5 cm); with letterpress title, list of plates and 31 finely hand-colored 
lithographed plates after Catlin drawn on stone by McGahey and printed by Day & Haghe. 
The joints and binding extremities rubbed, intermittent mostly marginal thumbsoiling, 
light spotting or small stains, a fine and bright copy. 
 
THE SIEBERT COPY OF THE EXPANDED EDITION, ADDING SIX PLATES. In seeking subscriptions 
for the North American Indian Portfolio, Catlin envisioned the work in four parts comprising 
one hundred plates. Beyond the first part which contained the hunting scenes and amusements, 
the subsequent parts were to present portraits, religious ceremonies, and warfare scenes. 
When work began on the portfolio a total of 31 lithographic stones were prepared but only 
25 were included in the first issue of the book and the plans for subsequent parts were 
apparently scrapped. Catlin, facing financial difficulty, sold the copyrights to the book to 
the enterprising publisher Bohn, who published each of the various London editions of 
the book from 1845 until 1872 when he sold his copyrights and several sets of the Portfolio 
to the publishers Chatto & Windus who in turn reissued the work adding the six plates 
originally lithographed in 1845. These plates, featuring numerous figures, add much to 
the work and are titled “The War Dance,” “The Scalp Dance,” “Buffaloe Hunting,” 
“Mah-to-Toh-Pa,” “Joc-O-Sot,” and “Ojibbeways.” The Chatto & Windus issue of the 
work is noted for its darker backgrounds which bring forth the action of the scenes 
depicted. Reese, The Production of Catlin’s North American Indian Portfolio, 1844-1876, 
unpublished paper; Howes C-243; Sabin 11532; Wagner-Camp 105a:3; Siebert II; lot 846. 
C  
$50,000-80,000 
See Illustration
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7 
[CIVIL WAR - BEAUREGARD, PIERRE GUSTAVE TOUTANT,  
CONFEDERATE MAJOR GENERAL] 
Manuscript plan of the First Battle of Bull Run reportedly in 
the hand of Beauregard. [No place:] possibly executed circa 
September 20th, 1873. Pencil drawn plan of the battle over the 
two opened sheets of a lined bifolium, the lower right corner 
indistinctly dated “Sept. 20/73”, with a later manuscript (exhibition?) 
label affixed at lower center reading “Plan of the First Battle of 
Bull Run (Manassas) drawn after the battle by General Beauregard 
for Miss Ironsides Jackson.” The full plan 10 x 15 1/2 inches 
(25.5 x 39.5 cm); framed. The sheet laid to card which is mounted 
to a larger mat board, old tear into image at right touching some text 
but mostly affecting an area without drawing, a few spots, toned areas 
and dust soiling, a few chips and minor losses at edges, the old text 
label tipped-on at one point only with offset below, a few specks 
of white at upper left, also present is a photographic facsimile overlay 
on clear plastic presumably made for enhancement in exhibition. 
 
A PLAN SHOWING THE CONFEDERATE POSITIONS AT FIRST 
BULL RUN, LIKELY IN THE HAND OF BEAUREGARD. The plan 
seems to depict two versions of the action in the vicinity of  
Centreville on the afternoon of 21 July 1861. The plan at right 
shows a larger area with the “Enemy position” (Union) at left  
near the intersection of the Warrenton Pike and the Sudley 
Road delineated as well as markers such as the Stone Bridge 
and Robinson House. Certain Confederate regiments are 
delineated in this portion of the map, including those of Kirby 
Smith and Jackson. The left sheet shows a closer view of the 
same area with the action emanating from Centreville including 
the notation “McDowells March/2 divisions 20,000” near the 
location of the brigades headed by Sherman, Keyes, and Tyler. 
Virtually all of the names on this portion of the plan are  
Confederate though including Colonel Evans in the vicinity of 
the Stone Bridge; Colonel Cocke in the area of Lewis’ Farm 
(Cocke would eventually commit suicide, despondent after his 
experience at Bull Run with Beauregard); General Bonham in 
the vicinity of Mitchell’s Ford; at Blackburn’s Ford are a large 
group of regiments under the commands of Generals Longstreet, 
Early, Ewell, and Holmes; and, lastly, at center, sits the name 
Jackson, for the brigade commanded by the general on the day he 
would earn the nickname “Stonewall.” The label affixed to this 
plan reports it made by Beauregard for a “Miss Ironsides Jackson.”  
The hand of the plan itself is consistent with Beauregard’s in the  
early 1870s and the fact that his name and location during the  
battle is not to be found on the map may be telling as to  
its creator. The identity of “Miss Ironsides Jackson” is also  
not known -a possibility is that the map was made for the 
daughter of General Jackson, Julia Laura, born in 1862 just after 
the death of her father and that perhaps “Miss Ironsides” was a 
playful name for the then eleven year old in 1873 although  
no documentation supports this. An interesting relic from the 
Confederate perspective of the first major battle of the Civil War. 
C  
$1,000-2,000 
See Illustration

8 
[COLT, SAMUEL - PRESENTATION BINDING] 
Samuel Colt vs. Mass. Arms Company. Report of the Trial... Boston: White & Potter, 
1851. Presentation binding (with laid-in note, see below) of three-quarters black 
morocco gilt over marbled boards, the upper cover with gilt lettered morocco 
presentation panel reading “Maj. Genl. W. Scott/with the respects of/Samuel Colt.” 
The spine gilt lettered and with raised bands, all edges speckled red. 9 x 5 1/2 inches 
(22.5 x 13.5 cm); 327 pp. The text bright and clean with only minor spotting, the 
upper joint split and holding by cords, the lower joint tender, light rubbing and 
shelfwear, bookplate (see note), discreet numbering label to pastedown. 
 
A fine association between the 19th century’s most influential gunmaker and Winfield 
Scott, the long serving Commanding General of the United States Army. The case 
presented here is Colt’s historic patent infringement lawsuit against the Massachusetts 
Arms Company, which from 1850 had produced about 800 revolvers using a technology 
that reduced explosions in the cylinder from other rounds when a shot was fired, often 
proving fatal to the shooter. The Mass. Arms Company’s model was popular and thus 
threatening to Colt, who defended his patent on all revolver production. Colt emerged 
victorious and squashed the Mass. Arms Company, but the firm would soon be producing 
weapons under a new name, Colt’s great competitor: Smith & Wesson.  
 
The present volume contains a laid-in note and list in the hand of Colt’s attorney, 
Charles L. Woodbury (son of the Supreme Court Justice Levi Woodbury who heard the 
opening portions of the case before his death that September). Woodbury provides a list 
of mostly governmental, judicial and military figures who are to receive presentation 
copies bound as such, including President Fillmore, Stephen Douglass, General Butler 
and others including Winfield Scott. This volume bears the bookplate of Charles Leonard 
Frost Robinson (1874-1916), president of Colt’s Patent Fire Arms  Manufacturing Company 
in Hartford from 1911 to 1916. Presentation copies from Colt are scarce: we trace 
no copy of this work in a presentation binding in the auction record. 
C  
$3,000-5,000 
See Illustration

9 
[COLT, SAMUEL] 
Lithophane Portrait of Samuel Colt holding a revolver. Circa 1855. Rare KPM 
die-pressed oval porcelain plaque with portrait of Samuel Colt seated holding a 
revolver in his right hand and a compass in his left. 7 x 5 3/4 inches (18 x 15 cm); 
stamped on the verso with the KPM mark over KPM/460/Z. Lightly soiled. 
 
In 1855, Colt is known to have commissioned about 111 examples of this lithophane 
bearing his portrait to be used in the windows of his mansion, Armsmear, and 
likely planned others for presentation as gifts. The image, the only known of Colt 
holding a revolver (here an 1851 Navy model), was made a from a photograph 
taken of Colt in Germany in 1855. This example formerly owned by Charles Leonard 
Frost Robinson (1874-1916), president of Colt’s Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing 
Company in Hartford from 1911 to 1916. Only a small number of this rare lithophane 
appear extant today and they are quite rare in commerce. See Herbert G. Houze, 
Samuel Colt’s Porcelain Transparencies in The Magazine Antiques, April, 2006. 
C  
$2,500-3,500 
See Illustration

10 
[FRANKLIN IMPRINT] 
CICERO, MARCUS TULLIUS [LOGAN, JAMES-trans.]. M. T. Cicero’s Cato Major, 
or his discourse of Old-age: With Explanatory Notes. Philadelphia: B.[enjamin] 
Franklin, 1744. Second state (as usual), with “only” on p. 27. Full 19th century 
scarlet morocco, covers lightly gilt with a compartment of rules with cornerpieces, 
spine in six compartments between raised bands, all edges gilt. 7 5/8 x 5 1/2 inches 
(19.5 x 14 cm); viii, [1]-159, [1] pp., title printed in red and black, collating )(A-U4). 
Slight chipping to head of spine, light wear to joints and extremities, William A. Fraser’s 
name in ink on the title, internally generally a clean sound copy, with the bookplate 
of Sir William Augustus Fraser of Ledeclune and Morar on the pastedown.. 
 
This was Franklin’s personal favorite of the works printed by him, and is one of 
the finest books to emanate from a Colonial American press. It is the first classical 
work to be printed in North America. The translation was by an American, 
Franklin’s friend James Logan. The genesis of the publication was in in the winter 
of 1741-2, when a trial sheet was sent to Logan, but more pressing printing work 
(in particular, the many religious pamphlets of 1743-4) obtruded. With the arrival 
from London of David Hall, Franklin had leisure to complete the book, which 
went on sale in mid-March, 1744. The book was not a strong seller (indeed, 
neither Franklin nor Logan had anticipated that it would be), and copies were still 
being advertised as late as 1752. Evans 5361; Hildeburn 868; Miller Benjamin 
Franklin’s Philadelphia Printing, 347. 
C  
$4,000-6,000 
See Illustration

11 
HAMILTON, ALEXANDER 
Autograph letter signed, dated March 5 1796 from New York, 
addressed “Dear Sir,” one page of 7 lines written in brown ink on a 
folded letter sheet of laid paper, page size 6 3/4 x 6 1/2 inches  
(17 x 16 cm). Usual folds, some neatly restored separations or  
weakness on the upper mid-fold of the pages, a few minor defects 
to the central fold of the letter sheet, possibly trimmed at the foot. 
 
Alexander Hamilton requests his payment for successfully arguing the 
United States position in the Supreme Court case of Hylton v. United 
States, an important early case regarding taxation (this concerned 
a tax levied on personal carriages, introduced in an act of Congress 
of 6 June 1794). This was also the first case heard by the Supreme 
Court based on constitutional judicial review, deciding (in the 
affirmative) that a statute enacted by Congress was constitutional. 
Hamilton spoke for about three hours presenting the government 
case, according to Justice James Iredell’s contemporary account, 
and carried the day with his eloquent presentation. Here Hamilton 
writes: “I request and authorize you to receive, and remit to me in 
bank post notes, the sum which shall be allowed for my compensation 
in attending the argument on behalf of the U. States, respecting the 
constitutionality of the Tax on Carriages”... 
C  
$2,000-3,000 
See Illustration

12 
HENRY, PATRICK 
Autograph letter signed. Red Hill, Virginia: 7 April 1795. One page 
autograph letter signed “P. Henry” addressed (on a separate panel) 
to The Hon. Henry Lee Esq. 8 x 6 1/2 inches (20 x 16 cm); framed 
with a portrait. Usual folds, short tear touching one letter at left, 
else fine, unexamined out of frame. 
 
In this letter to Major-General Henry “Light-Horse Harry” Lee III, 
Patrick Henry opens reporting that he has again been asked by  
“the Executive” (President Washington) to administer the Fairfax 
estate, likely referring to George William Fairfax, whose estate 
neighbored Mount Vernon. Fairfax had left Virginia in 1773, giving 
Washington power of attorney, but had died in England in 1787. 
Henry continues seeking Lee’s assistance in selling “about 10 tracts 
of land in No. Carolina from 15 to 20 miles from Fayetteville.  
They contain about 9000 acres, are choice rice lands”... Henry also 
describes land at Cape Henry and elsewhere. 
C Property from a Connecticut Private Collector 
$2,000-3,000 
See Illustration
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13 
JEFFERSON, THOMAS 
Autograph letter signed. Monticello: 30 March 1826. One page autograph letter signed  
“Th. Jefferson” on one sheet watermarked “D Ames,” with integral blank with address panel in 
Jefferson’s hand and with his franking signature. The letter addressed to Reverend John McVickar of 
New York. 9 5/8 x 7 7/8 inches (24.5 x 20 cm). Usual folds, the ink of the recto quite fresh and dark, 
but with some very minor pale spotting to the paper, the verso similarly dark and with remnant of 
old adhesive to one corner and a small puncture where opened. 
 
A very fine Jefferson letter describing his withdrawal from public life just three months before his 
death. The Reverend John McVickar, the first Professor of Moral Philosophy and Political Economy 
at Columbia University, sent Jefferson a copy of John Ramsay McCulloch’s Outlines of Political 
Economy on March 26th to which Jefferson has replied just days later. In the letter, Jefferson 
thanks McVickar for sending the treatise but reports he is “long withdrawn from the business  
of the world, and little attentive to its proceedings. I rarely read anything requiring a very  strenuous 
application of the mind and none requires it more than the subject of political economy. I rejoice 
nonetheless to see that it is beginning to be cultivated in our schools. No country on earth requires 
a sound intelligence of it more than ours. The rising generation will I hope be qualified to act on it 
understandingly, and to correct the errors of their predecessors.” Late letters such as the present 
example are rare, particularly with poignant content regarding his mental state in the months 
preceding his death on July 4th, 1826. 
C  
$15,000-25,000 
See Illustration

14 
LEE, ROBERT E. 
Autograph letter signed regarding the acquisition of the planetarium for Washington College [later Washington & 
Lee University]. Lexington, Virginia: 20 January 1868. One page autograph letter in brown ink signed “RE Lee” on one 
sheet of lined paper. The letter addressed indistinctly to “Mr. G Lap Marshal” likely an official at the college. 9 3/4 x 8 inches 
(25 x 20 cm). Usual fold with short closed splits at ends, lightly spotted and thumbsoiled. 
 
LEE OBTAINS A KENTUCKY-DESIGNED ORRERY FOR WASHINGTON COLLEGE, PART OF HIS INFLUENTIAL TRANSFORMATION 
OF THE INSTITUTION. Late in 1865, at the conclusion of the Civil War and partly to encourage reconciliation between 
the North and South, Robert E. Lee became president of Washington College building upon his history as an educator 
(he had been appointed superintendent of West Point in 1852). In the current letter, Lee, on behalf of the Trustees of the 
College, thanks the recipient “for the interest you have taken in obtaining for the 
Institution a Planetarium of Prof. Barlow’s invention, which will add greatly to 
the  facilities for imparting instruction in the science of Astronomy.” Lee here 
refers to the Kentucky born inventor Thomas Harris Barlow who is known to 
have constructed about 14 orreries, a mechanical model of the solar system 
or “planetarium.” Lee was instrumental in obtaining the impressively room-sized 
(and surprisingly accurate) device for Washington College, one of only three to 
survive. Recently the subject of extensive restoration, the orrery now graces 
the Lee Chapel and Museum at Washington & Lee University, renamed adding 
Lee upon his death in 1870. 
C  
$5,000-8,000 
See Illustration
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15 
LEWIS, JAMES OTTO 
An assembled family copy of The Aboriginal Port-Folio.  
Philadelphia: 1835-36; New York: 1853; assembled circa 1902 
in a binding of three-quarters red morocco, the upper cover gilt 
stamped “Aboriginal Port-Folio/James O. Lewis.” The contents 
comprising a manuscript title page in color listing the three 19th century 
editions of the book (1836/1840/1853); the title page, several text 
leaves and two hand-colored lithographed plates from the 1853-1856 
New York edition published by N. Currier; approximately fifty-five 
hand-colored lithographed plates from the 1835-36 Philadelphia 
first edition published by Lehman & Duval; an original oil painting 
Indian Squaw with her Papoose by G. Albert Lewis, circa 1844  
inlaid at front and measuring 10 x 6 3/4 inches; and two manuscript 
leaves in the hand of G. Albert Lewis, the first a letter dated 1902 
explaining the oil painting present here and the second a manuscript 
biography of James Otto Lewis. In total there are 57 hand-colored 
lithographed plates mounted on stubs, each measuring approximately 
15 x 10 7/8 inches (38.5 x 28 cm). The cover sunned, the spine 
dried and scuffed and with a detached portion present, the hinges 
strengthened. The the title, text and first print from the 1853 edition 
trimmed and inlaid to larger sheets, the second print from this edition 
laid-in, both are trimmed close to image and somewhat worn. 
Most plates generally clean but with some spotting and occasional 
marks, a few worn and one with a marginal repair, some trimmed 
close with loss of imprint, a few strengthened on the verso, some 
show-through of adhesive from mounting. 
Provenance: By descent in the family of James Otto Lewis’ brother 
John Frederick Lewis (1791-1858), both the sons of Hessian soldier 
Johann Andreas Philipp Ludwig who had come to America in 1777. 
Later in the 19th century the book descended to George Albert 
Lewis, compiler of the volume, and ultimately from Frederick Lewis 
Allen to his son Oliver Ellsworth Allen. 
 
A large group of rare first edition plates within a family copy of Lewis’ 
seminal Aboriginal Port-Folio, the “first attempt made in the United 
States at a large scale work devoted to the American Indian” (Reese). 
James Otto Lewis’ travelled with Lewis Cass, the longtime territorial 
governor of Michigan, on a tour of the region from 1825-27 and 
was present with Cass at the signing of the Treaty of Prairie du Chien, 
the Treaty of Fond du Lac and others where the portraits of these 
Sioux, Sac, Fox, Chippewa and other Native American notables were 
painted on the spot. Lewis began publishing the work in 1835, 
promising 10 parts with 8 images each, but the work was not a 
financial success and most copies of the work present today do not 
contain the full complement of plates issued. Present here are about 
55 plates from that edition, including the portrait Waa-Naa-Taa or 
Foremost in Battle and The Son, A Miami Chief as well as the 
elaborate multi-figured scenes of the View of the Butte des Morts 
Treaty Ground and the View of the Great Treaty held at Prairie du 
Chien. Lewis’ portfolio is the pioneering work of a genre and was 
in production in the United States before those by of McKenney & 
Hall and George Catlin. 
 
The present copy also contains the title, preface, and of the text 
descriptions which accompanied the six plates issued with the 1853 
New York third American edition of the book, a notable rarity in itself 
as we trace no copy of this edition in the auction record (of the 
1844 2nd edition we trace only two copies sold). Lastly, the original 
oil painting “Indian Squaw and her Papoose” mounted in the 
volume was painted in 1844 by G. Albert Lewis, nephew of James 
Otto Lewis, and in the letter Lewis reports that this painting was 
rolled up with the original plates given to him as a youth and was 
inserted “in this new bound volume, as a relic of childhood’s days, 
and want of thought of the future value of such original pictures  
of these now fast perishing Indians of our country.” Field 936; 
Howes L315; Reese 23; Sabin 40812. 
C Estate of Oliver Allen 
$15,000-20,000 
See Illustration

16 
[LINCOLN, ABRAHAM] 
BLISS, ALEXANDER and KENNEDY, JOHN P. (Editors). Autograph 
Leaves of our Country’s Authors. Baltimore: Cushings & Bailey, 1864. 
First and only edition, extra-illustrated with approximately 65 inserted 
portraits. Full red pebbled morocco gilt dated 1882 on the spine,  
rebacked with the original spine laid down, the covers panelled in gilt, 
the spine tooled and lettered in gilt with the initials “W.H.W.” at the 
foot. 10 x 8 inches (25.5 x 21 cm); with lithographed title and approximately 
65 mostly engraved or lithographed portraits inserted (three are original 
drawings including one of Julia Ward Howe), xi (lithographed contents), 
200 pp. (lithographed fascsimiles of the handwriting of the authors). 
Intermittent foxing, the inserted portraits have offset to the text leaves 
opposite, rebacked as noted and lightly rubbed; Together with a first 
edition of Grant’s Memoirs, 2 volumes, original sheepskin, worn with losses. 
 
This volume, produced at the time of the 1864 Baltimore Sanitary Fair, 
contains what is considered the first reproduction of the Gettysburg  
Address in Lincoln’s hand. The facsimile was made from what is now 
known as the “Bliss Copy” of the address, the fifth and final manuscript 
copy of the address that Lincoln executed at the request of the editors 
of this volume. Other authors represented here include Emerson, Poe, 
Melville, Hawthorne, and many other notables of the period. 
C  
$700-1,000 
See Illustration

17 
[MONROE, JAMES] 
Message of the President of the United States, at the Commencement 
of the Second Session of the Fifteenth Congress. November 17, 1818. 
Read, and committed to a committee of the whole House, on the 
state of the Union. Washington: E. De Krafft, 1818. Stab stitched as 
issued, untrimmed. 9 3/4 x 6 inches (24.5 16 cm); 167 pp. Creases to 
edges, small loss from ink burn at head of title which also bears the  
signature “J. Sullivan/Madison/Md” and very faint inked numerals, 
foxing and few small stains. 
 
Monroe’s eleven-page speech deals mainly with issues regarding South 
America, the balance documents in support of his comments. 
C  
$200-400

18 
MORRIS, ROBERT 
Autograph letter signed, dated Nov[emb]er 20th 1798 [written from 
Prune Street Prison in Philadelphia], addressed “Dear Sir,” (to John  
Nicholson, so annotated by Morris at the foot), one page, 23 lines written 
in dark brown ink on a sheet of laid paper, page size 10 1/8 x 7 7/8 inches 
(26 x 20 cm). Usual folds, some toning or foxing, docketed (by Nicholson?) 
on verso; Together with a second, slightly earlier autograph letter 
signed by Morris to Nicholson, dated November 3, 1797, one page, 
14 lines, from The Hills, Morris’s country estate. Usual folds, laid to thin 
card, some show-through of adhesive. 
 
Robert Morris, one of the Founding Fathers of the United States, was a 
signatory of the Declaration of Independence, the Articles of Confederation, 
and the United States Constitution. In large part, he personally financed 
the early years of the Revolutionary War with his fortune, and the Continental 
Navy used a number of his trading vessels, outfitted as warships. In 1781 
he became Superintendent of Finance of the United States, a post he 
held until 1784, during which period he helped create the first financial 
institution chartered by the United States, the Bank of North America. 
Unfortunately, by 1798, as a result of overextension in land speculation 
(complicated in large part by the financial Panic of 1796-1797), Morris had 
fallen deeply into debt and was ultimately confined in the Prune Street 
Debtor’s Prison in Philadelphia from February 1798 to August 1801. It was 
during this period that the present letter was written to his partner John 
Nicholson, the former comptroller general of Pennsylvania (who would 
ultimately also be imprisoned at Prune Street, and indeed would die there). 
The text of the first letter discusses the disposition of lands in the area of 
Luzerne County, Pennsylvania, with a lengthy discussion of further legal 
tribulations. The second letter pertains to a list of lawsuits being brought 
against him that Nicholson had prepared for his use, and the nature of 
his defense. 
C  
$1,000-2,000 
See Illustration
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19 
[NEW YORK] 
BAILEY, VERNON HOWE. Empire State: a Pictorial Record of its Construction. 
New York: William Edward Rudge, 1931. First edition, copy 87 of an unstated 
(though scarce) limited deluxe issue signed by Howe. Blue pebbled leather with 
inlaid design of the Empire State building in white, housed in the publisher’s 
blue card slipcase. 17 x 12 1/2 inches (43 x 31.5 cm); color frontispiece, 12 ff. 
text, and 25 plates after Howe’s drawings. Light wear to extremities, the case 
with a few small defects. With a bookplate presenting the book to James Warburg. 
 
Sold with a limited signed copy (somewhat worn) of Alfred E. Smith’s autobiography 
Up to Now (Smith, a four-time Governor of New York, was president of Empire 
State, Inc., the corporation that built and operated the Empire State Building); 
and a copy of Ludwig Bemelmans Hotel Splendide, the signed and numbered 
limited edition “bound in the draperies of a famous New York hotel,” a sound 
copy in slipcase. 
C The James P. and Joan M. Warburg Collection 
$300-500

20 
[ARCHITECTURE] 
RAYMOND, M. D. Art work of Westchester County, N.Y. Chicago: W.H. Parish 
Pub. Co., 1894. Three-quarter brown morocco. 13 1/4 x 11 inches (34 x 28 cm); 
19 ff. text, 78 ff. of fine photogravure plates of Westchester residences (with 
some general views). Light binding wear, overall a sound and attractive copy. 
C  
$400-600

21 
NIXON, RICHARD 
The Real War. New York: Warner, (1980), First edition, later printing, a presentation 
copy “To Irene Payne. With best wishes from Richard Nixon. 12-21-80.” Publisher’s 
red cloth in dust jacket. 9 x 6 inches (23 x 15 cm); 340 pp. Jacket a little toned; 
Together with NIXON, RICHARD The Memoirs of Richard Nixon. New York: 
Grosset & Dunlap, (1978), First edition, a presentation copy “To Irene Payne & Kirk Payne. 
With best wishes from Richard Nixon.” Publisher’s blue cloth in dust jacket.  
9 1/4 x 6 1/2 inches (23.5 x 16 cm); 340 pp. Several short tears to jacket. 
C  
$600-900

22 
[OVERLAND STAGE] 
Table of Distances of the Overland Daily Stage Line, from 
Atchison, Kansas, and Placerville, California. New York:  
Office of the Overland Stage Line, 186[4?]. 4-page folded 
sheet. Page size 8 1/4 x 5 3/8 inches (21 x 13 cm); distance 
table (2 pp.) with printed rules in red and blue. Usual folds, 
some toning to the cover-page, small chips to folds at  
fore-edge, a few folds weak. 
 
A very rare survival: rather than the Overland Stage’s route to 
Salt Lake City, this covers the extended 17 to 20 day trip to 
Placerville, in the heart of California gold country. Placerville 
had been served in the previous decade by the Butterfield 
Overland Stagecoach Company, but Congress revoked that 
contract in 1861, just before the outbreak of war. The Overland 
Stage ran a more northerly route along the Overland Trail, 
starting at Atchison, going via Denver. Ben Holladay, proprietor 
of the Stage and a legendary figure in Western lore, had the 
support of Brigham Young in his enterprise. He had previously 
provided support to the Pony Express during its brief existence. 
This version of the distance table, with 153 stops (the reverse 
of which gives details of the route, fares, telegraph stations 
on the line and the like) appears to be held only by the 
Everett D. Graff Collection of Western Americana (now in the 
Newberry Library) and we trace solely the Streeter copy (sold 
1968, lot 3110) in commerce. The shorter Atchison-Salt Lake City 
distance table does appear (though very infrequently) at auction. 
C  
$800-1,200

23 
ROOSEVELT, THEODORE 
Inscribed photograph. New York: 26 November 1916. 
Vintage bust length photographic portrait of Roosevelt by 
Pirie MacDonald, inscribed below the image “With the best 
wishes of/Theodore Roosevelt/Nov 26th 1916.” 10 1/2 x 7 inches 
(27 x 18 cm); framed. Stain in right margin below mat, a few 
scratches within the images and silvering at left. 
C  
$2,000-3,000 
See Illustration

24 
[SLAVERY-NEW YORK] 
Third Census of the State of New-York. [New York or Albany: 
no imprint, 1812]. Broadsheet printed in seven columns, the 
certification at foot signed in print by Robert Finn, Deputy Clerk. 
Approximately 22 x 17 1/2 inches (56.5 x 46 cm); framed.  
Old folds with losses and one old tape remnant affecting the 
text along the horizontal center fold, old dampstain at bottom 
right corner, the left edge irregular and with losses but with 
ample margin, tipped at upper corners to card backing. 
 
A rare census listing the population within each town of  
each New York county, including a count of slaves. The most 
slaves are found in the “City and County of New York”  
in which there are listed “96,373 inhabitants, of whom 1,686 
are slaves.” Three counties report containing no slaves. 
Scarce: we trace no copies of this broadside at auction. 
C Property of a New York Collector 
$400-600

25 
[SLAVERY] 
Letter regarding the transfer of a slave. Petersburg,  
Virginia: May 15, 1789. 11 3/4 x 7 1/4 (29.5 x 19 cm); 21 lines, 
the bill of sale for the sale of a slave (“Alexander”), sold to 
Allan Chapman of South Carolina by Joseph Horsfall for the 
sum of seventy-five pounds. Tipped to old mount at corners, 
usual folds, some minor toning. 
C  
$400-600

26 
WARRE, SIR HENRY JAMES 
Sketches in North America and the Oregon Territory. [London]: Lithographed, 
Printed and Published by Dickinson & Co., [1848]. First edition. Contemporary half 
purple morocco over purple cloth boards, the spine with raised bands and lettered 
in gilt “Warre’s Sketches in North America”, gray endpapers. 20 3/4 x 14 1/4 inches 
(58.5 x 37 cm); with letterpress title, 5 pp. text, 20 hand-colored lithographed 
views on 16 sheets, hand-colored engraved map (without the dedication leaf not 
found in all copies per Howes). Joints and binding extremities rubbed and scuffed 
with exposed corners, faint stain to upper cover, foxing to plates which is heavy 
at places, occasional thumbsoiling or small stains, the lower corner of plate 2 
nearly detached, an approximately 4 inch split into the gutter margin of plate 3, 
minor chip to edge of plate 5, bookplate of William Rathbone to pastedown. 
 
THE SIEBERT COPY. In the spring of 1845, as tensions rose between the United 
States and England for possession of the Oregon Country (known in England as 
the Columbia Department), Captain Warre was ordered on a military reconnaissance 
from British controlled Montreal into the Pacific Northwest to prepare for a 
possible war (the route of which is charted in the map at rear). Since the Treaty 
of 1818, the Oregon Country had been jointly occupied, an arrangement which 
had grown intolerable, and the “Oregon Question” had become quite heated in 
Washington (leading to the intensified usage of the phrase “Manifest Destiny”). 
Warre’s reconnaissance lasted 14 months but by the time he reached England 
with his report the Oregon Treaty had been signed and the border between the 
United States and British Canada was set along the 49th parallel. 
 
The hand-colored plates of Warre’s Sketches are highly regarded and, according 
to Howes, “they remain the only western color plates comparable in beauty 
to those by Bodmer.” The plates depict dramatic views of Mount Hood and 
the Rocky Mountains, waterfalls in the Pelos and Kamanis Taquoih Rivers, Forts 
George, Carry and Vancouver, an American village and more, most with sensitive 
depictions of Native Americans situated deep within the landscapes. Abbey 
Travel, 656; Graff 4543; Howes W-114; Sabin 101455; Wagner-Camp 157;  
Bauer sale lot 508 (this copy); Siebert II; lot 860. 
C  
$40,000-60,000 
See Illustration and Front Cover
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27 
WASHINGTON, GEORGE 
Early autograph letter signed. Mount Vernon: 9 August 1759.  
1 1/2 page autograph letter signed Go: Washington on recto and 
verso of one sheet of watermarked laid paper, with integral blank. 
The written page 9 x 7 1/4 inches (22.5 x 18 cm), framed open to 
9 x 14 1/2 inches (22.5 x 36 cm). Puncture from seal where opened 
affecting a few words at foot of first page, an old dampstain obscures 
some text on both sides, other old faint stains and browned areas, 
usual folds with one small puncture in the text, the old frame chipped 
and the letter not removed. 
 
A delightfully chatty letter addressed Dear Sir but written from  
Washington at Mount Vernon to his brother-in-law Burwell Bassett in 
the first year of his marriage to Martha Dandridge Custis Washington 
who is mentioned three times along with several other notable 
Virginians of the period. The letter opens regarding the delivery of a 
horse (a “chestnut mare” as referred to in a letter from the same day, 
see below) that Bassett, the husband of Martha’s sister Anna Maria 
Dandridge, had bought from Henry Churchill. The letter continues 
that the newlywed couple has “nothing worth communicating”  
and that “Mrs. Washington is mustering up all the occurrences  
she can get” to transmit to her sister. Washington reports he will  
visit Mr. Mercer in the following month to sort his papers and that 
Mrs. Washington will accompany him “to clear up any doubtful  
matters.” Next, Washington requests that Bassett collect from  
James Danforth a horse brand for Colonel Fairfax and draws out the 
“F-X” initials for him. In closing, Washington requests Canary seed 
for Mrs. Washington and mentions in a postscript that she requests 
replies to other letters enclosed (not present).  
 
The current letter appears unpublished. For a letter written on the 
same day from Washington to Henry Churchill discussing the sale of 
the horse to Burwell Bassett see The Papers of George Washington, 
Colonial Series, vol. 6, 4 September 1758?-?26 December 1760,  
ed. W. W. Abbot. Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1988, 
p. 338. 
C Estate of Lila H. Barrows 
$15,000-25,000 
See Illustration

28 
[WASHINGTON, GEORGE] 
MARSHALL, JOHN. The Life of George Washington, Commander 
in Chief of the American Forces During the War Which Established 
the Independence of his Country and First President of the United 
States. Compiled under the Inspection of Bushrod Washington, 
From Original Papers bequeathed to him by his deceased Relative... 
London: Printed for Richard Phillips by T. Gillet, 1804-07. First English 
edition, the quarto version. Five volumes, contemporary tree calf.  
10 1/4 x 8 inches (26.5 x 20.5 cm); complete as issued with 3 frontispieces, 
12 folding maps, and one vignette at end of volume III, publisher’s ads 
in volume I and notice in volume II. Some splits to joints and rubbing to 
spines, and losses to lettering labels, offset to title from portrait, foxing 
and spotting to title and maps, residue from bookplates and offset to 
pastedowns, tear into one leaf in volume IV, bookplates of Richard Dobson, 
 A wide-margined copy with all maps of Marshall’s important first  
biography of Washington, in contemporary tree calf bindings.  
Howes M317 (“best edition”); Sabin 44788. 
•  
$1,200-1,800 
See Illustration

29 
[WASHINGTON, GEORGE - ATLAS] 
[MARSHALL, JOHN]. The Life of George Washington. Maps and Subscriber’s Names. 
Philadelphia: C. P. Wayne, 1807. First edition. Atlas volume only. Later three-quarters green 
morocco over marbled boards, rebacked and with renewed endpapers but preserving marbled 
flyleaves. 11 x 9 inches (28 x 23 cm); with 10 engraved maps (8 double-page), 22 pp. list of 
subscribers. Old dampstaining, worst at title and first maps, foxing and occasional marginal tears, 
one margin with early repair, minor chipping; Together with Legacies of Washington. 
Trenton: Sherman, Mershon & Thomas, 1800. Contemporary calf with red morocco spine label. 
With frontispiece portrait, list of subscribers and contents leaves at end. Some staining but an 
attractive copy in period binding, ownership signature. Evans 38995; Felcone 285; And three 
other works of Americana, including Nicolson’s The Farmer’s Assistant, Albany, 1814, in rebacked 
contemporary calf, an uncommon agricultural work, bookplate, foxing, but a sound copy. 
Each of the maps in the present atlas are of Revolutionary interest. The lot five volumes. 
C  
$600-900

30 
WASHINGTON, BOOKER T. 
Friendship album containing an autograph sentiment by Booker T. Washington.  
“There is always an opportunity to make a little heaven here on earth in each human 
heart”, signed and dated December 10, 1907. With sketches, autographs etc. including 
Fritz Kreisler. Some leaves excised, rubbed. 
C Estate of Henriette Montgomery 
$200-300

31 
WILSON, ALEXANDER 
American Ornithology; or, The Natural History of the Birds of the United States.  
Philadelphia: Bradford and Inskeep, 1808-1814. Nine volumes. First editions (preface in vol. I dated 
September 1st, 1808). Early 20th century three-quarters morocco gilt over boards. 13 7/8 x 
9 3/4 inches (35 x 24.5 cm); 76 hand-colored copper plate engravings by Lawson, Warnicke etc. 
after Wilson. Spotting and foxing which is heavy at places to both plates and text although many 
plates clean, occasional short marginal tears (one touching text), the plates under guards but 
with offset to facing leaves, old repair to plate 2, some minor rubbing and wear to bindings, 
bookplate of C.L.F. Robinson, Newport to each volume, discreet number label to each pastedown. 
 
Alexander Wilson’s ornithology was the first great domestically published ornithology 
of American birds, and one of the grandest color plate publications done in the early 
Republic. The quality of the engraving and coloring is on a par with the best European 
works of the period. Reese remarks “This was the first American work to use color plates to 
convey scientific information, and the first real combination of text and color illustrations 
produced in the United States.” This copy from the substantial library of Charles Leonard 
Frost Robinson (1874-1916), president of Colt’s Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing Company 
in Hartford from 1911 to 1916, but does not seem to have been offered in the sale of his 
collection at Anderson Galleries in 1917. Nissen 992; Anker 533; Reese 3; Bennett 114. 
C  
$7,000-10,000 
See Illustration

American Autographs & Artifacts 
 
32 
[WORLD WAR II] BASILONE, JOHN 
Signature on War Bonds Certificate. [Washington:] circa 7 December 1943. Printed slip 
within a decorative border, headed “Third Naval District” and dated as above, the blank 
line accomplished in manuscript in ink “Mrs. Mildred A. Clark” and signed in ink below  
the printed text “J Basilone”, the verso with additional printed text. 7 1/2 x 4 inches  
(19.5 x 10.5 cm). Light rust stain and indentation at head from an old paper clip, minor 
signs of handling, accompanied by a photographic reproduction of the same. 
 
U.S. Marine Corps Gunnery Sergeant John Basilone was awarded the Medal of Honor for his 
extraordinary action and story of survival in the Battle of Guadalcanal. During the battle, Basilone’s 
company was attacked by approximately 3000 Japanese soldiers using heavy machine guns 
and grenades. In command of two machine guns plus a third that he managed to fix and drag 
into position, Basilone and just two other men withstood fire and without sleep or food held the 
enemy back for two full days. With his supply lines cut off, Basilone fought through hostile enemy 
ground to retrieve much needed ammunition and when this ran out he held off the incoming 
Japanese soldiers with only his pistol and a machete. For his actions, Basilone was awarded 
the Medal of Honor and in 1943 was sent home to participate in War Bond Tours and parades 
to benefit the War effort. Feeling out of place with his newfound celebrity, Basilone reenlisted 
in the Marine Corp in mid-1944 and sadly was killed during the first day of the Battle of Iwo Jima 
in February 1945. He was posthumously issued the Navy Cross. His signature is quite scarce. 
C  
$1,500-2,500 
See Illustration
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33 
THREE-ROTOR SERVICE ENIGMA MACHINE (ENIGMA I). 
[Heismoeth & Rinke]: 1940s. Three aluminum rotors with Bakelite thumbwheels, each rotor engraved 
with 26 numerical settings representing letters (these three from the set of five likely to have been 
issued) numbered II, III, V respectively, each with the serial number A19348; the “B” reflector with the 
same serial number. Housed in the original oak case, a plaque with the number 14401 mounted by the 
handle; this number is also found on the metal floor of the machine under the rotors. The machine with 
a raised “QWERTZ” keyboard and lampboard with crackle black painted case, plugboard with thirteen 
patch cables (the fullest possible complement); battery compartment, power selector switch, latches, 
locking bolts etc. all apparently original. The carrying case 13 1/2 x 11 x 6 inches (34.5 x 28 x 16 cm) with 
leather handle. The machine is attached to the box with three (out of four) carriage bolts in the base. 
The wooden case lid and the rotors have the WaA (Waffenamt) stamp and the interior is fitted with spare 
bulbs, operating instructions, latches for a filter (not present) and one (of two) mounts for spare patch cables 
(no spare cables present). The case has two cracks in the lid and a repaired crack (with slight loss) at 
the rear, and as noted is lacking one of the four carriage bolts that lock the machine in place; the upper 
catch is detached from the case lid (with loss to the wood where the catch was mounted), though the 
catch itself is present. The lid lacks the two spare patch cables from the lid (and is missing one of the two 
patch cable mounts). The machine itself is in good mechanical condition, without any evident rusting 
or corrosion. It retains the complete electrical wiring. The detachable hinged rotor cover and the serial 
number plaque often found mounted below the keyboard are not present. The machine has been tested 

with a 4 volt power supply and is currently operational, having 
been successfully used to encode and then decode a message, 
but it is not guaranteed to be in complete working order. 
 
Originally developed as a commercial cipher machine by the firm 
of Chiffriermaschinen AG under Arthur Scherbius, the firm’s patents 
were purchased in 1933 by the German military, and the company 
was renamed Heismoeth & Rinke. The history of the military use of 
the machines begins with the 1926 Enigma D, the first of the Enigma 
series of cypher machines to have removable, interchangeable rotors. 
The first purely military unit, the Reichswehr D, utilized this chassis 
with the addition of a plugboard (the Steckerbrett), which in this 
version used single-ended plugs. It was this machine that led directly 
to the Enigma I (often refered to as the Ch.[iffriermaschinen] 
11f, its factory designation), which adopted a double-ended 
plug. The series 1 three-rotor Enigma cipher machine was used 
by the Reichswehr, later the Wehrmacht, and the Luftwaffe. 
They remained in use in these branches of the German services 
throughout WWII. The German Navy introduced a further series of 
improvements, including the M4, a four-rotor machine. 
 
Because of the vast number of possible preliminary settings  
(1.1 x 10 to the 23rd power, roughly equivalent to a 76-bit key,  
in digital terms), the cipher produced by the machine was  
formidably difficult to decrypt. The German High Command 
generally believed that communications encrypted using Enigma 
were completely secure. Polish cryptographers did achieve some 
considerable preliminary success in cryptanalysis, but when two 
additional wheels were added in 1938 (so that the machine  
operator would select three out of five), the additional combinatorial 
complications introduced prevented any further advance. In 1939, 
just before the German invasion of Poland, the Polish team  
handed over their research to the French and British. These 
resources were a considerable assistance to the cryptographers 
at Bletchley Park in the UK, and Alan Turing’s electo-mechanical 
Bombe drew in part on the Polish Bomba engine, although it 
hugely exceeded it in complexity and sophistication. 
C Property from a Private Minneapolis Collection 
$80,000-120,000 
See Illustration and Back Cover
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34 
[AUTOGRAPHS - WASHINGTON, GEORGE AND OTHERS] 
Album of late 18th and 19th century letters, notes, and signatures mostly 
sent to the Reverend Professor John McVickar of New York. Late 19th or 
early 20th century album of three-quarters black morocco comprising approximately 
75 pages with tipped-in or laid-in letters, notes, and collected clipped signatures, 
wax seals, etc., often several to a page and with penciled descriptions. Most 
letters to the Reverend Professor John McVickar of New York, his son, or related 
family members. The album worn, The Coleridge letter with loss, the Washington 
signature and seal extracted and laid-in, other wear and residue to letters from 
handling and mounting, should be seen. 
 
John McVickar (1787-1868) was an Episcopalian reverend from New York and in 
1817 was appointed Professor of Moral Philosophy and Political Economy at Columbia, 
the first position of its kind in the United States. As such, McVickar corresponded 
with a diverse array of the most prominent political and academic minds of his 
day, many of which are preserved here. The present collection contains not only 
examples of important and rare signatures such as George Washington and  
Alexander Hamilton but also many full length letters from the likes of the  
Marquis de Lafayette, Samuel Coleridge, Daniel Webster, John Jay and others. 
Of American interest: George Washington (clipped signature and old example 
of wax seal); Marquis de Lafayette (autograph letter signed, Paris, 1825, 20-line 
one page letter; Alexander Hamilton (clipped signature); Tadeusz Kosciuszko 
(clipped signature); John Jay (autograph note signed, 1822, James Monroe 
(clipped signature); John Quincy Adams (signature clipped from document); 
Martin Van Buren (autograph note signed); Washington Irving (clipped signature); 
Daniel Webster (autograph letter signed, 1830, 3 pages, accompanied by two 
signed covers); George Bancroft (inscribed leaf extracted); Hamilton Fish (autograph 
note signed); Winfield Scott (autograph letter signed, 2 pages); DeWitt Clinton 
(autograph note signed, 1828); W.H. Seward (autograph note signed 1835); 
Major Robert Anderson, Commander at Fort Sumter (autograph letter signed, 
22 July 1861 “the firing upon my little band at Fort Sumter opened a war.”); 
Edward Everett (autograph letter signed, 1822, 3 pages); Lewis Cass (autograph 
letter signed from Paris, 1838); David Hosack, Physician (autograph letter signed 
to Samuel Bard, 4 pages); Rufus Kind (autograph note signed); Albert Gallatin 
(note signed with larger text in his hand); Jared Sparks (autograph note signed); 
John Bard and Samuel Bard (several letters); Edwin Booth (autograph note signed); 
Elihu Root (typed letter signed); W.K. Vanderbilt (autograph letter signed);  
J.P. Morgan (autograph note signed Pierpont). 
 
Of English and European interest: Samuel Coleridge (autograph letter signed to 
Dorothy Wordsworth, 2 pages); Lucian Bonaparte (five-line note signed, 1814); 
Talleyrand-Perigord (clipped signature and seal); Philip Stanhope; Philip Dormer 
Stanhope Chesterfield; William Wilberforce; Samuel Rogers (clipped signature with text 
in his hand); Joseph Hume (autograph note signed); John Curtis (note signed, 1838); etc. 
C  
$4,000-6,000 
See Illustration

35 
[SPACE] 
ARMSTRONG, NEIL. Inscribed photograph depicting Buzz Aldrin on the Moon. 
Color photograph by Armstrong and depicting Buzz Aldrin on the moon (with 
Armstrong reflected in his visor), signed “Neil Armstrong/Apollo II,” the image 
printed later on Kodak printing paper. 8 1 1/2 x 11 inches (29 x 22 cm); matted. Fine. 
A fine color image from the first moon landing, with Armstrong’s signature. A note 
of provenance included in the lot reports that Armstrong was featured in a 
video for Pratt & Whitney, a division of United Technologies, in East Hartford, 
CT, and the image was signed during production. 
C  
$2,000-3,000 
See Illustration

36 
[SPACE] 
ARMSTRONG, NEIL. Inscribed United Technologies poster depicting Armstrong 
on the moon. Color printed photograph, circa 1988, depicting Armstrong on the 
moon facing the American flag and a portion of the landing craft, inscribed in 
the margin “For Dave-all good wishes-Neil Armstrong.” Image and inscription 
17 x 28 inches (43 x 71 cm); framed. Fine, unexamined out of frame. 
A fine color image from the first moon landing, with Armstrong’s inscription.  
A note of provenance included in the lot reports that Armstrong was featured 
in a video for Pratt & Whitney, a division of United Technologies, in East  
Hartford, CT, and the image was signed during production. 
C  
$2,000-3,000 
See Illustration

37 
[FASHION - KENNEDY, JACQUELINE] 
Archive of original fashion designs and sketches by Irwin Karabell 
for designer Oleg Cassini, many bearing notes and annotations 
by Mrs. Kennedy and including original fabric swatches. New York: 
1960-63. This important archive highlights the creative process that brought 
The Jackie Look into existence and includes elegant designs for gowns 
worn on official state visits in Paris and Canada, the clothing worn on the 
White House balcony that graced the cover of Life magazine, and various 
other newsworthy events. The archive comprises the following: three 
large format drawings in color on thick paper of evening gowns, each 
bearing notations by Mrs. Kennedy (“Make sure skirt is not too slinky,” 
“change to classic Givenchy top - see my Versailles dress,” “No mink...”), 
one of these drawings with two fabric swatches pinned in the margin, 
each drawing approximately 17 x 14 inches (43 x 35.5 cm); ten original 
sketches on paper or a thin onion-skin of various dresses, evening wear, 
etc., many with annotations by Mrs. Kennedy (“Very chic silhouette for 
short evening - must have it with a coat to go with it...,” “adore this 
material”), several of these with original fabric swatches pinned to the 
drawings, these drawings each approximately 11 x 8 inches (28 x 22 cm); 
an autograph note from Mrs. Kennedy (“I’ve attached paper clips to 
material I like ... also enclosing some sketches ... try to have things that 
go together - a coat that can be worn over several dresses for instance...”); 
seven small original drawings by Cassini; an original Oleg Cassini box 
label addressed to “Mrs. John F. Kennedy/The White House/Washington, 
D.C.”; and lastly the archive is completed by a large amount of contemporary 
clippings and archival material depicting Karabell’s designs and Cassini’s 
fashions in newspapers and magazines as well as numerous color magazine 
spreads showing Mrs. Kennedy in the finished clothing. Some wear from 
handling, a few short tears or creases to extremities and corners, some 
show through of former mounting adhesive, well preserved overall. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Provenance: Mr. Irwin Karabell (Cassini’s design assistant and  
sketch artist 1960-68) 
Exhibited: Portions of the archive were exhibited in  
the Metropolitan Museum’s Costume Institute’s landmark 2001  
exhibition Jacqueline Kennedy: The White House Years.  
Copies of correspondence with the Met included in the lot. 
Literature: see Cassini, Oleg. A Thousand Days of Magic.  
Dressing Jacqueline Kennedy for the White House, 1995. 
 
AN EXTRAORDINARY AND LARGELY UNPUBLISHED FASHION 
ARCHIVE which includes original drawings for the cream dress the First Lady 
wore on the September 1st, 1961 cover of Life magazine, for the pink 
gown worn at a dinner during the Kennedy’s state visit to Canada in 
February 1961, for the yellow suit and pillbox hat worn during an official 
state luncheon with French President Charles De Gaulle and others. 
The archive is notable for the inclusion of many original fabric swatches 
offering a tangible element to this fine group of designs with Mrs. Kennedy’s 
annotations. These include a large fabric sample for the pink and white 
straw-lace dress worn by the First Lady at a dinner at the Élysée Palace 
in Paris, a large sample of a dark coat worn during a ceremony in Canada 
in 1961, and a sample of the yellow suit and pillbox hat worn in Paris 
mentioned above. Karabell also oversaw the two workrooms that made 
Mrs. Kennedy’s clothing (one for day wear and the other for evening gowns)  
and drew the sketches that the news media, ravenous for stories on 
the fashionable First Lady, would print whenever the Kennedy’s travelled 
officially (the archival materials here, as curated by Karabell, would be 
very difficult to reproduce today). Worthy of future research and institutional 
attention, this archive offers an unpublished glimpse into The Jackie Look  
and no such archive relating to the First Lady’s working relationship 
with Cassini’s atelier has ever been offered at auction. Additional Note: 
This archive is sold by agreement between Irwin Karabell and Cassini, Inc. 
C  
$10,000-15,000 
See Illustration
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38 
HOFFMAN, ABBIE 
Manuscript notebook of interview responses. Bergen, New Jersey: circa 24 November 1987. 
Spiral notebook containing 14 manuscript leaves executed by Hoffman being answers 
to eighteen interview questions (only a few of which were published in the newspaper 
mentioned below), the final leaf with Hoffman’s signature and address in New Hope, 
the cover of the notebook dated “October ‘86.” 7 3/4 x 5 inches (20 x 12 cm). The covers 
bearing other ink notations, the first leaf with pen trials and the first lines in a differing ink, 
light wear; Together with the interview as printed in the Bergen Monitor and a signed 
copy of Steal this Urine Test, the newspaper dated as above, the book in original wrappers, 
Penguin, 1987, inscribed “To Laura/and dancing in the streets/Abbie Hoffman.” 
 
A rare and long series of responses in the hand of Abbie Hoffman, who describes 
himself on the first page as “A) an American dissident B) a community organizer 
C) the kid who yells ‘the emperor has no clothes’ D) none of the above.” In late 
1987, Hoffman spoke at Bergen Community College and afterwards joined Bergen 
Monitor reporter Laura Huhn for an interview at a local hotel bar but, in finding the 
place excruciatingly loud, Hoffman hand wrote his responses in this notebook. The 
content here is diverse and offers much of Hoffman’s political mantra. As Hoffman 
was promoting his new book Steal this Urine Test, he rallies against the Just Say 
No anti-drug campaign as “a complete hoax ... just saying no to an addict is like 
saying ‘cheer up’ to a chronic depressive. What the Reagans know about the brain 
and drugs you could fill a roach motel.” On the topic of drugs the interview takes an 
interesting turn as Hoffman discusses Timothy Leary, “I never told people to turn on, 
tune in and drop out, I told them to stand up and fight racism, the war, and social 
injustice. I think Tim’s sort a philosopher, a mind tripper and experimenter. I organize 
people to resist tyranny. I live on the streets and he lives in Beverly Hills.” 
 
Hoffman takes time to report on his children, comments on his environmental work and 
other matters (“TV is the worst brain damager in America today”). There are also poignant 
comments on mortality which bear weight as Hoffman would commit suicide in early 1989. 
He reports that in his life he has “No regrets - life’s a river I’m just trying to swim to the 
other side. Any heavy regrets and I’ll sink like a stone.” Meaningful and largely unpublished 
manuscript material such as this by Hoffman is rarely offered at auction and given the 
resurgence of American activism is worthy of both collector interest and institutional research. 
C  
$1,200-1,800 
See Illustration

39 
KING, Jr., MARTIN LUTHER 
Why We Can’t Wait. New York: Harper & Row, [1964-65]. Inscribed by King  
“To Mrs. Montague, In appreciation of all you have done to aid in giving our daughter 
a good education. Martin Luther King, Jr.” Laid-in is also a later Christmas card 
signed from Yolanda King to Mrs. Jane Montague as well as a letter of provenance. 
The book a later printing with a “M-P” code to copyright page. Publisher’s cloth 
backed boards, in original dust jacket with the “0664” code and $3.50 price to front 
flap and text regarding King’s 1964 Nobel Peace Prize added under his portrait on 
the rear panel. 8 3/8 x 5 1/2 inches (21 x 14.5 cm); 178 pp., illustrated with 8 pp. of 
reproduced photographs. Spotting to boards, edges and jacket extremities, some 
rubbing to white areas of jacket, crease to jacket flap and at head of spine. 
 
A poignant King inscription to the school teacher of his oldest daughter Yolanda -  
to whom the book is dedicated along with his other children so that “one day soon 
they will no longer be judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their 
character” (dedication). Mrs. Jane Montague was Yolanda King’s teacher at Spring 
Street School in Atlanta that, until desegregated by the 1964 Civil Rights Act, had 
been an entirely white school. Ralph Abernathy, King’s close associate, also enrolled 
his children in the school. Education was a key element in King’s Civil Rights strategy, 
and as he said in a 1964 speech “The walling off of Negroes from equal education 
is part of the historical design to submerge him in second-class status. Therefore as 
Negroes have struggled to be free they have had to fight for the opportunity for a 
decent education.” Clearly an important and vulnerable moment for both the Kings 
and Abernathys, the children’s first day at the school was covered in the Herald Tribune 
(“The enrollment took place without incident”) and, despite issues at the school 
involving race, “of this time [Yolanda] recalls some wonderful teachers who were 
welcoming and tried to make them comfortable.” In his inscription, King is clearly 
appreciative of Mrs. Montague’s efforts towards his daughter but also her commitment 
to non-discrimination in education rendering this a particularly important and personal 
association copy of the book. The book has descended within the Montague family 
and is accompanied by the letter of provenance and a later Christmas card from 
Yolanda King as mentioned above. For King’s quote see his speech of 14 March 
1964 upon accepting the John Dewey Award from the United Federation of Teachers; 
For the coverage on the Spring Street School see the Herald Tribune 31 August 
1965; and for Yolanda King’s recollections see Smith, Jessie Carney, ed. Notable 
Black American Women, Book 2, p. 384. 
C  
$4,000-6,000 
See Illustration

40 
[SIGNED BOOKS] 
Group of approximately fifty volumes signed, inscribed 
or gifted to Aileen Mehle, known professionally as 
Suzy or Suzy Knickerbocker. Various sizes, places, dates 
and publishers, includes fiction, non-fiction, etc. Original 
bindings of issue, most in dust jackets. Minor wear, may 
contain additional gift inscriptions, markings, etc., a few 
possibly with letters, notes or ephemera laid-in, sold as is. 
 
Aileen Mehle was the recipient of countless gifts of books 
from friends, professional colleagues, journalists, established 
and new authors, fans, society figures, and others. This fine 
large group includes volumes variously signed or inscribed 
by Margaret Thatcher (2), George Plimpton, Margot Fonteyn, 
Norman Mailer, Michael Caine, Guy de Rothschild, Natalia 
Makarova, Bob Colacello, Marylou Whitney, and many others. 
C The Estate of Aileen Mehle 
$600-900

41 
[EINSTEIN] 
LANDSHOFF, HERMANN. [Portrait of Einstein]. Gelatin 
silver print, 10 5/8 x 9 1/2 inches (27 x 24 cm), Landshoff’s 
copyright stamp on verso. Framed. 
An uncommon image of Einstein working in his home. 
C  
$400-600

42 
[MONROE, MARILYN] 
The Form of Daily Prayers. According to the custom of 
the German and Polish Jews. Vienna: H. Wagner, 1922. 
Marilyn Monroe’s copy, with a few notations in the text in 
pencil, apparently in her hand. Publisher’s binding of cream 
laminate over boards. 6 x 4 1/4 inches (15 x 11 cm); 648 pp. 
Spine panel nearly detached, binding with some chips to 
corners and somewhat worn, occasional toning to contents. 
 
Marilyn Monroe converted to Judaism converted to Judaism 
in 1956, before her June marriage to the playwright Arthur 
Miller. Miller’s rabbi, Robert Goldburg, presided over her 
conversion and the couple’s marriage. She appears to have 
remained committed to the religion after their divorce in 1961. 
With the sale label from Christie’s sale The Personal Property 
of Marilyn Monroe, sold lot 543 (part), 27-28 October 1999. 
C  
$4,000-6,000
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Maps, Atlases & Travel including  
a Collection of Views of New York 
 
43 
MONTRESOR, JOHN 
A Plan of the City of New-York & its Environs to Greenwich, 
on the North or Hudsons River, and to Crown Point, on 
the East or Sound River, shewing the several Streets, 
Publick Buildings, Docks, Fort & Battery, with the true 
Form & Course of the Commanding Town. Survey’d 
in the Winter, 1766. [London: Mary Ann Rocque, 1767]. 
First edition. Engraved by P. Andrews. Neatlines  
approximately 25 5/8 x 20 7/8 inches (65 x 73 cm); the full 
sheet 28 3/4 x 22 inches (73 x 59 cm); framed. The image 
evenly toned, trimmed close along right margin within 
neatline, mat toned along extremities, the stub on verso 
secures a short split to horizontal center fold, label of  
The Old Print Shop to frame verso. 
 
The “excessively rare” (Rosenbach) first edition of the 
Montresor Plan of Manhattan - produced during the 
Stamp Act Riots and preceding the Ratzer Plan. In early 
1766, in response to the growing chaos of the Stamp Act 
Riots, Commander-in-Chief of British forces Thomas Gage 
ordered Lieutenant John Montresor to produce a survey 
of the city which was accomplished in secret as Montresor 

noted in his notebooks that such an action in the dangerous city “might endanger ones 
house and effects if not ones life.” Montresor’s Plan, accomplished in manuscript and brought 
to London for engraving by the widow of John Rocque, provides scant detail on street names 
and major structures but as a military survey provides an important early topography 
of the established city and its sparsely inhabited northern reaches as the map extends 
from the tip of the island to Greenwich Village.  
 
Notable locations include a Jewish burial ground, the gardened campus of King’s College 
(Columbia), a brew house, and the properties belonging to the De Lancey, Rutgers, 
Warren, Lispenard and Bayard families. An inset chart depicts the entrance of New York 
harbor from Sandy Hook. The map was included in Thomas Jefferys’ A General Topography 
of North America, replete with a dedication to Gage (this copy bearing a stub on verso and 
likely extracted from this atlas). The map does not seem to have been an immediate commercial 
success and very few first edition copies are known. More commonly encountered is the 
1776 edition, re-issued at the outset of the American Revolution and updated with the false  
statement “Survey’d in the Winter, 1775” (the imprint of the publisher A. Dury also 
added to the later issue).  
 
A French edition appeared in 1777. Since the sale of the Streeter copy in 1967 (“a 
most interesting map, showing New York as it was in 1766”) we trace only one first 
edition sold at auction (Sotheby’s, 13 June 1991, lot 489, $9,900). The plan was  
described as “excessively rare” by Rosenbach in 1948. See Augustyn & Cohen  
Manhattan in Maps 1527-1995, p. 70; Stokes The Iconography of Manhattan Island, 
p. 339; Haskell (NYPL) Manhattan Maps, p. 22; Streeter 872. 
C Property of a New York Collector 
$8,000-12,000 
See Illustration
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46 
[NEW YORK] 
An antiquarian miscellany of New York related maps and prints. 
Approximately 15 framed items, the MAPS comprise: Porti della Nuova 
York e Perthamboy. [From Il Gazettiere Americano. Livorno: circa 1763]. 
Hand-colored map engraved by Guseppe M. Terreni. 8 x 6 1/2 inches. 
Bright but with repair and faint stain to lower margin; [MILLAR, ANDREW]. 
Plan of the Harbour of New-York and Parts Adjacent. [London: circa 1780]. 
Hand-colored engraved map; [KLINCKOWSTROM, AXEL LEONHARD]. 
New York med Trakten Daromkring. [From Bref om de Forente Staterne. 
Stockholm: circa 1824]. Engraved map; BENNET, R.G. and Van WIJK, J. Kaart 
van Nieuw-Nederland. Utrect: circa 1827. Hand-colored engraved map. 
19 x 20 inches; Toned, creases; “The Duke’s Plan” A Description of the Towne 
of Mannados: Or New Amsterdam as it was in September 1661. New York: 
George Heywood, 1859. Lithographed facsimile of a 17th century map for 
Valentine’s Manual. Approximately 21 x 27 inches. Folds; and Map of the Original 
Grants of Village Lots from the Dutch West India Company. New York: circa 1897 
or later. Colored lithograph. Approximately 17 x 21 inches. The PRINTS comprise: 
ALLARD, CAROLUS. Nieu Amsterdam al New York. [From Orbis Habitabilis. 
Amsterdam: circa 1700 or later]. Hand-colored engraving, without plate number 
at upper right, the verso blank. 8 ½ x 10 7/8 inches. Ink numeral to lower corner; 
an extracted leaf from a book (p. 149) with running title “Neu Niederland” above 
an illustration of three Native Americans in a landscape, German text; HILL, J. 
after SHAW, J. Hell Gate. Philadelphia: Carey, circa 1820 or later. Aquatint 
engraving with hand-color. Spots in margin; BODMER, KARL (after). Einfahrt 
des Hafens von New York von Staten Island. Entry to the Bay of New York. 
London, Paris and Coblenz: circa 1839-42. Aquatint engraving. Several lines of 
 vertical spots in image; BENNETT, WILLIAM JAMES. South St. From 
Maiden Lane. New York: Megarey, circa 1832. Aquatint engraving; BALCH, 
V. after DAVIS. View of the Bowling Green, Broadway. [New York: circa 1830]. 
Hand-colored engraving. Toned; Five Points, 1827. New York: Valentine’s 
Manual, n.d. Colored lithograph; and two photographic reproductions. 
Most items unexamined out of frames, sold as is. The lot 15 pieces. 
C Property of a New York Collector 
$1,000-1,500 
See Illustration

47 
HABERMANN, FRANCOIS X. 
La Destruction de la Statue royale a Nouvelle Yorck [And:] Débarquement 
des Troupes Angloises à Nouvelle Yorck. Both Augsburg: circa 1776. 
Hand-colored engravings. 11 1/2 x 16 inches (30 x 41.5 cm); framed separately. 
The first affixed on four sides on the verso with old masking tape to matting, 
the second across the top edge only, some spotting, toning, etc. 
 
A pair of Revolutionary era vue d’optique prints, the first depicting the  
destruction of the statue of George III in Bowling Green following a  
reading of the Declaration of Independence, the second the landing of 
English troops in New York. 
C Property of a New York Collector 
$400-600

48 
HILL, JOHN WILLIAM (after) 
New York. New York: F. & G.W. Smith, 1855 
or later. Large hand-colored engraving and 
aquatint by C. Mottram (third state, without 
the word “Proof” in lower margin). Approximately 
33 x 54 1/2 inches (84 x 138 cm); framed. 
Two slightly discolored areas in lower margin 
obscuring two thin blue streaks, minor color 
bleeds near image edge, minor creases, 
lightly toned. 
 
This expansive view, one of largest of  
New York ever produced, depicts the city 
from across the East River in Brooklyn.  
The busy life of the New York’s waterways are 
suggested by the dozens of ships visible in 
the foreground as well as up the Hudson. 
C Property of a New York Collector 
$1,000-1,500 
See Illustration

49 
SEBRON, HIPPOLYTE VICTOR VALENTIN 
(After) New-York Winter Scene in Broadway / 
Scene d’Hiver dans Broadway. New York: M. 
Knoedler, 1st October 1857. Engraving with 
aquatint by F. Girardet, printed by Goupil, 
Paris. Neat lines 27 3/4 x 38 3/4 inches  
(71 x 99 cm); framed. Foxing to image and 
margins, unexamined out of frame but  
apparently not laid down, backlabel of  
Martayan Lan to frame verso. 
C Property of a New York Collector 
$400-600

50 
BURR, DAVID 
Map of the City and County of New York 
with the Adjacent Country. New York:  
Simeon De Witt, 1829. First edition with “Jan. 
5th 1829” date, five columns of text below 
the title cartouche, and with “No. 2” to upper 
margin as placement indicator for atlas. 
Hand-colored engraved map on two sheets 
joined. Image approximately 20.5 x 50 1/4 inches 
(52 x 128 cm); matted and framed. The map 
laid down to card backing and the matting 
affixed over the margins which are ample but 
with visible residue from adhesive, short splits 
at to extremities of one fold now closed, very 
lightly toned, a few unobtrusive spots, old 
Argosy pencil notation in upper margin. 
 
This the first edition of the large map of Manhattan 
included in the first atlas of the state of New York. 
While the map is often lacking from copies of 
the atlas, it is apparently even rarer extracted 
with ABPC and Rare Book Hub reporting  
no separate copies in the auction record. 
More frequently encountered is the 1839  
Ithaca 3rd edition. Burr started his career  
under Simeon De Witt, Surveyor General for 
the State of New York since the Revolution, 
and led a team which undertook a newly 
ordered state survey to promote the building 
of roads from down-state to the recently 
opened Erie Canal. 
C Property of a New York Collector 
$3,000-5,000 
See Illustration

51 
BURR, DAVID 
Map of the County of Suffolk. Ithaca:  
Stone & Clark, 1839. Second edition.  
Engraved map with hand-coloring. Neat 
lines 20 x 34 inches (51.5 x 87 cm), with 
wide margins, framed. Laid to card and with 
some show through of adhesive and residue 
of matting along extremities, evenly toned, 
closed tear from edge just touching title,  
old Argosy backlabel. 
 
Burr’s map of Suffolk County was first issued 
in his great Atlas of the State of New York in 
1829 and again as here in the Ithaca printed 
second edition. The map is one the finest of 
the island printed in the first half of the 19th 
century and shows the extent of the island 
from Huntington to Montauk, this copy with 
Shelter Island brightly colored. The map is 
notable for its early depiction of the route of 
the Long Island Rail Road which at this time 
reached only as far as Hicksville but is shown 
extending to its terminus at Greenport which 
it would not reach until 1844. Both editions 
of the map are rarely offered separately  
at auction. 
C  
$1,000-1,500 
See Illustration

44 
BELLIN, JACQUES NICOLAS 
Ville de Manathe ou Nouvelle-Yorc. [Paris: circa 1764]. Hand-colored 
engraved map, with “Tome I, No. 33” at upper right. Neat lines 10 1/4 x 
1/4 inches; framed. Evenly toned, tipped to card at upper corners 
with offset from mounting, the left edge irregular but with ample margin. 
 
A scarce and important French map of the tip of Manhattan, first 
published in in Bellin’s 1764 Petit Atlas Francois but copied directly from 
an inset on Jean-Baptiste-Louis Franquelin’s 1693 manuscript map of 
the island. At the time of Franquelin’s plan, the English were at war with 
France and extremely fearful of an attack on the fort at Manhattan which 
could jeopardize the entire colony - thus Franquelin’s map was made 
under a shroud of secrecy and it is believed that a French privateer named  
John Reaux, a recently naturalized citizen of New York, aided in its creation 
as a spy. The city is here presented as quite formidable: the fortress is 
enclosed and shown with a battery facing the Hudson, the town is insulated 
from the water by a large port with a surrounding wharf, and walled areas 
with several batteries protect the shoreline. In actuality, the fort and 
surrounding batteries were often in a state of disrepair and the wharf 
and surrounding walls much less forbidding than depicted - but perhaps 
the strength suggested by Franquelin’s map discouraged a French attack. 
Astonishingly, it seems there were no other printed plans of the city 
available to the French in the decades between 1693 and 1764.  
Thus, this map as printed in 1764 “is therefore the earliest printed plan 
of the city acquirable by the collector today” (Augustyn & Cohen).  
The map is rare with ABPC and Rare Book Hub listing only two  
copies sold in 20 years. Manhattan in Maps 1527-1995, p. 50. 
C Property of a New York Collector 
$600-900 
See Illustration

45 
[MONTANUS, ARNOLDUS] 
Novi Belgii Quod nune Novi Jorck vocatur, Novae Angliae &  
Partis Virginiae Accuratissma et Novissima Delineato. [Amsterdam: 
circa 1671]. Engraved map with partial hand-coloring. Neat lines 
11 1/2 x 14 5/8 inches (29 x 37 cm) but with ample margin; framed. 
Toned, a few spots, two tape repairs on verso to center fold at extremities 
the lower of which shows through to the recto, light show through 
of horizontal lines from corrugated cardboard back board which 
affects the verso, old Argosy label to verso of frame. 
 
A highly detailed map after the Jansson-Visscher series depicting 
virtually every settlement along the major rivers and inlets. The map 
is the first in the series to adopt the new nomenclature of the 1667 
Treaty of Breda in which the Dutch officially surrendered New Netherland 
and names Nova Albania (Albany), Nieu-Jarsey (New Jersey),  
Nieu Jorck (New York), and Iamaica (Jamaica). While Manhattan  
is quite small, its large fort is depicted as almost half the island. 
C Property of a New York Collector 
$400-600
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52 
JEFFERYS, THOMAS & MEAD, BRADDOCK 
A Map of the Most Inhabited part of New England containing the Provinces of 
Massachusetts Bay and New Hampshire with the Colonies of Conecticut and Rhode 
Island. Divided into Counties and Township: The whole composed from Actual  
Surveys and its Situation adjusted by Astronomical Observations. London:  
November 29th, 1774. Engraved map with hand-coloring on four sheets joined. The full 
sheet 41 1/2 x 39 3/4 inches (106 x 101 cm); framed. A very clean copy overall with very 
faint spotting, two tears professionally restored, toning to extremities outside plate marks. 
 
First issued in 1755, this is the 1774 fifth state of Braddock Mead’s important and imposing 
map of New England, the first large scale map of the region, published in Thomas Jefferys’ 
American Atlas. This is the final state of the map issued during the colonial period, 
providing accurate borders for the theater of the American Revolution. 
C  
$3,000-5,000 
See Illustration

53 
[AMERICAN REVOLUTION] 
SAUTHIER, CLAUDE JOSEPH & FADEN, WILLIAM. A Plan of the Operations of the King’s 
Army Under the Command of General Sr. William Howe, K.B. in New York and East 
New Jersey, against the American Forces commanded by General Washington From 
the 12th of October to the 28th of November 1776. Wherein is particularly distinguished 
the Engagement on the White Plains, the 28th of October. London: W. Faden, 25 February 
1777. First edition, second state with the addition of five ships off Sarak Island (the Tartar, 
Phoenix, and Roebuck) and a dotted line charting their course. Engraved map with hand-coloring. 
Neat lines 29 1/4 x 19 3/4 inches (74.5 x 50.5 cm); framed. Faint old dampstain visible on 
verso, very small loss in upper margin above neat line, the red coloring somewhat faint, 
lightly dust soiled. 
 
“The most accurate published delineation of the movements of the armies of Washington 
and Howe in Westchester” published by Faden in February 1777 from drawings made 
by the British engineer Claude Joseph Sauthier who accompanied Howe on the October 
and November campaign. Following the Battle of Long Island (August 1776), Washington 
retreated with the American forces into Manhattan and further north to White Plains. 
Howe pursued Washington, and this map shows the various landing places and camps of 
British and Hessian troops at Myers Point in Pelham, New Rochelle and Mamaroneck as well 
as the location of five war ships blocking the entrance to the Croton River, these maneuvers 
intended to corner the Americans. Most of the attention of the map is on the October 28th 
Battle of White Plains and the subsequent retreat of the Americans to North Castle.  
 
On the west side of the Hudson, the map also shows the location of Cornwallis’ camp 
after the taking of Fort Lee as late as November 18th. This is the second state of the 
map with the addition of the three ships, likely issued shortly after the first, and the 
map was included in Faden’s 1777 North American Atlas and later in Stedman’s History. 
Nebenzahl. A Bibliography of Printed Battle Plans of the American Revolution, 101; 
Nebenzahl & Higginbotham. Atlas of the American Revolution, 13. 
C Property of a New York Collector 
$4,000-6,000 
See Illustration

54 
[AMERICAN REVOLUTION] 
BRION DE LA TOUR, LOUIS 
Carte du Theatre de la Guerre entre les Anglais et les Americains: Dressee d’apres 
les Cartes Anglaises les plus modernes. Paris: Esnauts & Rapilly, 1777 [but 1778].  
Second state with the site of Burgoyne’s surrender at Saratoga (here spelled “Saharatoga”). 
Engraved map with hand-coloring. 29 3/4 x 19 3/4 inches (76 x 51 cm); framed. 
Trimmed within the neatline touching or costing border on three sides, the left edge 
trimmed to the image, very small losses at corners, a few splits strengthened on verso, 
spotting but generally clean. 
 
An important and rare map dating from the moment the French joined the American 
Revolution, this the true second state adding the location of Burgoyne’s surrender (after 
having been surrounded at Saratoga) and the position of British troops at German Town 
and Frank-Fort, PA. The first issue of the map contains no military information whatsoever; 
the second issue as here presents the capitulation of Burgoyne on 16 October 1777; 
a third issue appeared in 1778 with expanded place names; and, lastly, the map was 
issued again in 1782 with additional troop placements in New Jersey and elsewhere. 
Burgoyne’s surrender at Saratoga was soon followed by the signing of the Treaty of  
Amity and Commerce in February 1778 (under which France recognized the United 
States as a nation). Ultimately the French were convinced to side with the Revolutionary 
forces, which resulted in Great Britain declaring war on France. Nebenzahl  
A Bibliography of Printed Battle Plans of the American Revolution, 1775-1795, 121. 
C  
$2,000-3,000 
See Illustration

55 
[AMERICAN REVOLUTION] 
LOTTER, MATTHEW ALBERT. A Map of the Provinces of New-York and 
New-Jersey, with a part of Pennsylvania and the Province of Quebec. 
Augsburg: Lotter 1777. Hand-colored engraved map on two sheets joined. 
Plate marks (although with wide margins) 30 1/4 x 22 5/8 inches (77.5 x 58 cm); 
framed. Some old tape residue to corners of upper margin and lower fold,  
otherwise a very fresh example. 
 
Lotter’s war-date map, a smaller version of Claude Joseph Sauthier’s map of 
1776, shows the main theater of action at the beginning of the war. Of note is 
the League of Six Nations, depicted west of Pennsylvania. 
C  
$1,500-2,500 
See Illustration

56 
ROBERTSON, WILLIAM 
L’Histoire de l’Amerique. Paris: Panckoucke, 1778. First translated edition in 
quarto. Two volumes. Contemporary mottled calf, the spines tooled and lettered 
in gilt with raised bands, gilt turn-ins, all edges stained red. 10 x 7 1/4 inches 
(25.5 x 19); with four folding maps and one folding plate, [2] leaves, xx, 540; [2] 
leaves, 553, [2] pp. A fine copy overall with minimal spotting, rubbing and small 
losses to spines and lettering labels and occasionally elsewhere, neat contemporary 
manuscript notation to final endleaf and small repair to final pastedown. 
An early French edition of Robertson, published during the American Revolution. 
Sabin 71991. 
C  
$300-500 
See Illustration

57 
[MAP] 
VISSCHER, NICOLAUS. Jerusalem. [London: Joseph Moxon, 1671].  
12 1/4 x 18 inches (31 x 46 cm) a copperplate engraving with fine hand-coloring. 
Minor reinforcement of fold, otherwise in excellent condition, a strong impression. Framed. 
 
Originally produced by Visscher, whose anglicized imprint remains on the lower 
margin, this fictitious view of ancient Jerusalem was issued by Moxon with all the 
place names translated into English and with a dedicatory cartouche to John, 
Bishop of Chester. Laor Maps of the Holy Land 1084. 
•  
$200-300

58 
CLÜVER, PHILIPP 
Philippi Cluverii Introductio in universam geographiam Tam veterem quam 
novam tabulis geographicis Xlvi ac notis olim ornata a Johanne Bunone, jam 
vero locupletata additamentis & annotationibus Joh. Frid. Hekelii & Joh. Reiskii. 
London: John Nicholson, 1711. Vellum in period style, hand-lettered on the 
spine. 9 x 6 3/4 inches (23 x 17.5 cm); [16-including engraved and printed titles], 
429, [47] pp., engraved title, 54 maps, plates and charts on guards, engraved  
by John Senex (including his map of America), Williams and others. Generally  
a clean copy internally. The collation of this work is extremely variable in the 
matter of the maps and plates. Several maps are listed in the plate list of this 
copy that are not present, and this work is sold not subject to return. 
C  
$2,000-3,000 
See Illustration

59 
CAMDEN, WILLIAM [GIBSON, Edward-trans.] 
Britannia: Or A Chorographical Description of Great Britain and Ireland. 
Together with the adjacent lands... Mary Mathews, for Awnsham Churchill, 
1722. Second edition of Gibson’s translation. Two volumes, old panelled calf, all 
edges sprinkled red. 15 1/2 x 10 inches; frontispiece portrait, 51 double-page 
or folding maps by Robert Morden, 9 plates of coins (Roman and Saxon) and 
one of Welsh antiquities; text throughout numbered in two columns, with many 
woodcuts in text. Hinges cracked or boards separated, at one time rebacked but 
becoming disbound, covers damaged, some marginal soiling (with some neat 
20th century marginal annotations in ink and pencil), in all generally a fairly clean 
copy internally. 
Goldsmiths’ 6088, ESTC T144701. 
C Estate of Henriette Montgomery 
$1,200-1,800 
See Illustration
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60 
CELLARIUS, CHRISTOPH 
Notia Orbis Antiqui Sive Geographia  
Plenior... Leipzig: Johann Friedrich Gleditsch, 
1731-32. Two volumes, early calf, mottled edges. 
9 1/2 x 7 5/8 inches (24 x 19.5 cm); portrait 
frontispiece, [7] ff., 1088 pp., [35] ff., 21 maps, 
most folding; [6] ff., 970 pp., 28 ff., 13 maps, 
most folding. Browning and foxing throughout 
(as usual), spines defective. 
C The Eva Kane Trust 
$400-600

61 
[VIEW BOOK] 
HÜBBE, KARL JOHANN HEINRICH AND 
PLATH, JOHANN CHRISTIAN. Ansichten  
der Freien Hansestadt Hamburg und 
ihrer Umgebungen. Frankfurt: Friedrich 
Wilmans, 1824-28. Two volumes, 20th century 
three-quarters blue morocco, marbled sides. 
8 5/8 x 5 1/4 inches (22 x 13.5 cm); title, 
engraved title, [iii]-[xii], 342, [2] pp., with eight 
plates; title, engraved title, [iii]-[xvi], 438. [2] 
pp., with ten plates. 1927 presentation on front 
endpaper, some scattered foxing, generally a 
sound set. 
 
Complete set of the first edition of this  
German topographical work, with copper 
engravings after drawings by the landscape 
painter Anton Radl. 
C The James P. and Joan M. Warburg  
Collection 
$500-700

62 
[TRAVEL] 
[WALTER, RICHARD, compiler]. GEORGE 
ANSON, Baron. A voyage round the world, 
in the years MDCCXL, I, II, III, IV. By George 
Anson, Esq; Commander in Chief of a  
Squadron of His Majesty’s Ships, sent upon an  
Expedition to the South-Seas. London: Printed 
for the author by John and Paul Knapton, 
1828. First edition, apparently the deluxe  
version on thick paper (i.e. the Royal Paper  
edition), one of about 350 copies subscribed; 
this is the first issue with page 319 misnumbered 
219 (corrected in ink in this copy). Period calf, 
rebacked, all edges mottled red. 10 7/8 x  
8 3/4 inches (27.5 x 22.5 cm); [3], [6-subscriber 
list], [8] ff., 417, [1] pp., [1-plate list] f., with 
13 folded maps and 29 folded plates. Neatly 
rebacked, covers worn, somewhat trimmed, 
some offsetting and occasional spotting  
to plates, but in all a sound copy. With  
the bookplates of Gustavia A. Senff and  
Frederick P. Rose. 
 
The standard account of Anson’s  
near-disastrous voyage to plunder the Spanish 
trading territories on the Pacific coast of South 
America during the War of Jenkins’ Ear. After 
many mishaps, in June 1743 he achieved his 
single, (albeit substantial) victory, capturing the 
Nuestra Señora de Covadonga, carrying over 
a million pieces of eight and vast amounts of 
silver. Cox Vol. I, p. 49; Hill 1817; Borba de 
Moraes, p. 38; Kroepelien 1086; Sabin 1625; 
ESTC T89475. 
C  
$1,000-2,000 
See Illustration

63 
[TRAVEL] 
CHAPPE D’AUTEROCHE, JEAN. A journey into 
Siberia, made ... in 1761. Containing an Account 
Of the Manners and Customs of the Russians, 
the Present State of their Empire; with the 
Natural History, and Geographical Description 
of their Country, and Level of the Road from 
Paris to Tobolsky... London: printed for T. Jefferys, 
1770 [actually January 1771]. First English edition. 
Period tan calf, all edges yellow. 10 1/2 x 8 1/4 inches 
(26.5 x 20 cm); xii, [viii], 395, [1] pp., with a tinted 
folding map and nine plates. eight hand-colored. 
Binding rubbed, spine browned, joints holding 
on cords. With W. W. Greville’s bookplate; 
Together with TAGART, EDWARD. A Memoir 
of the late Captain Heywood... London:  
Effingham Wilson, 1832. Original brown cloth, 
printed spine label. 8 7/8 x 5 1/2 inches (22.5 x  
14 cm); viii, 332 pp. Head and toe of spine 
chipped, hinges loose, generally good condition. 
The first work is a classic account of Siberian 
travels, with attractive plates; the second is an 
interesting memoir by a midshipman on the 
Bounty, who mutinied, but was pardoned and 
later became a captain. 
C  
$500-800

64 
[COOK’S VOYAGES] 
ANDERSON, GEORGE WILLIAM. A New,  
Authentic, and Complete Collection of Voyages ... 
Captain Cook’s First, Second, Third and Last 
Voyages ... Round the World. London: Alex. 
Hogg, [1784-86]. Full contemporary tree calf. 
15 1/4 x 9 3/4 (39 x 25 cm); frontispiece portrait 
of Cook, iv pp. including title, folding map, [5]-[656] pp., 
1 f. Subscribers and 150 copper-engraved 
plates. Covers detached, rubbed, a few plates 
with worn corners or small marginal losses, a 
few short tears, other minor defects. 
 
An important collection of Cook’s voyages along 
with those of Carteret, Anson, Drake and others. 
Originally issued in eighty parts, there are several 
variants of this work, and the number of plates 
vary considerably. The present copy does 
not contain the Death of Capt. James Cook 
plate, but the frontispiece is dated 1784, and 
the heading of p. 5 reading “A Genuine and 
Complete History of the Whole of Capt. Cook’s 
Voyages,” both diagnostic of an early issue. 
C  
$800-1,200 
See Illustration

65 
COOK, JAMES 
A voyage to the Pacific Ocean; undertaken by 
command of his Majesty, for making discoveries 
in the northern hemisphere: performed under 
the direction of Captains Cook, Clerke, and 
Gore, in the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779, 
and 1780. Being a copious ... abridgement... 
London: printed for John Stockdale [etc.], 1784. 
Four volumes, period mottled calf, edges sprinkled. 
8 1/8 x 5 inches (20.5 x 12.5 cm); with the two 
folding maps (including the large General Chart 
of the tracks of the ships) and 49 plates. Light 
binding wear, some worming (mostly marginal) 
to the preliminaries of the second volume, and 
a persistent pair of wormholes to the foot of 
the fourth volume, although otherwise very clean. 
C  
$800-1,200 
See Illustration

66 
[TRAVEL-INDIA] 
K.C.A.J. [=FOSTER, JACK R.] The sportsman’s 
vade-mecum for the Himalayas: containing 
notes on shooting, outfit, camp equipment, 
sporting yarns, etc. London: Horace Cox, 1891. 
First edition, presentation copy dated 1892. 
Later three-quarters cloth. 8 1/2 x 5 3/4 inches 
(21.5 x 14 cm); [vi], 120 pp., 28 pp. ads. Clean 
copy; Together with JOHNSON, DANIEL. 
Sketches of Indian field sports: with observations 
on the animals; also an account of some of 
the customs of the inhabitants; with a description 
of the art of catching serpents, as practised 
by the conjoors and their method of curing 
themselves when bitten: with remarks on 
hydrophobia and rabid animals. London: Longman 
etc., 1822. First edition, presentation copy, with 
a hand-written description of the frontispiece. 
Straight grain green morocco. 8 3/8 x 5 1/2 inches 
(21 x 13 cm); x, 261, [1] pp., with an emblematic 
frontispiece. Boards detached, spine defective. 
C  
$300-500

67 
[TRAVEL] 
KNOX, ROBERT. An historical relation of the 
island Ceylon, in the East-Indies: together, 
with an account of the detaining in captivity 
the author and divers other Englishmen now 
living there, and of the author’s miraculous 
escape. London: printed by Richard Chiswell, 
printer to the Royal Society, 1681. First edition. 
Period calf rebacked, all edges sprinkled, 
housed in a clamshell case. 12 5/8 x 7 3/4 inches 
(32 x 20 cm); [24-including license and title], 
189, [3-including ad] pp., with folding map and 
fourteen (of fifteen) plates, lacking the plate 
of trap-fishing opposite page 28. Rebacked, 
binding worn, portion of margin of one plate 
torn away, some restorations and other defects. 
C  
$1,500-2,500 
See Illustration

68 
[COLOR PLATE] 
MASON, GEORGE HENRY. The Costume of 
China. London: W. Miller, 1806 [text watermark 
1801, plates 1804]. Brown Russia gilt of the  
period, spine in six compartments, lettered in 
the second and fourth, brown paper endsheets, 
all edges gilt. 14 x 10 1/4 inches (35 x 26 cm); 
separate titles in both French and English,  
1 f. plate list, 1 ff. ads, 4 ff. preface etc.  
60 superb hand-colored aquatint plates 
engraved by Dadley after Pu-Qua of Canton, 
each with accompanying text leaf and protective 
tissue. Boards detached (with title pages still 
attached to the front board), wear to spine and 
boards, internally some toning and soiling. 
Bookplate of Auchincruive [House]. 
The work, as usual, has text in English and 
French throughout. Abbey Travel 533; Colas 
2009; Lipperheide 1520; Prideaux p. 317 etc. 
C  
$800-1,200 
See Illustration

69 
[TRAVEL] 
UPHAM, EDWARD. The history and 
doctrine of Budhism, popularly  
illustrated: with notices of the  
Kappooism, or demon worship, and of 
the Bali, or planetary incantations, of 
Ceylon. London, R. Ackermann, 1829. 
First edition, uncolored issue. 20th 
century cloth. 14 x 1/4 x 10 1/8 inches 
(36 x 25.5 cm); [4], [viii], 136, [2] pp., with 
43 lithographic plates. Some restorations 
to title, terminal plate, several leaves 
marginally wormed and restored. 
C  
$800-1,200 
See Illustration
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70 
KUNIYOSHI, UTAGAWA 
[Seichû gishi den]. [Biographies of Loyal and Righteous 
Samurai]. [Tokyo: Ebiya Rinnosuke?, August 1847- 
January 1848?]. A likely early printing of this great  
woodblock series. Hand-lettered blue paper wrappers, 
bound fukurotoji (leporello-style), the prints within mounted 
when bound to the versos of pages of a Japanese manuscript. 
Oban tate-e i.e. 14 3/8 x 10 1/8 inches (36 x 26 cm); set 
of 52 full-page lettered woodblock prints, stamped and 
signed. Wrappers worn, occasional fading and soiling  
internally, but in all quite a good copy. Three prints with 
small losses, 1936 Japanese sale ticket on endpaper. 
 
The greatest of the visual representations of the forty-seven 
ronin, who committed seppuku after revenging their  
master’s death. 
C The James P. and Joan M. Warburg Collection 
$1,200-1,800 
See Illustration

71 
[COLOR PLATE] 
ANDRÀSY, EMMANUEL, Count [and others].  
Les Chasses et le sport en Hongrie. [Buda]pest: Armand 
Geibel, (1857). Three-quarters modern red morocco, 
marbled sides, with portions of original wrappers bound-in. 
23 3/4 x 16 inches (60.5 x 41.5 cm); 27 ff., frontispiece and 
twelve plates printed in chromolithography and finished 
by hand in colors and gum arabic, with twelve mounted 
chromolithographic vignettes with typographic borders in 
the text, wood engraved vignettes, all leaves mounted on 
guards. Binding with light wear and scuffing, some defects 
to the wrappers, which have been mounted, half-title not 
present, small loss to the gutter margin at the foot of the 
prefatory leaf repaired, repaired clean marginal tear to the 
first text leaf, some plates with scattered foxing, but in all  
a sound copy of a rather rare work. The Marcel Jeanson 
copy with his bookplate, and a second monogrammed 
bookplate, unidentified. 
 
A spectacular work on hunting, with superb hand-finished 
plates lithographed by Arnz & Company, Eugène Charles 
Francois Guérard, Adolphe Jean-Baptiste Bayot and others, 
after various Hungarian artists. Schwerdt Hunting I, 31. 
C Property from the Collection of  
Judith Taubman 
$3,000-5,000 
See Illustration

72 
[COLOR PLATE] 
WILLIAMSON, THOMAS, (Captain) [and] HOWITT, SAMUEL. 
Oriental Field Sports being a complete, detailed, and 
accurate description of the wild sports of the East and 
exhibiting, in a novel and interesting manner, the natural 
history of the elephant, the rhinoceros, the tiger ... and 
other undomesticated animals... London: Edward Orme, 
1807. First edition. 19th century three-quarters morocco, 
cloth sides. 17 x 23 inches (47 x 59 cm); pictorial title (more 
properly a half-title) rendered in stencil, printed title leaf, 
dedication leaf, preface on pp. i-ii, 150 pp., plus plate list. 
Illustrated with forty superb hand-colored aquatint plates 
by Howitt. The colored title is creased and torn, and about 
two-thirds of the plates were at one time separated for 
framing, leaving stubs. These have been reinserted but not 
reattached. 
•  
$2,000-4,000 
See Illustration

73 
[PIRATES] 
The History and Lives of the most Notorious Pirates, and their Crews; from Captain 
Avery, who first settled at Madagascar, to Capt. John Gow, and James Williams, 
his Lieutenant, etc., who were hanged at Execution Dock, June 11, 1725, for Piracy 
and Murder... London: Sabine and Son, [after 1725, likely circa 1780]. Stated third 
edition. Original stab-sewn wrappers (the rear with a list of chapbooks) with woodcut 
illustration to upper cover and Sabine ad to lower cover. 6 3/4 x 3 7/8 inches  
(18 x 10.5 cm); viii, 96 pp., woodcut frontispiece and 15 woodcut portraits in the text. 
The wrappers worn and with small losses affecting border of image and last letter 
of text, chips and losses along spine, an early hand has penned “curious cuts” at 
the head of the upper wrapper, a few leaves detached, creases and chips to page 
extremities, small card of the noted collector Herschel V. Jones laid-in. 
 
The crude woodcut portraits here include Captains John Evans, Avery, Martel, Teach 
(Blackbeard), Stede Bonnet, Edward England, Charles Vane, John Rackham, Mary 
Read, Howel Davis, Bartholomew Roberts, Anstis, Worsley, George Lowther, Sprigs, 
and John Gow. The text of this chapbook draws on Defoe’s work of the same title, 
but it has been rewritten, perhaps for a juvenile audience. This is an unsophisticated 
copy of a title scarce in any condition or edition. WorldCat lists just The Harvard Law 
School copy. Rare Book Hub lists only one copy conforming to the exact title of this 
copy (dropping the word “all” before most notorious in the title) from a 1923 Maggs 
listing dating the work to 1780. 
C Property from a Private Minneapolis Collection 
$500-800 
See Illustration

74 
[EARLY AUTOMOTIVE] 
NORMAN, HENRY, Sir [M.P.] The Flowing Road. A record of the perfect holiday. 
An automobile journey through five countries, across twelve frontiers, & over 
five mountain passes. Autograph printer’s manuscript for the March 1906 Scribner’s 
Magazine article of the same title. Full dark green morocco by Zaehnsdorf, dated 
1906, the corners of the covers tooled with a post-horn device within an ornamental 
frame, dark green silk endpapers, edges rough gilt. 8 x 4 3/4 inches (21.5 x 12.5 cm); 
approximately 240 ff., written on one side of the leaf in black ink on onionskin paper. 
Very light binding wear, the leather toned to chestnut especially on the spine. 
 
Sir Henry Norman was an early member of the Automobile Club of Great Britain and 
Ireland and often represented the interests of motorists in Parliament as an M.P. The 
present work is an account of a pioneering (and often hair-raising) account of early 
long-distance motoring. It was a lead article in Scribner’s Magazine (March 1906), and 
Scientific American in 1912 (on the occasion of the publication of the same author’s 
work on his travels in the Sahara) described this piece as “the best appreciation of the 
true charm of motoring ever written.” Norman drove two American friends (in a car 
that he had purchased at their behest and expense) over alpine passes, the descents 
from which seem to have been fraught with peril. Sold together with a modern 
account of the dedicatee of The Flowing Road, Lucy (Mrs. Charles Hamilton Paine), 
touching on this journey. 
C Estate of Henriette Montgomery 
$800-1,200 
See Illustration
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European & Musical Autographs 
 
75 
ANTOINETTE, MARIE, Queen of Louis XVI of France 
Document signed in full “Marie Antoinette” as Dauphine.  
Single sheet of vellum engrossed in brown ink, Versailles, 
May 30 1772.  15 1/2 x 22 3/4 inches (39 x 57 cm); the 
appointment of Claude Vilbar to the post of Valet de 
Chambre-Horloger Ordinaire de la Reine at Versailles, with 
docketing in various hands, some on the verso. Usual folds, 
some soiling, pale stain in the blank margin at lower left. 
 
An interesting document signed by Marie Antoinette,  
appointing a royal clockmaker to her Court upon the death 
of Jean-Baptiste Baillon. Vilbar held this appointment until 
his death in 1786, when he was succeeded by Robert Robin. 
C  
$3,000-5,000 
See Illustration
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76 
[BRITISH STATESMEN] 
KING GEORGE III. Document signed. London: 7 February, 1799. 
Partially printed document accomplished in manuscript and signed 
at head “George R.”, the document appointing John Hole Lieutenant 
of Calvary in the Parish of Cullompton, Devon. 13 x 8 inches (33 x 
20 cm); framed with a portrait. Spotting, split to one fold; Together 
with WELLESLEY, ARTHUR - DUKE OF WELLINGTON. Autograph 
note signed. Walmer Castle: 25 September 1844. One page note 
signed “Wellington”  to the Honorable Charles Law arranging a 
meeting, framed with a portrait and with address panel in Wellington’s 
hand. Folds, visible tear to address panel, neither examined out  
of frame. 
C Property from a Connecticut Private Collector 
$500-800

77 
HAMILTON, EMMA, Lady 
Autograph letter signed in full “Emma Hamilton.” 3 pp. on  
a folded sheet of paper, written in brown ink, Caserta,  
November 19th, 1797. Page size 12 x 7 1/4 inches (30.5 x 18 cm); 
addressed simply “Dear Sir,” signed at the foot of the third page. 
Usual folds, minor restorations to central folds (with one word  
partially obscured), edges reinforced, some minor foxing to the foot. 
 
Written in Emma Hamilton’s sprawling hand, this charming letter 
(for which we have unfortunately not been able to establish the 
recipient) contains a profound and rather abject apology for some 
social indiscretion, possibly connected with gaming, written in her 
inimitable style. Accompanied by a transcription. 
C  
$3,000-5,000 
See Illustration 

78 
[MANUSCRIPT] 
Collection of four complete documents, and one partial  
document, signed by various Hapsburg Kings of Spain. Charles I: 
Document signed (“Yo el rey”) on vellum, dated 1529.  
13 x 25 inches (32 x 63 cm). Tape repairs to folds, several small  
losses, framed; Charles I: Portion of document signed (“Yo el rey”)  
on paper, dated 1548. 5 x 8 1/2 inches (12 x 21.5 cm). Tape repairs 
to folds, several small losses, framed; Philip III: Document signed 
(“Yo el rey”) on paper, dated 1600. 12 x 8 1/4 inches (30 x 21 cm). 
Usual folds, some minor staining, several small losses all but one 
clear of text; Philip III: Document signed (“Yo el rey”) on paper, 
dated 1613. 16 x 11 1/2 inches (41 x 29 cm). Usual folds, some 
minor staining, framed; Charles II: Document signed (“Yo el rey”) 
on paper, dated 1691. 16 x 11 1/2 inches (41 x 29 cm). Usual folds, 
generally clean, framed. 
 
Also included in the lot is a framed document of the reign of Joanna 
of Castile (“Juana la Loca”, the Mad), a Real Ejecutoria of 4 pp., 
dated 1512. 
C  
$2,000-4,000 
See Illustration

79 
LOUIS XIV 
Document signed, as “Louis”, secretarially engrossed on a single 
sheet of paper, Versailles, dated August 12, 1695. 14 x 8 5/8 inches 
(36 x 22 cm); about fourteen lines in French written in brown ink in a 
fine formal hand, signed by the King (“Louis”), docketed on verso. 
Some slight spotting, traces of old mounting on back of integral 
blank. Slits for a seal, minor creases, in all a fine example, framed 
with a portrait. 
C Property from a Connecticut Private Collector 
$400-600

80 
NAPOLÉON BONAPARTE 
Letter signed, largely in a secretarial hand (probably written 
by Géraud Christophe Michel Duroc, 1st Duc de Frioul), signed 
“Napoleon”, with a footnote likely in Napoleon’s hand. Single sheet, 
2 pp., the text in a dark brown ink, dated Paris 17 March 1808, 
addressed “Mon Cousin.” 9 x 7 1/4 inches (23 x 18.5 cm );  
25 lines written in dark brown ink, signed by Napoleon at lower left 
and with footnote opposite his signature. Usual creases and folds, 
a pen-blot just touching the “N” of Napoleon, some pale spotting, 
neatly hinged to mount. Framed with a portrait and a translation. 
 
Napoleon offers a bonus to the Infantry Corps of 6,340,000 francs“as proof 
of our satisfaction,” and provides detailed instructions for its  
distribution, down to the words that would accompany the sum 
granted to each individual man. The footnote, almost certainly in 
Napoleon’s hand, reads in translation “Let me know the sum of a 
month’s pay for a cavalry squadron when it will have 500 men.” 
C Property from a Connecticut Private Collector 
$1,200-1,800 
See Illustration

81 
PHILIP II, King of Spain 
Document signed (“Yo el Rey”). Body of text in a secretarial 
hand, dated June 26, 1579, acknowledging a formal oath of fealty. 
10 3/4 x 7 1/4 inches (27 x 19 cm), 11 lines in a Batarde hand on 
paper. Framed with portrait. 
C Property from a Connecticut Private Collector 
$800-1,200 
See Illustration

82 
POMPADOUR, JEANNE ANTOINETTE, Marquise de.  
Autograph letter, unsigned but with seal, addressed to the Duke 
of FitzJames. Single page in brown ink on a folded sheet, dated  
20 July 1763. Page size 6 3/8 x 4 1/2 inches (11.5 x 16 cm); the body 
of the text 10 lines, with integral address leaf (with the Pompadour 
armorial seal in red wax), all in her hand. Usual folds, some toning,  
a blank portion of the address leaf torn away where opened, but still 
affixed to the sheet with the seal. 
 
An attractive example of a letter by Madame de Pompadour, 
addressed to Charles de Fitz-James, 4th Duke of Fitz-James, 
a Peer of France and at that time governor of Languedoc. The text 
of the letter is couched in veiled (or very discreet) language, but 
given the date almost certainly refers to a conflict between the 
Duke and the Parlement de Toulouse, part of a political storm that 
ultimately ended in violence and a temporary period of disgrace for 
the Duke. 
C  
$2,000-3,000 
See Illustration

83 
QUEEN VICTORIA 
Document signed, the appointment of Thomas Babington  
Macaulay to the office of Paymaster-General. Buckingham Palace, 
London: 7 July 1846. Folded sheet of laid paper, the first page 
bearing the secretarially engrossed appointment, signed “Victoria 
R” at the head, the foot countersigned by Lord John Russell as Prime 
Minister; Sir Henry Rich; and Charles Wood, 1st Viscount Halifax. 
Page size 14 7/8 x 9 3/8 inches (38 x 24 cm); variously docketed, 
stamped and endorsed. Usual folds, some soiling and minor creas-
ing, overall sound. 
 
Macaulay, the author of Lays of Ancient Rome and the magisterial 
History of England held the post of Paymaster-General between 
1846 and 1848, shortly after the publication of the first two volumes 
of the second work. 
C  
$800-1,200
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88 
MAHLER, GUSTAVE 
Autograph note signed “Mahler”. Notecard 
with the blindstamp at head of the  
K.K. Hof-Operntheater in Vienna at the head, 
written from Vienna, undated. 3 1/2 x 5 inches 
(9 x 13 cm), 7 lines plus greeting (“Lieber Freund”) 
and felicitations, written in black ink. Framed 
with a portrait, the verso with some notes in pencil. 
 
Mahler, as Director of the Hofoper (K.K. 
Hof-Operntheater) in Vienna, mentions to a 
friend his intention to go to Schneeberg on 
the coming Saturday, very possibly to the 
Hotel Hochschneeberg, at which mountain 
resort he stayed with some regularity. 
C  
$1,800-2,200 
See Illustration

89 
MASSENET, JULES 
Le Cid. Opéra en quatre Actes... Paris:  
G. Hartman, [1886?]. Likely the first edition of 
the score for voice and piano, this copy inscribed 
by Massenet to Madame [Caroline] 
Miolan-Carvalho on the half-title, with a four-bar 
musical quotation (with libretto) from the duet 
Serment d’amour, promesse éternelle from 
the last scene of the opera, signed and dated 
January 1886 (the opera was first performed 
November 30 of the year previous). Period 
three-quarters decorative cloth, marbled sides, 
endpapers and edges (probably a presentation 
binding). 14 1/2 x 10 1/2 inches (36.5 x 26.5 cm); 
[10], 355, [1] pp. (plate 1571). Light binding 
wear, overall attractive. 
 
The great coloratura soprano Miolan-Carvalho, a 
longtime friend of Massenet’s, was prima donna at 
the Théâtre Lyrique from 1856 to 1867. She 
retired from performance in 1885 to teach voice. 
•  
$400-600

90 
[MUSIC AUTOGRAPHS] 
Late 19th-early 20th century musical  
autograph album. Blue cloth, the upper 
cover stamped “A. Bausemer”. 7 1/2 x 
10 3/4 inches (19 x 27 cm); 32 completed 
leaves. Includes a mounted autograph by 
Franz Liszt (possibly extracted from a letter); 
a quotation of five double measures  
quotation by Arturo Rubenstein dated 1879; 
a neat note-card in an envelope minutely  
inscribed by Richard Strauss; and inscriptions 
(some with musical quotations) by Heinrich 
Dorn, Alexander Dorn, Fritz Kreisler, Pablo 
de Sarasate etc. Worn, paper friable with 
many detached leaves and some chipping. 
C  
$2,000-3,000 
See Illustration

91 
SAINT-SAËNS, CAMILLE 
Sansone e dalila. Opera in 3 Atti et  
4 Quadri di F. Lemaire... Paris: A Durand, 
n.d. Probable first Italian translation of the  
libretto (by A. Zanardini), a presentation 
copy “à mon très-cher Alphonse Thibaud/
son vieil ami C. Saint-Saëns/1916. Original 
limp maroon leather, the title on the upper 
cover in gold. 10 1/2 x 7 1/4 inches  
(27 x 18.5 cm); [2] ff., 266 pp., plate number 
4372. Slight foxing to the title, traces from 
an old paper clip, in all a very sound copy. 
C  
$400-600

92 
WAGNER, RICHARD 
Partly-printed document signed. Single 
page, Bayreuth, January 15, 1877, a receipt 
from the first Bayreuth Festival to Carl Voltz 
of Volts and Batz, theatrical agents of  
Wiesbaden. 4 1/4 x 10 3/4 inches (10 x 27 cm) 
Usual folds, about fine. Handsomely framed 
with a portrait of Wagner. 
 
Volts and Batz acted as Wagner’s agents  
between 1872 and 1882, but the relationship 
was tense, marked by sporadic lawsuits.  
The final breach came when they demanded 
the sum of 100,000 marks for releasing 
Wagner from his contract with them.  
Ultimately, Wagner’s son-in-law Adolf von Gross 
won the case against them, but this was 
after Wagner’s death in 1883. 
C  
$1,500-2,500 
See Illustration

93 
WALTER, BRUNO 
Musical quotation signed, five double 
measures from Mahler’s Second Symphony, 
written out in black ink with a sentiment, 
Munich, dated July 1917. 5 1/4 x 4 7/8 inches 
(13.5 x 11.5 cm). Mounted on a stiff white 
sheet, some overall staining and wear which 
does not affect the text. Framed with  
a portrait. 
 
Bruno Walter was a close associate of  
Gustav Mahler from 1901 on. 
C  
$600-900

84 
SADE, DONATIEN ALPHONSE FRANCOIS, Marquis de.  
Autograph letter in French vigorously signed “Notre Concitoyen/Sade” 
at the foot of the second page. Four pages in dark brown ink on recto and 
verso of a single sheet of heavy laid paper folded to 2 ff., dated 12 Mar. 1793 
 “l’an 2 de la republique.” 7 3/8 x 6 inches (19.5 x 15.25 cm); addressed 
“Citoyen,” the body of the text 26 lines, the verso of the last leaf  
annotated “Sade/emigré/12 mar. 1793.” Small paper defect at upper 
corner of the first leaf, overall in very fresh condition . 
 
On March 10, 1793, a law was passed by the National Convention of the 
First Republic that created a series of revolutionary tribunals (this would be 
followed in September of 1793 by the notorious Law of Suspects, which in 
effect began the French “Reign of Terror”). Sade was at the time this letter 
was written an officer (initially secretary, and later a judge) in the Section 
des Piques—the Place Vendôme section of the National Convention, of 
which Robespierre was also a member—in Paris. However, he became 
aware that his name had appeared on a list of émigrés (those who had 
initially fled the Revolution were especially suspect) at Marseilles, and 
that this, under the terms of the March 10 law, placed him at direct risk of 
losing his citizenship card or worse. He was able to accomplish preliminary 
removal from the list in May of 1793, through the offices of Gaufridy, his 
lawyer, though this same threat arose a second time that year. 
 
The present letter bears directly on his predicament after the passage 
of the March 10 law. In it he protests that his name should not have 
been places on the list solely because he had been late in supplying his 
certificate of residence. He expostulates “No, Citizen, I am not and have 
never been an émigré...” and explains the reasons why his certificate was 
late (complete translation available upon request). Despite this eloquent 
appeal, the recipient still docketed Sade’s letter as “émigré.” 
C  
$4,000-6,000 
See Illustration

85 
BUZZI-PECCIA, ARTURO (MAESTRO) 
Group of signed items, comprising two autograph letters signed,  
1941-42, with original envelopes; two separate pieces of sheet music with 
inscriptions to the covers; and an inscribed photograph. All housed in a 
red half morocco slipcase. The signed photograph with some smudging to 
signature, other handling wear. 
C  
$200-300

86 
FRANCESCO, CILEA 
Musical quotation signed, a measure from Adriana Lecouvreur, Palermo 
14 February, 1926, with a 1932 inscribed photograph of Cilea. Framed  
together; Together with UMBUTO, GIORDANO. Musical quotation 
signed (unidentified), three measures, 13 February 1916. Framed with  
a portrait. 
C  
$600-900

87 
LISZT, FRANZ 
Wartburg-Lieder aus dem lyrischen Festspiel: Der Brunt Willkomm 
auf Wurtburg... Leipzig: C.F.K. Kahnt, [1873]. First edition, probably a 
large-paper presentation issue, an inscribed copy with a presentation by 
Liszt on the front pastedown to B. von Arnswald, the commandant of 
Wartburg Castle, dated the year of publication. Original cloth backed 
boards, upper cover with mounted label of blue paper. 15 x 12 inches  
(38 x 30 cm); title, dedication, and contents leaves, pp. 7-32, printed in 
chromolithography [with plate number 1690 on first page of score].  
Boards somewhat worn, lacking front free endpaper, light scattered  
foxing throughout. 
 
Liszt wrote these songs in honor of the marriage of the Grand Duke’s son 
Crown Prince Carl August to Princess Pauline, and was in attendance at 
their first performance at the Castle in August 1873. The present edition 
would appear to be a large-paper variant, with a charming title vignette of 
the Castle. The recipient, van Arnswald, was a painter and engraver, and 
the previous year Arnswald had made a drawing of Liszt at the piano. 
C  
$3,000-5,000 
See Illustration
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94 
[COLOR PLATE] 
THORNTON, ROBERT. New Illustration of the Sexual 
System of Carolus von Linnaeus Comprehending 
... the Temple of Flora, or Garden of Nature. 
London: Printed for the publisher, by T. Bensley, 
[1799]-1807. First edition. Early 20th century 
three-quarters red morocco, top edge gilt.  
23 1/4 x 18 1/2 inches (59 x 47.5 cm); collates 
as follows. Part I: engraved half-title “A British 
Trophy...”; engraved portrait of Thornton by  
F. Bartolozzi after Russell; engraved additional 
title;  mezzotint portrait of Linnaeus in Lapland 
dress by Dunkarton after Kingsbury (colored 
state); engraved portrait of Linnaeus by H. Meyer after 
Hollman and Bartolozzi (in both colored and  
uncolored states); engraved portrait of  
Queen Charlotte by Bartolozzi after W. Beechey; 
engraved dedication; 3 engraved tables;  
engraved part-title “The Prize Dissertation”; 
engraved plates of “The Universal Power of 
Love,” portrait of  Sir Thomas Millington, and 
“Farina of Flowers,” with letterpress title and  
28 ff. text (including dedication and part-title) 
with 1806 watermarks. Part 2: engraved part-title; 
mezzotint portrait of Linnaeus in Lapland dress 
by Dunkarton after Kingsbury (uncolored state); 
2 engraved tables, with 8 ff. (including half-title) 
with 1806 watermarks.Part III: engraved title on 
2 sheets; engraved table of contents; engraved  
dedication on 2 sheets; engraved part-title;  
3 plates: “Flora Dispensing her Favours on Earth” 
(aquatint and stipple engraved, hand-colored),  
and “Aesculapius, Flora, Ceres and Cupid...” 
and “Cupid Inspiring the Plants with Love” (color 
printed stipple-engravings finished by hand); 
30 mixed-method engraved plates (mezzotint, 
aquatint, with some stipple) printed in colors and 
finished by hand (N.B. the plate list calls for  
28 plates; this copy has two additional plates, 
the group of four auriculas and the pitcher plant), 
with 78 ff. including part-title and title, the text 
bearing 1804 watermarks. Most of the plates 
appear in first or early states by Dunthorne’s  
criteria. A list of the plates is available upon 
request. Spine no longer present, front board 
detached, rear board just holding on the hinge.  
A large and unusually complete copy with all of 
the five frontispieces in colored state and with 
both auricula plates present, possibly bound from 
the parts (which appeared from 1799 on), with 
stab-stitch marks at the extreme fore-margin of 
many plates. Scattered light foxing, mostly to 
text, a few plates with some toning but all  
protected with guard-sheets. Sporadic slight  
chipping to the fore-edge, a few small closed 
tears to margins of text, several minor open tears 
(short and marginal), noted, one to the extreme 
lower edge of a plate. 
 
 

THE TEMPLE OF FLORA

Color Plate Books

 
94

Robert Thornton, who studied medicine at Cambridge and lectured on medical botany at 
Guy’s Hospital in London, possessed a considerable fortune through the deaths of his father, 
mother and elder brother. It was his ambition, in which he was supremely successful,  
to produce a British florilegium whose qualities would outstrip any previous work,  
although the effort proved disastrous to his finances, as he spared no expense in the  
production. He had originally planned that the work should contain seventy color  
plates, but he curtailed the production after some thirty plates had been produced,  
a circumstance that he describes in his Apology to My Subscribers at the end of the work, 
in which he indicates that the Napoleonic Wars had harmed the endeavor. In 1812,  
he attempted to recoup some of his expenses by conducting a lottery, offering as first prize 
the original paintings for the plates, but this was a financial failure, and he died in  
diminished circumstances in 1837, leaving his family near destitution. 
 
Despite Thornton’s misadventures, the work ranks high in the pantheon of color plate 
books, and is especially satisfying when (as Dunthorne notes) the plates are in early states, 
as many in this copy are. These, with their complex backgrounds featuring landscapes and 
architecture, are quite unlike anything that came before, and are imbued with a thoroughly 
Romantic aesthetic. Compositionally, they are striking and botanically, they are accurate. 
They were rendered by artists including Sir William Beechey, James Opie, Henry Raeburn, 
John Russell, Abraham Pether, Peter Henderson, Philip Reinagle and in one case (Roses) 
Thornton himself. The engraving and coloring is masterly: Bartolozzi, Earlom, and John 
Landseer used a broad range of printing techniques to virtuosic effect. Dunthorne 301; 
Great Flower Books, p. 143; Nissen BBI 1955; Stafleu & Cowan 14283. 
C  
$60,000-80,000 
See Illustration 
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95 
MAUND, BENJAMIN 
The Botanic Garden: consisting of highly finished representations of hardy 
ornamental flowering plants cultivated in Great Britain... Vol. I-IV. 
London: Simpkin & Marshall, 1825-6 to 1831-2. First editions. Four volumes 
bound in contemporary olive calf, marbled sides, speckled edges.  
8 1/2 x 7 inches (21.5 x 17.5 cm); engraved titles and printed titles,  
96 hand-colored plates with accompanying text. Light binding wear, 
internally generally a clean, bright set of the first four published volumes. 
Old ink ownership on endpaper, Sotheran’s label tipped-in.. 
Sitwell Great Flower Books p. 160; Nissen 2222. 
C  
$800-1,200

96 
[COLOR PLATE] 
ROSCOE, MRS. [MARGARET LACE] 
Floral Illustrations of the Seasons consisting of ... the most beautiful and 
rare Herbaceous Plants. London: Robert Havell and Baldwin and Craddock, 
[1829]-1831. Period straight-grained purple morocco tooled in gilt and blind, 
spine in six compartments, silver endpapers, all edges gilt. 11 1/4 x 9 inches 
(28.5 x 22.5 cm); engraved and printed titles, iv pp., with 55 very fine 
hand-colored plates engraved by Robert Havell Jr. after Mary Roscoe’s drawings, 
each with accompanying text. Light binding wear, bound in part order 
(i.e. out of sequence) but complete, generally a very clean example. 
 
Engraved by Havell, best known for his work on Audubon’s birds, this work 
is quite uncommon complete. The coloring and engraving are extremely fine. 
Margaret Lace Roscoe was the daughter of the abolitionist, historian and 
botanist William Roscoe. Nissen (BBI) 1676; Dunthorne 266; Pritzel 7763. 
C The James P. and Joan M. Warburg Collection 
$2,000-3,000 
See Illustration

97 
[COLOR PLATE] 
SANDER, HENRY FREDERICK CONRAD. Reichenbachia, Orchids illustrated 
and described. London & St. Albans: Henry Sotheran & Co and F. Sander & Co., 
1888-1894 [1895]. Copy 51 of 100 copies of the Imperial edition, signed 
by Sander. Four volumes bound as eight (First Series, volumes 1 and 2; 
Second series, volumes 1 and 2), uniform 19th century three-quarters 
green morocco, dark green cloth sides, all edges gilt. 25 5/8 x 19 inches 
(65 x 48 cm); 192 fine chromolithographic plates, most finished by hand 
with gum arabic or added color, lithographed by Joseph Mansell, G. Leutzsch 
and J.L. Macfarlane after Henry Moon, W.H. Fitch, A.H. Loch and C. Storer, 
occasional wood-engraved illustrations throughout the text. The plates mounted 
to card as issued and bound on guards, each plate protected with a tissue 
guard. The bindings scuffed with portions of the surface of the leather 
abraded, generally a very clean set internally, though with some minor 
discoloration from the mounting adhesive noticeable in the second volumes 
of the first series. Occasional trivial adhesion marks of the tissues to the 
plates, though in general this set has far less adhesion than frequently 
found. The first part of the first volume of the second series a little bumped 
with resultant creasing of corners of the mounts, with some embrittlement 
in that area. 
 
Published during the heyday of the late Victorian orchid mania,  
Sander was the foremost authority on the Orchidaceae, as well as the 
largest grower, maintaining nurseries in England, Belgium, and the  
United States. He had agents gathering plants worldwide, often dangerous 
work, and he reports in the description of one orchid: “Orchidists are 
familiar with the names of Wallis, Endrès, Klaboch, Falkenberg, Schröder, 
Arnold, Douglas, and others, who have died in the cause of botanical 
science.” He named the work in honor of Heinrich Gustav Reichenbach, 
a natural historian whose province was orchids (Reichenbach’s library, 
drawing and specimens are in the Naturhistorisches Museum of Vienna). 
The illustrations are largely after the work of Henry George Moon, and 
these are of great elegance. 
 
The color plates in this Imperial edition are of the same size as those  
of the regular unlimited edition, but were issued mounted to large  
sheets of card, and these sets were apparently intended for presentation 
by Sander. The distinction between these two editions is sometimes 
overlooked: it is an especially commanding work in this form, and also 
quite rare thus. Great Flower Books (1990) p. 135; Nissen BBI 1722; 
Stafleu and Cowan 10.219. 
C Property from the Collection of Judith Taubman 
$12,000-18,000 
See Illustration

98 
[COLOR PLATE] 
[COMBE, RICHARD] and ROWLANDSON, 
THOMAS. The Dance of Life, a Poem. 
London: Ackermann, 1817. First edition. Full 
early mottled calf by Tout, the spine tooled 
in gilt and with raised bands and red and 
tan lettering labels. 9 1/4 x 5 1/2 inches 
(23.3 x 14 cm); hand-colored frontispiece, 
engraved title, and 24 hand-colored aquatint 
plates under guards, all by Rowlandson.  
A very clean copy internally, joints splitting 
and tender with old repair to lower joint, 
discreet release stamp from Harvard College 
Library to title verso and bookplate to rear 
pastedown, bookplate of George Robert White. 
A fine copy of Combe’s and Rowlandson’s 
sequel to the The Dance of Death. 
C  
$400-600

99 
[COLOR PLATE] 
ROWLANDSON, THOMAS. The Tour of 
Doctor Syntax in Search of the Picturesque; 
... Consolation; ... a Wife. London: Ackermann, 
1828. Stated 4th editions. Contemporary 
three-quarters red morocco gilt with  
decoratively stamped spines, marbled boards 
and edges, red morocco chemise and 
slipcase. 5 3/8 x 3 3/8 inches (13.5 x 8 cm); 
with two hand-colored engraved titles 
and 77 (of 78, lacks one plate in volume II) 
hand-colored engraved plates, ads. A few 
repairs, bindings rubbed, hinges tender, 
ads trimmed close. 
C  
$200-300

100 
[CRUIKSHANK, GEORGE] 
The Comic Almanack. London: Charles 
Tilt (later David Bogue), 1835-53. Nineteen 
volumes (all published) bound in nine,  
full maroon calf by Bartlett, top edges gilt, 
original wrappers bound-in. 6 1/2 x  
4 inches (16.5 x 10.4 cm), with 1848-9 
smaller as noted; illustrated throughout by 
Cruikshank. Some joints a bit tender, in all a 
nice set. Bookplate of Donald S. Tuttle. 
C  
$400-600

101 
[CRUIKSHANK, GEORGE] 
SCOTT, WALTER. Letters on Demonology 
and Witchcraft... London: 1830. First edition, 
full red crushed morocco by Wood, decorated 
with emblematic figures after Cruikshank in gilt, 
top edge gilt. 6 x 3 3/4 inches (15 x 9.5 cm); 
with 12 plates by Cruickshank, each in three 
states (one plain, one hand-colored, one 
mounted tissue proof). Slight crack to front 
joint, in all a presentable copy; Together 
with INGLIS, HENRY DAVID. Rambles in 
the Footsteps of Don Quixote. London: 
1837. First edition. Three-quarters brown 
morocco. 7 5/8 x 4 3/4 inches; six etchings 
and two vignettes after Cruikshank; And 
three other works illustrated by Cruikshank. 
The additional works include Sunday in 
London, 1833; The Adventures of Sir Frizzle 
Pumpkin, 1836; and Tough Yarns, 1835. 
C  
$600-900

102 
[COLOR PLATE] 
The Scourge, or Monthly Expositor of 
Imposture and Folly. London: J. Jones [later 
W.N. Jones, final year James Johnston], 
1811-16. First edition. Eleven volumes containing 
66 parts (of 72), full red morocco gilt with 
green levant doublures, top edges gilt.  
8 5/8 x 5 1/2 inches (22 x 14 cm); various  
paginations, with 65 (of 66) folding hand-colored 
engraved plates. One volume (VIII, July 1- 
December 1) trimmed, otherwise uncut, a few 
plates with inobtrusive repairs or tears, 
some joints strained or rubbed, but overall 
an attractive set, lacking the plate for the 
July 1, 1811 issue, and all ads etc. With the 
bookplate of Donald S. Tuttle. Sold as a 
periodical, not subject to return. 
 
Published at monthly intervals, this entertaining 
(and sometimes scandalous) journal contains 
some of Cruikshank’s finest large-format 
early caricatures, as well as some by other 
hands. One interesting table in the first volume 
lists quack medicines with their ostensible uses 
and likely side effects (several including 
madness and death). Cohn 732 
C  
$3,000-5,000 
See Illustration

Children’s Literature & 
Original Illustration Art 
 
103 
BEMELMANS, LUDWIG 
Small Drawing depicting two figures  
enjoying a picnic. Black ink on brown  
paper, the two figures surrounded by a  
picnic basket, a handled case, and a thermos 
or lantern, signed with initials “LB” at  
lower center. Image 9 1/2 x 7 1/2 inches 
(24.5 x 18.5 cm); framed. In visibly good 
condition, unexamined out of frame. 
C Estate of George Labalme, Jr. 
$500-800 
See Illustration

104 
CARROL, LEWIS 
Le Avventure d’Alice nel Paese delle 
Meraviglie. London: Macmillan, 1872.  
First edition in Italian. Publisher’s cloth.  
7 1/4 x 4 3/4 inches (18.5 x 12.5 cm);  
189 pp., illustrations by John Tenniel.  
Spine sunned, else a fine copy. 
C Estate of George Labalme, Jr. 
$400-600

105 
[JAPANESE ILLUSTRATION] 
FLORIAN, JEAN-PIERRE CLARIS DE 
Fables. Paris: Marpon & Flammarion, 
[1896]. Two volumes, creped woodblock 
printed wrapper. 8 x 6 inches (20 x 15 cm); 
24 pp., 24 pp., illustrated throughout with 
creped woodblock prints; Together with 
LA FONTAINE, JEAN DE, Choix de Fables 
de La Fontaine... Tokyo and Paris:  
Tsoukidji/E. Flammarion, 1894. Two volumes, 
woodblock printed wrappers. 10 x 7 1/4 inches 
(25 x 18 cm); with 28 double-page color 
woodblock prints; And five other similar 
works, printed by T. Hasegawa and others. 
Some minor creasing and wear. 
C The James P. and Joan M. Warburg 
Collection 
$600-900
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106 
MILNE, A. A. and SHEPARD, E. H. 
Set of the four Christopher Robin books. Comprising 
Winnie-the-Pooh. London: Methuen, 1926. First edition 
(with “First Published in 1926”). Publisher’s cloth, without 
dust jacket; Now We are Six. London: Methuen, 1927. 
First edition (with “First Published in 1927”). Publisher’s 
cloth, in dust jacket; The House at Pooh Corner. 
London: Methuen, 1928 (with “First Published in 
1928”). First edition. Publisher’s cloth, in dust jacket; 
and When We Were Very Young. London: Methuen, 
1927. Fifteenth impression. Publisher’s cloth. Each 
approximately 7 3/8 x 4 3/4 inches (18.8 x 12.5 cm); 
illustrated by E.H. Shepard. The two dust jackets 
with darkened and stained spines, the extremities 
toned, and a few small losses and creases, one cloth 
spine rubbed, minor offsetting. 
C Estate of George Labalme, Jr. 
$1,500-2,500 
See Illustration

107 
POTTER, BEATRIX 
The Tailor of Gloucester. London: Warne, 1903. 
First published edition, first printing, with the correct 
endpapers. Original dark red boards with color pictorial 
label on front cover. 5 1/2 x 4 inches (14 x 10 cm); 
frontispiece and 26 color plates. Neat early ink inscription 
(1905) on front free endpaper, light rubbing, spine slightly 
toned, with a Sotheran’s book label tipped-in at front. 
Quinby 4. 
C  
$600-900 
See Illustration

108 
POTTER, BEATRIX 
The Tale of Benjamin Bunny. London: Frederick Warne 
and Co., 1904. First edition. Original tan boards imprinted 
in green, with color pictorial label on front cover.  
5 1/2 x 4 inches (14 x 10 cm); frontispiece and 26 color 
plates. Early ink inscription (1904) on front pastedown, 
some rubbing, binding a bit toned; Together with 
The Tale of Squirrel Nutkin. London: Frederick Warne 
and Co., 1903. First edition, early (but not first) 
printing with “By the author of Peter Rabbit” on the 
title; with the correct endpapers. Original dark gray 
boards with color pictorial label on front cover.  
5 1/2 x 4 inches (14 x 10 cm); frontispiece and  
26 color plates. A few small marks to the boards, 
but a very nice copy overall, internally clean, with a 
Sotheran’s book label tipped-in at front. 
Quinby 6; Quinby 5A. 
C  
$600-900

113 
POTTER, BEATRIX 
Peter Rabbit’s Almanac for 1929. London: 
Warne, [1928]. First edition. Original tan 
boards with color pictorial label on front 
cover, in the original glassine dust jacket.  
4 7/8 x 3 1/2 inches (12 x 9 cm); frontispiece, 
title, leaf with two small vignettes, and  
12 color plates with accompanying calendar 
leaves. Some foxing to the cover, light wear 
to the jacket, but in all a nice copy. 
A scarce work, infrequently found in jacket. 
Quinby 28. 
C  
$600-900 
See Illustration

114 
POTTER, BEATRIX 
The Tale of Samuel Whiskers or, the Roly Poly 
Pudding. London: Warne, n.d. Later printing 
of the retitled Roly Poly Pudding, the half-title 
inscribed by Potter on Feb. 6 1943,  
during the last year of her life. Modern red 
crushed morocco bound for Henry Sotheran, 
covers with a stamp of a mouse, original 
endpapers bound-in. 5 1/2 x 4 inches  
(14 x 10 cm); frontispiece, 76 pp., including 
17 color plates. Some minor soiling to text, 
overall an attractive and well-presented 
copy. Sold with a copy in original boards, 
likely an early printing with the new title. 
Quinby 15B. 
C  
$800-1,200

115 
RACKHAM, ARTHUR 
Rip van Winkle. London: Heinemann, 
1905. Second impression, November 1905, 
with a small signed drawing dated 1910 by 
Rackham depicting Rip van Winkle and a 
dangling spider to the half-title. Publisher’s 
gilt stamped cloth. 9 1/2 x 7 inches (25 x  
18.5 cm); with 51 tipped-in plates under 
guards. Joints split with spine detaching 
and some fraying and small losses to spine, 
spotting to preliminaries. 
C Estate of George Labalme, Jr. 
$800-1,200 
See Illustration
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113109 

POTTER, BEATRIX 
The Tale of Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle. London: 
Frederick Warne and Co., 1905. First edition. 
Original pale green boards imprinted in white, 
with color pictorial label on front cover. 5 1/2 x 
4 inches (14 x 10 cm); frontispiece and 26 color 
plates. Minor sunning to spine, slight lean 
to spine, generally a clean copy; Together 
with The Tale of Mr. Jeremy Fisher. London: 
Frederick Warne and Co., 1906. First edition 
(possible binding variant). Original blue-green 
boards (though Quinby states red) imprinted 
in white with color pictorial label on front  
cover. 5 1/2 x 4 inches (14 x 10 cm); frontispiece 
and 26 color plates. Slight splits to foot of 
spine, a nice copy overall, internally clean. 
Quinby 8; Quinby 10. 
C  
$600-900

110 
POTTER, BEATRIX 
The Tale of Jemima Puddle-Duck. London: 
Frederick Warne and Co., 1908. First edition, 
deluxe issue. Original reddish-brown cloth, with 
color pictorial label on front cover. 5 1/2 x 4 inches 
(14 x 10 cm); frontispiece and 26 color plates. 
Dampstain to covers and spine (clear of the 
titling and laid-down panel illustration; marginal 
stain and other defects pp. 58-9; Together with 
The Tale of Tom Kitten. London: Frederick Warne 
and Co., 1907. First edition. Original greenish-brown 
boards imprinted in white with color pictorial 
label on front cover. 5 1/2 x 4 inches (14 x 10 cm); 
frontispiece and 26 color plates. Marginal resto-
ration to frontispiece (strengthened with tissue), 
some minor finger-soiling; And The Tale of the 
Flopsy Bunnies. London: Frederick Warne and 
Co., 1909. First edition. Original green boards, 
with color pictorial label on front cover. 5 1/2 x 
4 inches (14 x 10 cm); frontispiece and 26 color 
plates. Some wear to head and tale of spine 
(retouched), ink inscription dated 1909 on verso 
of frontispiece, minor finger-soiling. 
The first two impressions of the third title are 
impossible to distinguish. The notice board 
on page 14 is in the earliest state. Quinby 14; 
Quinby 13; Quinby 16. 
C  
$600-900

111 
POTTER, BEATRIX 
The Tale of Mrs. Tittlemouse. London: 
Frederick Warne and Co., 1910. First edition. 
Original pale-blue boards imprinted in 
white, with color pictorial label on front 
cover. 5 1/2 x 4 inches (14 x 10 cm);  
frontispiece and 26 color plates. Spine 
lightly sunned, generally a fresh copy;  
Together with The Tale of Timmy Tiptoes. 
London: Frederick Warne and Co., 1911. 
First edition. Original brown boards  
imprinted in white with color pictorial 
label on front cover. 5 1/2 x 4 inches 
(14 x 10 cm); frontispiece and 26 color 
plates. Generally a very clean copy, with 
an ink inscription on the half-title dated 
November 1911; And Ginger & Pickles. 
London: Frederick Warne and Co., 1909. 
First edition. Original tan boards  
imprinted in green, with color pictorial 
label on front cover. 7 x 5 1/2 inches  
(18 x 13.5 cm); frontispiece and 9 color 
plates. Spine dulled, light wear. 
Quinby 18; Quinby 20; Quinby 17. 
C  
$600-900

112 
POTTER, BEATRIX 
The Tale of Mr. Tod. London: Frederick 
Warne and Co., 1912. 
First edition. Original blue-gray boards  
imprinted in green, with color pictorial 
label on front cover. 5 1/2 x 4 inches  
(14 x 10 cm); frontispiece and 14 color 
plates, 94 pp. text. Spine toned, generally 
a fresh copy otherwise, with an ink  
inscription on the half-title dated New Year 
1913; Together with The Tale of Pigling 
Bland. London: Frederick Warne and 
Co., 1913. First edition. Original pale green 
boards imprinted in maroon with color 
pictorial label on front cover. 5 1/2 x  
4 inches (14 x 10 cm); frontispiece and 
14 color plates, 94 pp. text. Generally a 
very clean copy, with an ink inscription 
on the endpaper dated 1914; Together 
with Appley Dapply’s Nursery Rhymes. 
London: Frederick Warne and Co., n.d. 
(but 1917). First edition, the second issue 
with red lettering to the binding. Original 
pale green boards imprinted in red with 
color pictorial label on front cover. 5 1/2 x 
4 inches (14 x 10 cm); frontispiece and  
14 color plates, 40 pp. text. Generally 
a very clean copy, with the bookplate 
of Howard Dashwood; And The Tale of 
Johnny Town-Mouse. London: Frederick 
Warne and Co., n.d. First edition, second 
printing. Original pale green imprinted 
in dark green, with color pictorial label on 
front cover. 7 x 5 1/2 inches (18 x 13.5 cm); 
frontispiece and 26 color plates. Rear cover 
slightly discolored, light wear. 
All with Sotheran’s book labels  
tipped-in. Quinby 21; Quinby 22;  
Quinby 23; Quinby 25A 
C  
$800-1,200

116 
RACKHAM, ARTHUR 
The Fairy Tales of the Brothers Grimm. London: 
Constable, 1909. Number 398 of 750 copies signed 
by Rackham. Contemporary half blue/green  
morocco, the spine with raised bands and gilt  
lettering, slipcased. 11 1/4 x 9 inches (29 x 23 cm); 
with 40 tipped-in color plates with tissue guards, 
other illustrations within the text. The spine 
sunned and with a few nicks, some intermittent 
faint spotting and minor thumbsoiling. 
The text was translated by Mrs. Edgar Lucas. 
Latimore & Haskell 34. 
C Estate of George Labalme, Jr. 
$800-1,200 
See Illustration

117 
RACKHAM, ARTHUR 
The Rhinegold & the Valkyrie. London: 1910. 
One of 1,050 signed copies. Publisher’s vellum. 
Plates. Heavily worn with losses; Together with 
Siegfried & The Twilight of the Gods. London: 
1911. One of 1,150 signed copies. Publisher’s  
vellum. Plates. Spotting to spine.; The Ingoldsby 
Legends. London: 1907. One of 560 signed 
copies. Publisher’s vellum. Plates. Vellum warped, 
large gift inscription to title page, other wear.;  
The Springtide of Life. London and Philadelphia: 
 1918. One of 765 signed copies. Publisher’s 
boards. Plates. Light wear.; And PHIILPOTTS, 
EDEN. A Dish of Apples. London and New York: 
n.d. Trade edition. Cloth slightly sunned. 
C Estate of George Labalme, Jr. 
$1,200-1,800

118 
SAINT-EXUPÉRY, ANTOINE DE 
Le Petit Prince. New York: Reynal & Hitchcock, 
[1943]. First trade edition in French (preceded 
by the signed limited issue of 260 copies).  
Publisher’s salmon cloth stamped in blind, in 
original pictorial dust jacket with $2.00 price and 
Fourth Avenue address. 8 3/4 x 7 inches (22.5 x 
18.5 cm); 91, [2] pp., text in French, color illustrations 
by the author, the “flying crow” present on p. 63. 
Jacket darkened and with a ring to upper panel, 
loss at foot of spine and chips along edges,  
a few tape repairs on verso and one to upper 
panel, slight indentation to cloth on covers. 
C Estate of George Labalme, Jr. 
$300-500

119 
SZYK, ARTHUR 
Le Livre d’Esther. Paris: H. Piazza, [1925]. 
One of 775 regular paper copies, this 
stamp-numbered 578. Bound in orange  
morocco by A. Bruel, onlays in dark blue 
and green, original wrappers bound-in.  
9 1/4 x 6 5/8 inches (23 x 17 cm);  
illustrated throughout with magnificent 
color collotyped plates after Arthur Szyk. 
Spine discolored; Together with three other 
works by Szyk, trade editions, one signed. 
C  
$500-800

120 
SZYK, ARTHUR 
Le Livre d’Esther. Paris: H. Piazza, [1925]. 
One of 775 regular paper copies, this 
stamp-numbered 709. Original blue-gray 
wrappers stamped in gilt, housed in a  
later three-quarters morocco clamshell case.  
9 1/4 x 6 5/8 inches (23 x 17 cm); illustrated 
throughout with magnificent color collotyped 
plates after Arthur Szyk. About fine, 
though some show-through from  
adhesive from a mounted presentation 
card gifting the book to Frederick P. Rose. 
C  
$500-800
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121 
SZYK, ARTHUR 
[Washington and his Times]. [Vienna: 
1932]. Housed in a blue cloth folding case 
(as issued?). The largest 8 1/4 x 7 inches  
(21 x 18 cm), mounts uniformly 12 x 10 inches 
(30.5 x 25.5 cm); the complete suite of 38 plates, 
each tipped by the corners to card mounts, 
each plate with a thin ruled gilt frame.  
Slipcase tie detached, very minor even 
toning to a few mounts, in all a fine set. 
 
A scarce Szyk desideratum, based on his 
series of 38 watercolors, exhibited at the  
Library of Congress in 1934. The plates 
were prepared by Max Jaffe in Vienna using 
the color collotype process. The watercolors 
earned Szyk the George Washington Bicentennial 
Medal. Complete sets of the plates are 
decidedly scarce; the text is rarely found. 
C  
$1,000-1,500 
See Illustration

122 
SZYK, ARTHUR 
The Canterbury Pilgrims. Original  
miniature, signed in full in a ribbon  
cartouche (lr) “Arthur Szyk”, dated 1946, 
N.Y. 5 x 9 3/4 inches (12.5 x 24.5 cm),  
rendered in gouache on thin card for  
the 1946 Limited Editions Club edition of 
Geoffrey Chaucer The Canterbury Tales: 
done into modern English verse by Frank 
Ernest Hill with miniatures by Arthur Szyk. 
Fine condition, verso taped to mat, framed. 
 
The two-page colored illustration of the 
Canterbury pilgrims arriving at the Tabard 
Inn appears after the title-page in the 1946 
Limited Editions Club and Heritage editions 
of The Canterbury Tales. Szyk emigrated  
to the United States in 1940, and the  
publisher George Macy was an early  
American supporter of his work,  
commissioning him to produce illustrations 
for a Rubaiyat, the 1946 Ink and Blood,  
and other works. 
C  
$4,000-6,000 
See Illustration

123 
RACKHAM, ARTHUR 
[The Castle]. 8 1/2 x 10 inches (21.5 x 25 cm); 
pen, ink and watercolor on watercolor paper, 
signed (l.r.). Framed, with the backlabel of 
Scott & Fowles. 
 
Scott & Fowles of 687 Fifth Avenue,  
New York were Arthur Rackham’s  
American gallery through the 1920s. 
•  
$1,500-2,500 
See Illustration

124 
[ILLUSTRATION ART] 
PENTON, HOWARD. Group of 47 highly 
finished pencil drawings of the Livery 
Halls of the London Guilds. Each signed 
by Penton and dated 1904, with the subjects 
identified in Penton’s ornate script. Various 
sizes, most 14 x 10 inches (35.5 x 25.5 cm) 
or the reverse. Generally in fine condition,  
a few with old tape marks at the head. 
 
A superb set of drawings of London Livery 
Halls, including Pinners’, Butchers’, Girdlers’, 
Brewers’, Wax Chandlers’, Ironmongers’, 
Grocers’, Fishmongers’, Dyers’, Apoth-
ecaries’, Bakers’, Goldsmiths’, Salters’, 
Stationers’, Mercers’ and many others. 
These extremely well-rendered architectural 
studies are, in many instances, the only 
extant record of how the halls looked at 
the date of drawing. Many were damaged 
by bombing during the Second World War, 
and were rebuilt then or later (the present 
Salters’ Hall, for example, dates from 1976). 
Howard Penton (1882-1960), an English 
painter of landscapes and marine views, 
produced a number of series of pencil 
illustrations of London views that were 
published early in his career. These are fine 
examples of Edwardian illustration, drawn 
with a delicacy and accuracy of handling 
that is both charming and informative.  
 
The Penton Collection of 130 pencil  
drawings is held at the London Metropolitan 
Archives. The present collection is likely the 
largest holding outside that institution. 
C  
$1,000-1,500 
See Illustration

125 
FAULKNER, WILLIAM 
PENE DU BOIS, GUY. The Gay Faulkner  
Landscape], 1931. 7 7/8 x 12 3/4 inches  
(20 x 32.5 cm); ink on paper over faint pencil 
outlines, signed “G. P. du Bois” within the 
drawing (lc), inscribed The Gay Faulkner 
Landscape - by Guy Pene du Bois / Published 
in Saturday Review of Literature at lower edge. 
Framed. 
 
The present work appeared as an illustration in the 
October 17, 1931 issue of The Saturday Review 
of Literature. It accompanied “A Collection of 
Studies,” a review by Edward Cushing of These 
Thirteen by William Faulkner. 
Provenance: 
The artist 
By descent to William Pene du Bois, his son 
By descent to Willa Kim, his wife 
C The Collection of Willa Kim and  
William Pène du Bois 
$800-1,200 
See Illustration

Fine Printing, Private Press, 
Fine Bindings &  
Library Sets 
 
126 
[VELLUM PRINTING] 
Miracle de Nostre Dame de la Marquise de 
la Gaudine... (Paris: Crapelet, 1841, facsimile 
after the 16th century original). One of a few 
copies printed on vellum (typically, Crapelet 
printed two). Full red morocco with central 
medallion by Capé. 6 x 4 1/2 inches  
(15 x 11.5 cm); 42 ff. Some rubbing to  
the upper joint, washed when bound,  
the Robert Hoe copy with his book label. 
The 1911 lot slip from the Hoe sale (2323)  
is still in the book. 
C The James P. and Joan M. Warburg Collection 
$600-900 
See Illustration

127 
[BEARDSLEY, AUBREY] 
MALORY, THOMAS, [SIR]. Le Morte Darthur. 
London: J. M. Dent, (1927). Third edition, one of 
1,600 copies. Dark blue morocco by Cedric Chivers 
of Bath, signed on the rear dentelle, the upper 
cover with a central Vellucent medallion depicting 
Excalibur held by a samite-clad arm above a lake, 
with a broad border of onlaid and painted Art 
Nouveau scarlet tulips and leaves, the whole 
surrounded by three gilt rules; the rear cover with a 
central motif of three tulips, flat spine with onlays 
to match, marbled endsheets, housed in a cloth 
clamshell case. 11 1/2 x 8 3/4 inches (29 x 22 cm); 
[lv], 358 pp., illustrated by Aubrey Beardsley 
throughout. An extremely attractive Chivers binding 
on a desirable work, in fine condition. Presentation 
on the verso of the front free endpaper. 
C  
$2,000-3,000 
See Illustration

128 
[VELLUM PRINTING] 
BROWNING, ELIZABETH. Sonnets from the 
Portuguese. Boston: George D. Sproul, 1901. 
One of 30 copies of the St. Dunstan’s Edition 
printed on animal vellum (the total edition); this 
is copy seven of the American issue of 18 copies 
(with 12 for Europe). These are signed by the 
illuminator, Ross Turner (who has noted that this 
copy was prepared for Gail Borden), George 
Sproul as publisher, and “The University Press.” 
Full crushed dark green morocco extravagantly 
gilt by the Trautz-Bauzonnet Bindery, covers 
with an inlaid panel of pale green leather with 
additional onlays in emerald green, dark blue, 
and red, broad dentelles surrounding full cream 
leather doublures with hand-painted circular 
gilt inlays, spine in six compartments, vellum 
endsheets (with a later painted presentation 
in the front and an added watercolor of a rose 
to the rear), all edges gilt, housed in a modern 
clamshell case. 10 1/4 x 8 1/4 inches (25 x 20 cm); 
48 vellum leaves, printed one side only, with 
elaborate hand-illuminations in colors by Turner. 
Light wear to joints, overall an attractive copy. 
An extraordinary series of productions by 
Sproul, the St. Dunstan’s Editions ran to perhaps 
twelve works, and are generally found in  
bindings by Trautz-Bauzonnet, as here. 
C  
$2,000-3,000 
See Illustration
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129 
[GEHENNA PRESS] 
AESCHYLUS [HUGHES, TED-trans.]. Oresteia. Rockport: Gehenna Press, 
2001 [2002]. One of 60 copies, signed by Carol Orchard Hughes and Lisa 
Unger Baskin, this example copy 8 from the edition of ten specials, with 
a companion portfolio with a printed title containing a suite, an original 
woodblock for the work, a page of Hughes’s manuscript, and two preparatory 
pencil drawings. Three volumes in full crushed midnight black oasis 
morocco by Claudia Cohen, tooled with gilt rules to a lozenge design, 
the volumes and the accompanying materials housed in two gray cloth 
clamshell cases, with leather spine labels harmonizing with those on the 
text volumes. 16 x 12 inches (41 x 31 cm); The Eumenides: [8], 62, 2 pp. 
Agamemnon: [10], 102, [4] pp.; Choephori: [8], 70, [4] pp. Printed in red and 
black in Centaur and Arrighi types, with 47 full-page woodcuts throughout 
by Leonard Baskin. The suite bears 48 proofs on a variety of papers, each 
numbered from the edition of ten and initialed by Baskin (one is a portrait of 
Hughes). The cases with a few marks, but sound; the contents in fine condition. 
 
A magnificent edition of the plays of Aeschylus with a translation by 
Ted Hughes, this was the last of several cooperative ventures between 
Hughes, who died in 1998, and Baskin, who died in 2000. The book was seen 
through the press by the Syndics of the Press (the wives of the author and the 
artist). The drawings are two rough pencil sketches for the work, signed by 
Baskin. This was the last major literary work issued by the Press, and one 
of its finest. 
C  
$8,000-12,000 
See Illustration

130 
GOLDEN COCKEREL PRESS 
KEATS, JOHN. Lamia, Isabella, the Eve of St. Agnes & other poems... 
Waltham St. Lawrence: Golden Cockerel Press, 1928. One of 15 copies on 
animal vellum, this copy number 7 (and 485 on paper). Original publisher’s 
binding of issue by Sangorski & Sutcliffe in the original clamshell case; full 
verdigris sharkskin, two metal clasps at fore-edge, all edges rough gilt.  
12 1/2 x 7 3/8 inches (32 x 18.5 cm); [iv] pp., including title, 101 pp., 
initials in red and blue, plus colophon leaf, illustrated throughout with  
17 wood engravings by Robert Gibbings. Occasional natural toning of the 
vellum, (as always). 
 
An excellent example of vellum printing, handsomely bound. Chanticleer 62. 
C  
$4,000-6,000 
See Illustration

131 
[BREMER PRESS] 
Sonnets. Munich: Bremer Presse, 1931. One of 274 copies. Original full 
laced vellum with yapped fore-edge by Otto Dorfner, top edge gilt, housed 
in the publisher’s slipcase. 11 3/8 x 8 inches (29 x 20 cm); 238, [2] pp., with 
title and initials after Anna Simons. Spine slightly toned, occasional minor 
finger-soiling to vellum, slipcase a bit soiled and toned; Together with  
TIBULLUS. Elegiae. Tölz: Bremer Presse, 1920. One of 238 copies. Original 
full laced vellum gilt with yapped fore-edge by Frieda Thiersch (the deluxe 
binding), all edges gilt. 10 1/2 x 6 5/8 inches (26.5 x 17 cm); lxxxii, [4] pp., 
title and initials by Anna Simons. Spine slightly soiled, slipcase present  
but defective, presentation dated 1921 in ink to rear endpaper. 
Lehnacker 34; Lehnacker 5. 
C The James P. and Joan M. Warburg Collection 
$700-1,000

132 
MELVILLE, HERMAN 
Moby-Dick. San Francisco: Arion Press, 1978-79. One of two hundred 
and sixty-five copies. Publisher’s blue morocco lettered in silver, cloth 
slipcase. 15 x 10 inches (37.5 x 25 cm); [2], xvi, 577, [3] pp., with one 
hundred wood-engravings by Barry Moser. Spine a trifle faded with some 
minor abrasions, mild foxing to the extreme edge of the text block, some 
sunning and soiling to slipcase. 
The finest modern edition of Melville’s great classic. 
C Estate of Rhoda Blumberg 
$3,000-5,000 
See Illustration

133 
[EROTICA] FRANKLIN, BENJAMIN & TICE, CLARA (Illus.) 
Advice on Marriage. Brooklyn/Philadelphia: A Franklin Collector/
Tice-Cunningham Press, 1925. Number 23 of 50 copies (the total  
edition). Original full red morocco with gilt lettering to cover. 9 1/4 x 6 inches 
(24 x 16 cm); with fourteen hand-colored etchings by Clara Tice on 
Japanese vellum comprising the text and illustrations, each under a tissue 
guard, several of which contain text. The binding worn with the joint 
split and the cover nearly detached, loss at head of spine, fine internally. 
 
A rare finely etched and colored work by Clara Tice in a very small 
limitation illustrating Franklin’s 1745 Advice to a Young Man on the 
Choice of a Mistress, in which he expounds on the virtues of older 
women when choosing a wife. 
C Estate of George Labalme, Jr. 
$200-300

134 
[FORE-EDGE PAINTING] 
COWPER, WILLIAM. Poems. London: F. C. and J. Rivington, 1817. 
Stated “New Edition.” Three volumes. Contemporary straight grained 
dark blue morocco, the covers panelled in blind, the spines stamped 
in blind and lettered in gilt, all edges gilt, gilt turn-ins, each volume 
with the fore-edge painted, housed in the remnants of a pull-off case 
signed Sangorski & Sutcliffe. 6 1/2 x 3 3/4 inches (17 x 10 cm); 368; 
368; 359 pp. Some chipping and rubbed areas along the tender 
joints and extremities, light spotting within, the top portion of the  
box defective. 
 
This set contains three finely painted fore-edges titled in manuscript 
on the front blanks as “Birthplace of Cowper”; “Cowper’s House at 
Weston”; and “East Dereham, Norfolk.” 
C Estate of George Labalme, Jr. 
$500-800

135 
MOLINER, ÉMILE 
Royal Interiors and Decorations of the XVIIth and XVIIIth  
Centuries. Paris (and London and Berlin): Goupil & Co./Manzi,  
Joyant & Co., 1902. Copy 75 of 100 in this form. Three volumes,  
full dark-green morocco by James MacDonald of New York,  
slipcased. 17 x 13 inches (43 x 33 cm); [iv], viii, 52, [2], 4, [2],  
with 42 heliogravure plates (some tinted) of furnishings and objects  
of vertu printed on cartridge paper, mounted to guards, with  
accompanying text leaves printed on Japan, the plates protected  
by tissue guards; second volumes plates 43-96, similarly arranged; 
third volume plates 97-150 plates, as the previous volumes.  
Some light rubbing and wear, but still a handsome set of this  
monumental work. 
C Property from the Collection of Judith Taubman 
$1,500-2,500 
See Illustration

136 
VILLON, FRANCOIS 
Les Ballades. Paris: Edouard Pelletan, 1896. Copy 359 (exemplaire 
nominatif to Monsieur Phillipe Gille). Full Jansenist morocco dark 
green by Kieffer, brown levant doublures with an Art Nouveau mosaic 
design of apple blossom in various colors surrounded by two dark 
green bands, green silk endsheet, original wrappers bound-in, edges 
rough gilt, slipcased. 11 1/2 x 9 inches (29 x 23 cm); [6], 205, [3] pp., 
illustrated by Julien Tinayre, with a signed suite hors texte bound 
at the end. Very light wear to binding; Together with DAUDET, 
ALPHONSE. Lettres de mon moulin. Paris: A. Ferroud, 1920. One of 
30 copies on Japon with the plates and vignettes in three states and 
an original watercolor by Robaudi. Dark blue morocco by G. Levitzky, 
covers plain, spine with a simple inlaid design, edges rough gilt, 
slipcased. 7 1/4 x 4 1/2 inches (18.5 x 11.5 cm); [302] 2 pp., illustrated 
throughout in pochoir after Robaudi’s designs, with additional suite 
horse texte uncolored and colored. Spine mildly scuffed and dulled, 
one corner mildly bumped. 
C Estate of Henriette Montgomery 
$800-1,200 
See Illustration

137 
CLEMENS, SAMUEL L. (=TWAIN, MARK). The Writings of Mark 
Twain. Hartford: American Publishing Company, 1899 [-1907]. One of 
1,000 sets of the Edition De Luxe, this copy 446, with a letter at the 
front of the first volume by Clemens, dated March 2, 1902. Twenty-five 
volumes, bound in three-quarters blue morocco, cloths sides, top 
edges gilt. 8 x 5 1/2 inches (20.5 x 14.5 cm); frontispieces, plates. 
Some wear and minor scuffing, the first volume with rubbing to the 
front joint, though generally an attractive set. 
 
The title page monogram was designed by Tiffany and Company and was 
 engraved by Bicknell. The letter by Twain, on mourning stationary, is 
a rather testy (though amusing) note on his Riverdale-on-the-Hudson 
letterhead, regarding the correct form of his address; the recipient, 
one “Mr. Chambers,” appears to have shipped a book to Twain’s 
Riverdale address that failed to arrive. BAL 3456. 
C  
$5,000-8,000 
See Illustration
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138 
CHURCHILL, SIR WINSTON 
Marlborough: His Life and Times. London: 
George G. Harrap, 1933-38. First edition, 
number 103 of 155 copies signed by Churchill 
(and with “First Published 1933 [-1938]” on 
copyright leaves). Four volumes. Publisher’s  
orange morocco gilt stamped “Leighton-Straker”, 
the covers stamped in gilt with the arms 
of the Marlborough family, the spines with 
raised bands and gilt lettering, top edge gilt, 
marbled endpapers, without slipcases. 9 3/8 x 
6 inches (23.5 x 15.5 cm); plates, folding maps 
and plans. The spines lightly faded, some 
light rubbing and shelfwear, light foxing to 
verso of frontispiece, scuff marks to spine of 
volume III, volume IV with similar marks and 
a few small gouges to the spine and covers 
which are also slightly stained at places, in all 
a presentable set. 
 
The only signed limited edition Churchill work 
published in his lifetime. Churchill labored 10 
years on this work, devoted to his historical 
ancestor the First Duke of Marlborough, and 
it is considered a masterpiece of historical 
writing. Woods A40(a). 
C  
$4,000-6,000 
See Illustration

139 
EMERSON, RALPH WALDO. The Complete 
Works. Cambridge: Riverside Press, 1903. 
The Autograph Centenary Edition, one of 600 
copies, this copy 32, with a leaf of autograph 
manuscript bound-in, written in black ink on 
ruled blue paper. Twelve volumes of a possible 
22 (as is frequently the case, lacking the ten 
volume Journals, issued later). Full burgundy 
morocco attractively gilt, with marbled  
endpapers. 8 1/2 x 6 inches (22 x 15 cm);  
illustrated with photogravures throughout. 
Some minor binding wear, in all a very  
pretty set. 
 
The manuscript leaf here is from English 
Traits, part V, Ability, from “Steam is almost an 
Englishman...” to “All the houses in London 
buy their water...” (with partial sentences 
before and after). 
C  
$2,000-3,000 
See Illustration

140 
PARKMAN, FRANCIS 
Works. Boston: Little, Brown, [1897].  
The Champlain edition, one of 1200 copies, 
this copy 479. Twenty-one volumes, finely 
bound in full green morocco gilt, covers with 
a central panel outlined with a acorn and leaf 
plaquette, spine gilt in six compartments  
between raised bands, full red levant  
doublures with wide green turn-ins, top edge 
gilt. 8 1/4 x 5 1/2 inches (21 x 14 cm); various 
paginations. Spines toned, some minor wear, 
a very attractive set. With the bookplate of 
Donald S. Tuttle. 
C  
$800-1,200

141 
PRESCOTT, WILLIAM HICKLING 
Works. Philadelphia and London:  
J.B. Lippincott, [1904]. The Aztec edition, 
one of 250 copies, this copy 249. Twenty-two 
volumes, finely bound in full blue morocco 
gilt, covers with a central panel outlined with 
an oak and leaf plaquette, spine gilt in six 
compartments between raised bands, full red 
levant doublures with wide blue turn-ins, top 
edge gilt. 8 3/8 x 5 1/2 inches (21 x 14 cm); 
various paginations. Spines lightly toned, else 
a fine set. With the bookplate of  
Donald S. Tuttle. 
C  
$800-1,200

142 
SHELLEY, PERCY BYSSHE 
Works. London: Julian Editions, 1927.  
One of 780 copies. Ten volumes, publisher’s 
vellum backed green cloth, leather labels, 
top edge gilt. 9 3/8 x 6 1/8 inches  
(24.5 x 16 cm). Minimal wear, in all a fine set, 
Sotheran’s ticket tipped-in in the first volume. 
C  
$800-1,200

143 
[FINE BINDING] 
KIPLING, RUDYARD. Works... London: 
Macmillan, 1897-1901. One of 1050 sets. 
Twenty-one volumes bound in full red levant 
morocco gilt, tan leather doublures, that at 
front with the blind-stamped bookplate of 
the collector Henry William Johnstone. Some 
rubbing, minor foxing within; Together with 
LONGFELLOW, HENRY WADSWORTH. 
Works. and HOLMES, OLIVER WENDELL. 
Works. Boston and New York: 1886-91 and 
1892-96. Standard Library Editions. The first 
volumes 1-11 (of twelve eventually published) 
in three-quarters green morocco; the second 
volumes 1-13 (of fifteen eventually published) 
in three-quarters tan morocco. The green of 
the first set has faded to tan, making these 
two a near-match. Minor wear but very attractive; 
HAWTHORNE, NATHANIEL. Works. Boston 
and New York: 1882-84. Standard Library  
Edition. Volumes 1-13 (of fifteen eventually 
published) bound in three-quarters dark 
brown morocco. Minor wear but very attractive; 
IRVING, WASHINGTON. Works... London: 
various dates, 1822-circa 1835. Generally 
second London editions. Twenty volumes (not 
uniform in size), three-quarters tan calf. Light 
wear, overall an attractive group of bindings; 
And twenty-five additional volumes. Worn. 
C  
$1,500-2,500 
 
 

Manuscripts & Books  
before 1800
144 
[MANUSCRIPT] 
Original leaf extracted from a manuscript 
Book of Hours. Northern France (likely Paris): 
second quarter of the fifteenth century. 13 lines 
of text on each page (starting with the third Office, 
“Sancta Dei Genitrix...”); written in Latin on 
uterine vellum in a fine textura quadrata in 
dark brown and gold, recto with an inhabited 
initial “S”; with full illuminated borders of ivy 
and acanthus (both recto and verso), these 
containing historiated roundels pertaining to 
the life of St. Alexis. Leaf 7 5/8 x 5 5/8 inches 
(195 x 145 mm), text ruled in red. A very fresh 
and attractive leaf from a luxurious manuscript, 
archivally framed. 
C  
$1,200-1,800 
See Illustration

145 
[MANUSCRIPT] 
Full-page illumination of Job on the dunghill 
extracted from a manuscript Book of Hours. 
Southeastern France (likely Aix or Marseilles): second 
quarter of the fifteenth century. 5 x 3 1/4 inches  
(125 x 83 mm); verso hors texte. A very fine,  
fresh example, archivally framed. 
 
Job on the dunghill outside the city gates, comforted 
by his friends, was part of the standard iconography 
of the Book of Hours. The miniature is usually associated 
with the Office of the Dead, as Job was considered 
exemplary of patience in the face of suffering. 
C  
$3,000-5,000 
See Illustration

146 
[MANUSCRIPT] 
Leaf from a missal with a collection of readings. 
Spain?: 14th century. 11 5/8 x 8 1/2 inches  
(29.5 x 21 cm); Single leaf on vellum, two columns of  
22 lines, with ornamented initials alternating in  
red and blue. Framed. 
 
The text begins with John 1:27 and 28. Sold with a leaf 
from a 1484 Reutlingen edition of Bonaventure’s sermons. 
C Property from a Private Minneapolis Collection 
$400-600

147 
[MANUSCRIPT] 
Single leaf from an illuminated Vulgate Bible.  
Contains the text from Timothy 2 (part chapter 2, 
chapters 3 and 4), and a portion of Titus chapter I. 
Southern France, Toulouse or Avignon: 13th century. 
13 x 9 inches (33 x 22.5 cm); text in two columns, 40 lines 
written on fine vellum in a refined textura, capitals 
and running titles in red or blue with penwork  
columnar ornaments in those colors, the recto with 
two initials in gold and colors with marginal extenders, 
one inhabited and one historiated, situated at the 
end of Timothy and the beginning of Titus. The first 
has a zoomorphic design, the second a nimbed, 
armed saint, probably Paul (who is referred to in the 
first verse of Titus). Generally very clean, with large 
margins retaining prickings, tiny early marginalia at 
the foot of one column. Framed. 
C Property from a Private Minneapolis Collection 
$1,000-1,500 
See Illustration

148 
[BOOK OF HOURS] 
Les presentes heures a lusage de Romme... Paris: 
Nicolas Higman for Guillaume Godard, circa 1517. 
19th century red morocco stamped in blind by W. H. Dalton. 
6 3/4 x 4 1/2 inches (17 x 11 cm); 86 leaves on vellum 
(of 112), illustrated with hand-illuminated metal cuts, 
but lacking all full-page miniatures other than the 
Anatomical Man, with nine (of twelve) surviving calendar 
miniatures, some historiated initials and fine borders in the 
text, and with the remarkable rebus device on the verso 
of the final leaf. Binding a bit scuffed, internally generally 
a clean example, imperfect as noted. Bookplate of “RG” 
(Lord Ronald Gower) with the Sutherland arms on the 
pastedown and his 1861 Eton inscription on the flyleaf. 
Despite the defects noted above, a very beautiful piece 
of Parisian printing on vellum, with a noteworthy rebus 
device at the end. Ronald Gower, the youngest son 
of George, 2nd Duke of Sutherland, is generally 
identified as the model for Lord Henry Wotton in The 
Picture of Dorian Gray. 
C  
$2,000-3,000 
See Illustration

149 
[ISLAMIC CALLIGRAPHY] 
Index leaf from a calligraphic manuscript of the Divan of 
Hafiz. Likely Persia, circa 1650. 6 5/8 x 4 3/8 inches  
(170 x 110 mm); written in a very fine Ta’liq script on polished 
paper, recto with three vertical panels of script in black ink 
outlined with a shell gold ground, with a border of small 
flowers; verso in fifteen panels, similarly outlined in shell gold 
but without border. Overall fine condition, framed; Together 
with a leaf from a Shanama. Likely Persia, circa 1700.  
10 x 7 1/4 inches (250 x 180 mm). Four columns of Nasta’liq 
script in black ink on polished paper, with headings in gold 
script. Overall fine condition, framed. 
The first work is an exceptional tour de force of semi-abstract 
calligraphic expression. 
C  
$600-900
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153 
BOSWELL, JAMES 
The life of Samuel Johnson, LL.D. comprehending an account of 
his studies and numerous works, in chronological order ... The 
whole exhibiting a view of literature and literary men in Great-Britain, 
for near half a century, during which he flourished. London: Henry 
Baldwin for Charles Dilly, 1791. First edition, one of 1750 copies, first 
state, with the reading “gve” on line 10 of page 135. Two volumes, 
finely bound in modern full calf gilt, the spines tooled and lettered 
in gilt with red and green morocco lettering labels, edges sprinkled 
red. 10 3 /8 x 8 inches (27 x 20 cm); portrait, xii, [16] pp. contents and 
errata, 516 pp.; [2], 588 pp., with the “Round Robin” plate and the 
terminal plate of Johnson’s handwriting. Spotting to title, endleaves 
and occasionally throughout, portrait trimmed close at lower edge 
with some loss of imprint, an attractive copy. 
 
The first and greatest of English biographies, perhaps the earliest 
with a modern sensibility. It is as telling an account of the inner life of 
Boswell as it is of Johnson, its ostensible subject. Pottle 79; Grolier 
English 65; Rothschild 463; Tinker 338. 
C  
$1,500-2,500 
See Illustration

154 
BURNS, ROBERT 
Poems, Chiefly in the Scottish Dialect. Edinburgh: Printed for the 
author and sold by Robert Creech, 1787. Second edition, the first  
Edinburgh edition, first issue (with “skinking” at p. 263 and “Boxburgh” 
rather than “Roxburgh” in the list of subscribers). Contemporary tree 
calf gilt with red morocco lettering label. 8 x 4 3/4 inches (20 x 12 1/2 cm); 
frontispiece portrait, without half-title, xlviii, [1], 10-368 pp. Upper 
joint split and lower joint starting, faint signature to title, some minor 
spotting and stray thumbsoiling, closed tear into lower margin of  
p. 191, a very clean copy overall. 
 
When the publisher of the first edition of this work refused to reprint it 
unless Burns advanced the money for the paper, Burns took the work 
to Robert Creech in Edinburgh to print this second edition of 3000 
copies, most of which were delivered to the subscribers named in  
the 38 page list present here. This second edition also contains  
twenty-two poems not found in the first edition. 
C  
$1,000-1,500 
See Illustration

155 
CERVANTES SAAVEDRA, MIGUEL DE. The history of the valorous 
and witty-knight-errant, Don-Quixote, of the Mancha. Translated 
out of the Spanish; now newly corrected and amended. London: 
printed by Richard Hodgkinsonne, for Andrew Crooke, 1652. Second 
English edition. Brown calf, possibly contemporary, all edges sprinkled 
red. 11 x 7 1/4 inches (28 x 18 cm); )(4, 2)(4, A-4A4, foliated [8], 137,  
[5], 138-214, 216-244, 244-274 ff., lacking terminal blank 4A4,  
extra-illustrated with inserted engravings from the 1687 London 
edition. Boards very worn and detached, spine defective, the first title 
and first leaf of text and the last leaf of text separated from the plate 
block (those at the front with tape at the gutter), lacking blank as  
noted, toned throughout. W.A. McVickar’s copy, with his bookplate. 
C  
$2,000-3,000 
See Illustration

156 
[CLASSICS] 
Group of four works, various sizes. P. VIRGILIUS MARO. [Opera]. 
Amsterdam: R. & G. Westensios, 1717. Robert Browning’s copy, 
signed by him in ink on the front pastedown and dated 1836. Period 
calf, housed in a leather pull-off slipcase. Binding defective. From 
the collection of William Harris Arnold, with his bookplate; Together 
with [IDEM]. Vergilii Maronis Dreyzehen Bücher von dem tewren 
Helden Enea: was der zu Wasser und Land bestanden. Frankfurt: 
David Zöpfel, 1562. Contemporary blindstamped pigskin.  
With 13 fine wood engravings of the Trojan War. Some wear to  
binding, lacking clasps, generally a sound copy internally; [IDEM]. 
Opera, Bucolica, Georgica et Aeneis. London: J. and P. Knapton  
and W. Sandby, 1750. Two volumes, bound in period red morocco,  
all edges gilt. With engravings throughout. Light binding wear.  
A clean set, with the bookplate of George Farmor, Earl of Pomfret; 
And TACITUS, PUBLIUS CORNELIUS. Opera... Utrecht: Poolsum  
and Visch, 1721. Two volumes, bound in period dark red morocco. 
Some wear to bindings but sound. 
C The James P. and Joan M. Warburg Collection 
$1,200-1,800 
See Illustration

150 
SUETONIUS TRANQUILLUS, GAIUS 
Vitae XII Caesarum. [With the preliminary 
Versus by Ausonius]. [Venice]: Nicolaus 
Jenson, [before July] 1471. 19th century 
brown Russia (rebacked), all edges sprinkled 
blue. The third edition, preceded by the 
two Rome editions of Johannes Philippus 
de Lignamine, and of Sweynheym and 
Pannartz. 11 x 7 5/8 inches (28 x 19.5 cm); 
165 ff. [of 166, lacking one of the two 
terminal blanks], 32 lines in Jenson’s 
Roman type, with initials and paragraph 
marks painted in red and blue. First leaf 
somewhat foxed and soiled, just trimmed 
but a fairly large copy, some small wormholes 
to the last twenty leaves, very minor 
dampstain to a few top margins,  
occasional early marginalia but generally 
an attractive and fresh copy, apparently 
unwashed and unpressed. The spine 
with the gilt stamp of the Royal Society; 
bookplate of Carl W. Jones [the son 
of the inveterate collector Herschel V. 
Jones, whose copy this may have been]. 
Jenson’s very beautiful edition of 
Suetonius, with the verse introduction 
by Decimus Magnus Ausonius. Jenson’s 
Roman type is used here, first utilized for 
his 1470 edition of Eusebius. Goff S817; 
H 15117; Essling 207; Delisle 1842; Pr 
4070; BMC V 170; GW M44237. 
C Property from  
a Private Minneapolis Collection 
$10,000-15,000 
See Illustration and Inside Back Cover

151 
[ANTIQUARIAN MISCELLANY] 
Plan topographique et raisonné de 
Paris. Paris: Pasquier & Denis, 1758. 
20th century 3/4 red morocco. Contains 
fine maps of Paris. Missing one text leaf, 
pp. 91/2; Together with Marine  
Militaire ou recuil des differens  
vaisseaux qui servent a la guerre,  
lacking one plate; A modern manuscript 
in Arabic; And two works with engravings 
or aquatints, of British landscape. 
C Estate of Henriette Montgomery 
$800-1,200

152 
[ARCHITECTURE] 
RIOU, STEPHEN. The Grecian orders of 
architecture. Delineated and explained 
from the antiquities of Athens. Also 
the parallels of the orders of Palladio 
Scamozzi and Vignola. To which are 
added Remarks concerning publick 
and private edifices with designs. 
London: J. Dixwell for the author, 1768. 
First edition. Period tan calf, all edges 
mottled. 18 1/4 x 11 1/2 inches (47 x 
29.5 cm); [20], 78 pp., with 28 engraved 
plates, some folding. Binding rubbed, 
two small marginal wormholes to text 
and plates. With the bookplate of Thomas 
Barrett-Lennard, Baron Dacre. 
Blackmer 425; Harris 746; RIBA 2795; 
ESTC T154445. 
C  
$2,000-3,000 
See Illustration
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162 
[ENGRAVED BOOK] 
HORACE. Opera. London: Johannes Pine, 1733-37. 
First edition, second issue with the “potest” reading 
in the medallion on p. 108 of the second volume. 
Two volumes, contemporary red morocco richly gilt, 
the covers with a broad roll, spine in six compartments, 
heavily gilt. 5 1/2 x 9 inches (14 x 22.5 cm); (32), 
264, (2); (24), 191, (14) pp., engraved throughout 
by John Pine, printed on heavy paper. An attractive 
set in a period binding, generally in a very good 
state of preservation (some minor rubbing, fore-edge 
of one board a bit worn). Occasional minor foxing, 
toning and spotting, but overall a very nice copy. 
One of the finest English engraved books of the 
18th century, entirely produced by engraving:  
no letterpress was used, though Pine’s precise 
letterforms closely resemble type. Rothschild 1548; 
Ray, Illustrator And The Book In England, p. 3. 
C The James P. and Joan M. Warburg Collection 
$1,200-1,800 
See Illustration

163 
ERASMUS, DESIDERIUS 
Adagiorum Opus, per eundem exquisitiore 
quam antehac unquam cura recognitum,  
nec parum copioso locupletatum Auctario. Lyon:  
Sebastian Gryphius 1529. The first edition with 
Inserta adagiis by Erasmus. 17th century calf, all 
edges sprinkled red. 11 2/2 x 8 1/4 inches (32 x 21 cm); 
[18] ff. including the engraved title, [2], 539 [1078 numbered 
columns], 33 pp. Binding rebacked retaining part 
of original spine, internally some repairs, foxing,  
a few ink notations, and several perforated stamps. 
With an unidentified armorial bookplate and the 
College of New Rochelle bookplate. 
C The College of New Rochelle 
$1,200-1,800 
See Illustration

164 
[EROTICA] 
[CHORIER, NICOLAS]. Le Meursius Francois, ou 
l’Academie des dames. Cythere: 1782 [but likely 
Paris: Cazin, circa 1800]. Three volumes bound as 
two, period French tree calf, spines gilt. 5 1/8 x  
3 1/4 inches (13 x 18 cm); 184 pp.; 156, 140 pp., 
with engraved frontispiece and twelve erotic 
plates, as called-for. The second volume rebacked 
retaining the original spine, some occasional foxing 
and spotting throughout, including plates. 
 
The Academie des dames was first published 
about 1660, spuriously attributed to Sigea, a maid 
of honor in the court of Lisbon, and purportedly 
translated into Latin by Johannes Meursius, a 
Dutch humanist scholar of some note. This history 
was a complete fiction; the work was penned by 
Nicolas Chorier, a historian and lawyer in Grenoble, 
who served as a prosecutor for King Louis XIV.  
It was circulated in manuscript as a libertine text, 
and was printed several times, always (because 
of its illicit nature) under false imprints. The work 
consists of seven dialogues between Tullia and 
Ottavia, in which the older woman initiates the 
younger in the sexual arts. All early editions are 
rare; this was a book that was read enthusiastically, 
and when found, it is frequently missing plates. 
Cohen-De Ricci 240; Nordmann 17. 
C  
$4,000-6,000 
See Illustration

165 
[EROTICA] 
[HANCARVILLE, PIERRE-FRANCOIS HUGUES D’]. 
Monumens du culte secret des dames romaines, 
d’après une suite de pierres gravées sous leur regne 
pour servir de suite aux Monumens de la Vie Privée 
des XII Césars. Rome [but Paris]: purportedly “de 
l’Imprimerie du Vatican,” 1790. Late 19th century 
three-quarters green morocco, marbled sides, top edge 
gilt. 8 1/2 x 5 1/4 inches (22 x 13 cm); engraved vignette 
frontispiece, [2], 16, 98 pp., with 50 fine engraved 
priapic plates purportedly after Roman antiquities 
(though apparently in reality the product of an ingenious 
imagination). Light binding wear, last text leaf 
soiled, old initials on title, uncut copy. 
 
Editions of this work exist with various false dates, imprints 
and locations; the present edition is plausibly 18th 
century. There was great interest in Pompeian and Roman 
art generally at this period, and this proved perfect 
cover for this erotic publication. Vinet 1633; Cohen-De 
Ricci 475 (though 1787 title, probably also issued Paris 1790). 
C  
$400-600

166 
[EUROPEAN IMPRINTS] 
An antiquarian miscellany of early printed works. 
Includes: DEMOSTHENES. Demosthenis Orationum 
nunc diligenti recognitione... Venice: [Francisco Brucioli], 
1543. Part I only, text in Greek. Contemporary limp vellum, 
very clean overall, text block detaching revealing 
manuscript wastepaper; Biblia sacra, veteris et novi 
taestamente, Lyon, 1567, later half calf, likely lacking 
leaf, in text illustration and folding charts (a few backed),  
stains, trimmed close; Odes d’Anacreon avec LIV 
compositions par Girodet. Paris: Didot, 1864. 
Finely bound in full red morocco gilt slipcase, 
mounted photographic illustration, text in Greek and 
French; XENOPHON. L’Opere Morali di Xenophonte. 
Tradotte per M. Lodovico Domenichi. Venice: 
Gabriel Giolito de Ferrari, 1547. Contemporary 
vellum gilt; RODRIGUEZ, ALONSO. Exercicio 
de Perfeccion y Virtudes Christianas. Barcelona: 
169[?]. Later leather backed boards, first and last 
leaves mounted with loss of imprint on title;  
Le Temple du Bonheur. Buillon: 1749. Three 
volumes. Contemporary calf backed boards; and 
three others. The lot not fully collated and sold as 
is. The lot 11 volumes. 
C  
$800-1,200 
See Illustration

157 
[DANCE OF DEATH] 
Imagines mortis. His accesserunt, epigrammata, 
e Gallico idiomate à Giorgi Aemilio... Cologne: 
Haeredes [i.e. Heirs of] A. Birckmanni, 1573.  
19th century dark green morocco gilt by Capé, 
sides lettered, all edges gilt. 6 x 3 3/4 inches (15 x 9.5 cm); 
A-L8 M6 (M6 blank), with 53 fine Dance of Death 
woodcuts by Hans Holbein, a number inobtrusively 
heightened in bistre. Some rubbing to the upper 
joint, washed when bound, the Robert Hoe copy 
with his book label. 
 
Generally an appealing copy, with the magnificent 
Holbein cuts for the Dance of Death, first  
published 1555 by Birckmann. The 1911 lot slip 
from the Hoe sale (lot 1640) is still in the book. 
C The James P. and Joan M. Warburg Collection 
$1,000-1,500 
See Illustration

158 
DEFOE, DANIEL 
The Life and Strange Surprizing Adventures of 
Robinson Crusoe. London: printed for W. Taylor, 
1719. Second edition. Two volumes. Contemporary 
calf with gilt stamped cornerpieces to covers. With 
frontispiece, two ad leaves at rear; In matching 
bindings with The Farther Adventures of  
Robinson Crusoe, imprint as above, first edition, 
second issue, with folding map, ads at rear; Serious 
Reflections During the Life and Surprising 
Adventures of Robinson Crusoe, W. Taylor, 1720, 
first edition, two parts in one, with folding plate, 
ad leaf at rear; And A New Voyage Round the 
World. London: Bettesworth, 1725. First edition, 
with 3 (of 4) plates. Bookplate of Nelson Doubleday, 
the bindings worn but rebacked at an early date 
preserving spines and with renewed endpapers, 
some early coloring to frontispiece, repair to title 
page and the map lined, other restorations, one 
leaf inserted (p. 153) is likely a facsimile or from 
another copy, the lot sold as is. Moore 412, 417, 
436, 469. 
C The Nelson Doubleday, Jr. Collection 
$1,500-2,500 
See Illustration

159 
DIBDIN, THOMAS FROGNALL 
The bibliographical decameron: or, Ten days 
pleasant discourse upon illuminated  
manuscripts, and subjects connected with early 
engraving, typography, and bibliography. 
London: for the author by W. Bulmer, 1817.  
Three volumes, three-quarters brown morocco  
by Morrell. 8 5/8 x 6 inches (24 x 15 cm); ccxv, 410, 
[2]; [4], 538 pp.; [iv], 546 pp., plates throughout. 
Some chipping to heads of spines; Together with 
Bibliomania; or Book-Madness. London: Bohn, 1842. 
Old calf (rebacked). 9 3/8 x 6 inches (24 x 15 cm); 
xiv, 618, [2], 64, [34] pp. Light wear, rebacked as 
noted; And A Bibliographical, Antiquarian and 
Picturesque Tour in the Northern Counties of 
England and in Scotland. London: Printed for the 
author, 1838. Two volumes, modern faux leather.  
9 3/4 x 6 inches (25 x 15 cm); xvi, [10], 436, xxx, 
[2], 18 pp. ads; [6], [439]-1090 pp., plates 
throughout. Generally a clean copy. 
C  
$400-600

160 
[EMBLEM BOOKS] 
Emblemata Anniversaria Academiae Noribergensis, 
quae est Altorffii: stvdiorum juventutis  
exercitandorum caussa inde ab ann. Christi 
1577... Nuremberg: Abr. Wagenman, 1617.  
Full tan calf, spine gilt, all edges gilt. 7 5/8 x 6 inches 
(19.5 x 15 cm); (viii), 540, (xl) pp., with 159 engraved 
emblems. Light binding wear. The Robert Hoe copy, 
with his book label; Together with [WORTHINGTON, 
THOMAS]. Rosarium Sive Psalterium Beatae Virginis 
Mariae. Cum aliis piis exercitiis... Antwerp: Jan van 
Keeberghen, 1600. Full red morocco, probably by 
Lewis. 5 5/8 x 3 inches (14.5 x 7.5 cm); [xxiv], 143 
pp., with engraved title, 5 vignettes and 22 superb 
full-page engravings by Collaert after de Vos. 
Minor wear. The Robert Hoe copy, with his book label. 
 
Important for the history of German Renaissance 
emblematic iconography and numismatics, the 
first work is the most complete cumulative edition 
for the years 1577-1616, and is the first edition 
for the period 1602-1616. This is one of a series 
of six works produced by the Academy of Altdorf 
between 1578 and 1617, and relates to an annual 
donation of an engraved emblematic silver medal 
to qualified students. This is Landwehr (German) 
19; Praz 243-44. The second work, a rosary with 
an exquisite series of devotional engravings by 
Collaert, is one of two variant editions of the  
same year (the other was issued with a litany).  
Both are rare. There was also an English edition.  
It is Netherlandish Books 31835. 
C The James P. and Joan M. Warburg Collection 
$600-900

161 
[ENGLISH IMPRINTS] 
A quality miscellany. Including: Robin Hood: a 
Collection of All the Ancient Poems, Songs, and 
Ballads... London: 1795. First collected edition 
with Bewick’s illustrations. Two volumes, the first  
in contemporary calf, rebacked, the second in 
modern morocco backed boards; HAWNEY, 
WIILIAM. The Compleat Measurer... London: 
1729. Third edition. Contemporary calf, rebacked, 
morocco backed box; JONSON, BEN. Epicoene. 
London: Bishop, 1640. With title leaf but extracted 
from larger volume and with signature marks at 
foot, paginated 459-522, full modern calf;  
MILTON, JOHN. Paradise Regain’d. London: 
Baskerville, 1759. 2nd Baskerville edition.  
Contemporary red straight grained morocco 
gilt. Spine toned and binding soiled but sound, 
foxing to endleaves, modern bookplate; MOORE, 
THOMAS. Lalla Rookh, an Oriental Romance. 
London: 1817. First edition (issue without plates). 
Early three-quarters tan morocco over marbled 
boards. Hinge split, other wear, spotting;  
[DUNTON, JOHN]. The Phenix: or a Revival  
of Scarce and Valuable Pieces from the  
Remotest Antiquity down to the Present 
Times... London: 1707. Two volumes. Modern 
morocco backed cloth, some repair and wear to 
second volume; WILSON, ARTHUR. The history 
of Great Britain, being the life and reign of  
King James the First... London: Lownds, 1653. 
Frontispiece portrait. Contemporary calf,  
rebacked, worn; and about 9 others. The lot not 
fully collated and sold as is. The lot 20 volumes. 
C  
$700-1,000 
See Illustration
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171 
MORE, THOMAS, Sir, Saint 
Idée d’une republique heureuse: Utopie. Amsterdam: Francois l’Honoré, 
1730. First illustrated edition. Full calf of the period, edges sprinkled 
red. 6 1/4 x 3 3/4 inches (16 x 9.5 cm); [6], civ, 364 pp., with frontispiece 
and 16 very fine engraved plates in the text. Shelf numbers marked 
on spine, small blindstamp to title, inked accession number to foot 
of first text leaf, generally a clean example. With the ownership 
inscription of John Burns, and the College of New Rochelle bookplate. 
 
A charming suite of engravings (versos blank, though the pagination 
follows), accompanied by Gueuedville’s translation. Cohen-de Ricci 
col. 740, Gibson 24. 
C The College of New Rochelle 
$400-600

172 
NEUFCHÂTEAU, FRANÇOIS DE 
Conseils d’un père à son fils, imités des vers que Muret à écrit en 
Latin pour l’usage de son neveu. Parma: Bodoni, 1801. Original speckled 
paper over boards, probably the issue binding. 9 x 6 1/4 inches (23 x 
15.5 cm); [2], 46 pp., each page includes one verse printed in Bodoni’s Fraktur 
font (Tedesco i.e. German in the Manuale, Vol. II, p. 99), a face that saw infrequent 
use at his press. Covers lightly soiled and toned, minimal wear, internally 
occasional very minor toning. The Robert Hoe copy, with his book label. 
 
Each page of this extremely uncommon Bodoni juvenile bears a distich 
in Latin, succeeded by a four-line translation into French, Italian and 
German, all beautifully printed in different font types and sizes.  
Hoe Sale 1331; Brooks 805; Gumuchian 2617. 
C The James P. and Joan M. Warburg Collection 
$400-600

173 
[PICART, BERNARD] 
The religious ceremonies and customs of the several nations of 
the known world. Represented in above an hundred copper-plates, 
designed by the famous Picart. Together with historical explanations, 
and several curious dissertations. Written originally in French; 
and now published in English, with very considerable amendments 
and additions. London: printed for Nicholas Prevost [later, Claude 
du Bosc], 1731-39. First English edition. Seven volumes bound as six, 
full tan calf ruled in gilt, rebacked to style, all edges mottled. 15 1/2 x 
10 inches (39.5 x 25.5 cm); with all full-page or folding plates as indicated 
in the plate lists, as follows: I, 38 plates (plate 38 misnumbered 35 
in the plate list); II, 27 plates; III, 45 plates; IV, 58 plates; V, 19 plates; 
VI, 13 plates; VII, 26 plates; i.e. 226 plates in total, and complete thus. 
Rebacked as noted, some wear, some spotting or toning, but generally 
a clean set, several folding plates with minor tears or defects.  
With a remounted bookplate in each volume reading  
Rapidus Contrarius Orbi, likely a member of the Sancroft family. 
Bernard Picart’s superb engravings of world religions, with the accompanying 
explanatory texts, are exemplary of the Enlightenment’s preoccupation 
with classification and explication. His images of Jewish religious 
life, drawn primarily from the Sefardic community of Amsterdam, 
became dominant visions of the religious life of Jewish communities 
for a good two hundred years after their publication. Equally engrossing 
are his depictions of American and Asian religions. 
C  
$3,000-5,000 
See Illustration

174 
[REYNARD THE FOX] 
SCHOPPER, HARTMANN. Speculum vitae aulicae. De admirabili 
fallacia et astutia vulpeculae Reinikes libri quatuor... Frankfurt: 
Nicolas Bassei, 1595. Fifth edition of the first Latin translation of 
Reynard the Fox. 19th century brown crushed morocco gilt by David, 
all edges gilt. 5 7/8 x 3 1/8 inches (14 x 7.5 cm); [20], 465, [15] pp., 
collating A-X12 [this copy -X12], illustrated with 57 woodcuts in text by 
Jost Amman and Virgil Solis. Minimal wear to binding, overall a very pretty 
copy, quite fresh internally. The lacking terminal leaf X12 is a blank in this 
1595 edition (vide the Bavarian State Library copy). Robert Hoe’s copy, 
with his book label and gilt stamped monogram on the front pastedown. 
Adams S705. 
C The James P. and Joan M. Warburg Collection 
$700-900

168 
[FOOD] 
BRIAND, M.C.D. [FRANCOIS-ALEXANDRE AUBERT DE LA CHESNAYE DES 
BOIS]. Dictionnaire des Alimens, Vins et Liqueurs, Leurs Qualites, Leurs  
Effets ... Avec la Manière de les Appreter, Ancienne et Moderne. Paris: Gissey, 
Bordelet, 1750. Three volumes, period speckled calf, all edges red. 6 1/2 x 3 3/4 inches 
(16.5 x 9.5 cm); 12mo. xvi, xxviii, 537, [2]; [iv], 576; [iv], 559 pp, including half-titles 
in each volume, and Approbation leaf and end of vol. 1. Light binding wear, but 
about fine. 
 
The scarce first edition of this important source book for 18th century recipes 
for food, wine and liqueurs. On the title-page, Briand proclaims himself the 
chef de cuisine to an unnamed prince. Oberlé 113 has a nice note: “Livre de 
cuisine très important et très complet. Un livre parfait qui ne pourra que seduire 
les gourmands, les gourmets et leur docteur”; Bibl. Andre 89; Bibl. Lacam 29; 
Vicaire 276 etc. 
C  
$600-900

169 
GIBBON, EDWARD 
The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. London: printed for 
W. Strahan; and T. Cadell, in the Strand, 1776-88. First editions throughout; 
first state of the first volume, one of approximately 500 copies thus. Six volumes, 
contemporary calf, rebacked to style. 11 x 8 3/4 inches (28 x 22 cm). Volume I: 
viii, [4], 586, [2], lxxxviii, [2] pp., including half-title and the terminal leaf of errata, 
the frontispiece portrait of the author (issued with the second volume of 1781) 
bound at the front, X4 and a4 are so signed, the text with the uncorrected readings 
throughout (the second issue is partially corrected, and these leaves are not 
signed). Volume II: [10] (of 12, lacking the half-title), [2], 640 pp., errata leaf 
bound after contents, with the two folding maps, the map of Constantinople in 
the folded state with the margins untrimmed; errata uncorrected throughout. 
Volume III: [12], [2], 640 pp., half-title present, errata leaf bound after contents, 
with the folding map, errata (including the Honorious reading) uncorrected. 
Volume IV: [4], viii, [8], 620 pp., half-title present. Volume V: [4], [8], 684 pp.; 
Volume VI: [4], [10], 646, 52 pp., errata on final page, lacking the terminal blank. 
Occasional light foxing and toning, the portrait foxed with a marginal stain. 
Some wear to boards, corners jambed, binding restorations including rebacking 
(executed by the J. Macdonald Co., with their stamp in each volume). Neat marginal 
notes in the first five chapters of the first volume in a contemporary hand. 
 
It is quite uncommon to find the Decline and Fall in first edition throughout, as 
the first issue of the first volume is especially hard to come by. Initially, only 500 copies 
were planned, but Strahan decided to enlarge the print run to 1000 copies 
while the work was still at press, such was his confidence in Gibbon’s work. The 
copies issued in the enlarged print run had some of the errors corrected (as far 
as page 183, according to Norton); this defines the second issue of that volume. 
His confidence was justified; the first edition sold out in its entirety in a fortnight, 
necessitating subsequent editions. Norton 20, 23, 29; Rothschild 942; Grolier 100. 
C  
$4,000-6,000 
See Illustration

170 
JOSEPHUS, FLAVIUS 
[The famous and memorable workes of Iosephus, a man of much honour 
and learning among the Iewes. Faithfully translated out of the Latin, and 
French, by Tho. Lodge Doctor in Physicke...] [London: Printed at London 
by Peter Short, 1602]. The first edition in English but an imperfect copy. Later 
three-quarters calf, rebacked, folding cloth case. 12 3/8 x 8 inches (31.5 x 21); 
lacks general title (the dated title page of the second part, Lamentable and 
tragicall historie bound at front), lacks index, apparently complete textually. 
Some marginal repairs, ink marks on title, this quite a rare edition in any condition, 
this copy possibly sold Parke-Bernet, 1956; Together with three other  
antiquarian editions of Josephus, including the finely illustrated Dutch edition 
Flavii Josephi. Des wijdt-vermaerden Joodschen Historieschrijvers Boecken. 
Dordrecht: Savry, 1665. Contemporary vellum, engraved title, numerous illustration 
within the text, the last leaf of index and rear flyleaf defective; a nicely bound 
four volume edition of Whiston’s translation into English, The Works of Flavius 
Josephus. London: Tegg, 1825. Half-titles, portrait frontispiece and folding 
map, modern three-quarters tan morocco gilt, Foxing; and a scarce American 
edition, The Works of Flavius Josephus. Elizabeth-Town, N.J.: Stereotyped, 
printed and published by E. Sanderson and B. F. Brookfield, 1829. Portrait  
frontispiece, contemporary calf rebacked to style, foxing and old dampstains. 
The lot not fully collated and sold as is. The lot seven volumes. 
C  
$800-1,200 

167 
[FOOD AND DRINK] 
DUFOUR, PHILIPPE SYLVESTRE 
Traitez Nouveaux & Curieux du Café, du Thé et du Chocolate. 
Lyon: Jean Girin & B. Riviere, 1685. First edition. Period laced  
vellum, all edges mottled. 6 x 3 3/8 inches (15 x 8.5 cm); [10] ff., 
445, [5] ff.; frontispiece and three engraved plates (for coffee,  
tea and chocolate respectively). Binding a bit soiled, one corner 
neatly restored, some minor toning and soiling internally, small 
tear without loss on A3, marginal line of worming in signature 
L, but overall a decent copy of a distinctly uncommon book of 
considerable medical and gastronomic appeal. 
 
A scarce and curious little volume on these then relatively recently 
introduced beverages, of interest as an Americanum for the section 
on chocolate. The treatise on chocolate is from the 1643 French 
translation of Colmenero by René Moreau; those on coffee and 
tea derive from writings by a number of French and Dutch  
diplomats and missionaries. Bitting 134; Kress S.1578; Sabin 11788. 
C The James P. and Joan M. Warburg Collection 
$700-1,000 
See Illustration

175 
[SCOTLAND] 
Three works. Comprising: [DALYELL, JOHN GRAHAM]. Fragments of Scottish 
History. Edinburgh: Constable, 1798. First edition. Contemporary tree calf with 
red morocco lettering label. Engraved frontispiece facsimile and three small 
engraved maps within the text. Stain to frontispiece, otherwise generally clean, 
rubbed; SCOTT, W. The Border Exploits: Containing A Concise Account of the 
Remarkable Events in Scotland... Hawick: R. Armstrong, 1812. First edition. 
Contemporary calf backed boards, rebacked preserving spine. With folding map 
and three plates. Foxing, rubbed; HOLLINSHEAD, RAPHAEL. The Scottish 
Chronicle: or a Complete History & Description of Scotland... Arbroath: J. Finlay 
for James Morison, 1806. Two volumes. Modern three-quarters morocco gilt. 
Toned; Together with JOHNSON, SAMUEL. The Lives of the English Poets... 
Dublin: Whitestone, et al, 1779. The reissue of the first volume of this work. 
Contemporary calf, rebacked to style. Marginal worming to first leaves; And the 
1792 issue of Johnson’s Dictionary, London, the tenth edition, contemporary calf, 
rebacked to style. The lot not fully collated and sold as is. The lot six volumes. 
C  
$400-600 
 
176 
WALTON, ISAAC 
The Compleat Angler: or, a Contemplative Man’s Recreation. London: Henry Kent, 
1759. Seventh edition (stated), actually the second Moses Brown edition, 
with additional notes and plates; bound with COTTON, CHARLES. Part II. 
The Compleat Angler... London: Henry Kent, 1759; [and] A Person of 
Honor=[NORTH, ROGER]. A Discourse of Fish and Fish-Ponds. London: 
E. Curll, 1715. Second edition, stated. Period brown calf, all edges sprinkled 
red. 6 1/2 x 3 5/8 inches (16 x 9 cm); the first two works are consecutive in 
pagination and register, xxiv, 216, [217-221], 222-340, [8-index], with ten 
plates by Moses Browne (including the two frontispieces), one page of  
music, and numerous cuts in text; [6], 94, [2], [4-ads] pp. Front joint substantially 
cracked but holding, binding somewhat rubbed, two or three leaves with 
minor marginal defects from careless opening of a fore-edge, though internally 
overall a fresh copy. Old names in ink on the front free endpaper,  
the bookplate of William C. Hanwell Allen on the front pastedown. 
 
The first work, an especially charming edition of the Angler, is Horne  
Compleat Angler 8, Coigney 8; the second work, with ads for typically scurrilous 
works published by Curll at the rear, is Westwood and Satchell p. 157. 
C Estate of Henriette Montgomery 
$500-800
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183 
DICKENS, CHARLES 
Set of The Christmas Books. Five volumes 
uniformly bound in full red morocco by 
Rivière, all edges gilt. Each 6 3/8 x 4 inches 
(16.5 x 10.5 cm). Comprising A Christmas 
Carol. London: Chapman & Hall, 1843. 
Second edition with the textual errors 
corrected, the title in red and blue (but 
possibly supplied), and the “Stave 1” 
reading. [8], 166 pp., [2] pp. ads, with 
half title, four hand-colored plates plus 
four wood engravings, all by Leech; 
The Chimes. London: Chapman & Hall, 
1845. First edition. [8], 175, [1] pp., with 
half title, frontispiece, and title vignette 
in second state; The Cricket on the 
Hearth. London: printed and published 
for the author by Bradbury and Evans, 
1846. First edition, first (and only) issue. 
[8], 174, with half-title, frontispiece and 
engraved title, without ads; The Battle 
of Life. A love story. London: Bradbury 
& Evans, 1846. First edition, Eckel’s third 
issue. [8], [1-2, sectional title], 3-175, 
[1] pp., with half title, frontispiece and 
engraved title in fourth state, without ad 
leaf. The Haunted Man and the Ghost’s 
Bargain. A Fancy for Christmas-time. 
London: Bradbury & Evans, 1848. First 
edition, first (and only) issue. 188 pp., 
with half-title, frontispiece and engraved 
title. Small loss to head of A Christmas 
Carol, some spotting but the plates very 
clean, the joints of each volume worn, 
other light wear. 
C Estate of George Labalme, Jr. 
$1,500-2,500 
See Illustration

184 
DICKENS, CHARLES 
Group of five first editions. Comprising 
The Personal History of David Copperfield. 
London: Bradbury & Evans, 1850. Half calf, 
spine gilt, all edges marbled. 8 3/8 x 5 1/8 inches 
(21 x 12.5 cm); xvi, 624 pp., plates; The 
Life and Adventures Martin Chuzzlewit. 
London: Chapman and Hall, 1844. First 
issue with the error on the engraved title. 
Half calf, spine gilt, all edges sprinkled.  
8 1/4 x 5 inches (21 x 12.5 cm); xvi,  
624 pp., plates; The Posthumous Papers 
of the Pickwick Club. London: Chapman 
and Hall, 1837. Full leather, spine gilt, all 
edges marbled. 8 1/2 x 5 1/4 inches (21.5 x 
13 cm); xiv, 609 pp., plates; Dealings with 
the Firm of Dombey and Son. London: 
Bradbury & Evans, 1848. Half calf, spine 
gilt, all edges marbled. 8 3/8 x 5 1/8 inches 
(21 x 12.5 cm); xviii, 624 pp., plates; and 
The Chimes. A Goblin Story or some 
bells that rang an old year out and a 
new year in. London: Chapman & Hall, 
1845. First edition, first issue (with the imprint 
integral to the engraved title). Publisher’s 
red cloth in gilt and blind. Same dimensions, 
all edges gilt as issued. [8], 175, [1] pp.; 
the first page is the ad for the Christmas 
Carol, tenth printing. Variously slight wear, 
some foxing to plates etc., but a good group. 
C  
$800-1,200

185 
DOS PASSOS, JOHN 
Original watercolor illustration from Orient 
Express. [New York: circa 1927]. Large 
watercolor on paper mounted to board, 
with Harper Brothers’ publication notations 
on the verso and the request to return the 
illustration to Arthur W. Rushmore, Harper’s 
long-serving Head of Production.  
14 x 20 3/4 inches (36 x 53 cm). Some 
wear to corners and light staining. 
Orient Express was John Dos Passos’ 
1927 memoir of his travels through  
Eastern Europe, the near East and the 
Middle East during 1921-22. The work 
featured illustrations by the author  
that may have been painted on site.  
The present work features bathers before 
the masts of many ships in a large harbor. 
We do not trace any other illustrations 
for this work at auction. 
C  
$700-1,000 
See Illustration

186 
ELIOT, GEORGE [=M.E. LEWES] 
Autograph letter signed as M[arian]. 
E[vans]. Lewes to “Mr. Browning” (from 
context, certainly Oscar Browning). Four 
pages in black ink on folded stationery 
with the Lewes’ “The Priory” letterhead, 
dated Jan. 21 1869. Page size 6 x 3 7/8 inches 
(15 x 10 cm); the body of the text  
66 lines, plus greeting and felicitations. 
Usual folds, some toning, housed in  
a modern cloth folding case with the 
bookplate of Edith Barbara Tranter. 
 
A lengthy, eloquent and very cordial  
letter on the nature of friendship  
addressed to Browning, the writer  
and educational reformer, at that time 
 a master at Eton College. He had a  
long friendship with Eliot, and wrote an 
extensive and well-received biography 
of her in 1890. She writes “... I find the 
growth of a maternal feeling towards 
both men & women who are much 
younger than myself. In this way the 
roots of affection may continue to spread 
as long as one’s mind lasts. And affection 
springing from the perpetuity of relations 
is the main strength & the main  
regulation of life.” 
C  
$1,200-1,800 
See Illustration

187 
FORSTER, E.M. 
Howards End. London: Edward Arnold, 
1910. First edition. Bound by Bayntun of 
Bath of full red morocco, all edges gilt.  
7 x 4 5/8 inches (18 x 12 cm); [iv],  
343 pp., 6 ff. ads. A bright, fresh copy. 
C  
$400-600

 
Literature 
 
177 
ASIMOV, ISAAC 
Collection of eleven volumes, eight variously 
inscribed to Josleen and Neil Felshman by Isaac 
or Janet Asimov. Comprising: The Shaping of France, 
Houghton Mifflin, 1972, inscribed, cloth in jacket; 
Laughing Space, Houghton Mifflin, 1982, signed 
by both Asimov and J.O. Jeppson, cloth in jacket; 
The Union Club Mysteries, Doubleday, 1983, inscribed 
in 1986, cloth in jacket; The Twelve Crimes of 
Christmas, first Avon Books edition 1981, inscribed 
in 1981, wrappers; The Norby Chronicles, Ace Books, 
inscribed by Janet and Isaac Asimov, wrappers; 
The Relativity of Wrong, first Pinnacle Books edition 
1989, inscribed in 1990, wrappers; It’s Been a Good Life, 
Prometheus Books, 2002, signed by Janet Asimov, cloth 
in jacket; Living in the Future, New English Library, 1985, 
inscribed by Janet Asimov and with a signed notecard 
laid-in, cloth in jacket; and a few others, uninscribed. 
Some minor wear to jackets and wrappers. 
C  
$300-500

178 
BELLOC, HILAIRE 
Verses and Sonnets. London: Ward and Downey, 
1896. First edition, inscribed on the front free endpaper 
by Belloc “This is the worst of my books,” (!) dated 
Sept. 20, 1902 (with several other quotations in his  
hand). Publisher’s green cloth, top edge gilt. 5 5/8 x 
4 inches (15.5 x 9.5 cm); 64 pp., printed on thin 
card. Very minor wear to covers, in all a nice copy, 
with the book label of Thomas Wentworth Higginson 
(presumably the Unitarian minister and abolitionist, 
d. 1911, a one-time supporter of John Brown) and the 
bookplate of Donald S. Tuttle; Together with  
DE LA MARE, WALTER. The Listeners. London:  
Constable, 1912. First edition, signed by the 
author on the front free endpaper. Publisher’s red 
cloth lettered in gilt. 5 1/4 x 4 3/8 inches  (13.5 x 
10.5 cm); x, 92 pp. Very minor wear to covers,  
the bookplate of Donald S. Tuttle . 
 
The first work is Hilaire Belloc’s scarce first book,  
with an interesting inscription and provenance, 
Cahill 1. The second work is de la Mare’s second 
collection of poetry, containing the first printing 
of his eerie and wonderful The Listeners, probably 
the most anthologized work by any Georgian poet. 
C  
$400-600

179 
[BRONTE, CHARLOTTE] BELL, CURRER 
First American edition of Villette bound with 
early American editions of Jane Eyre and Shirley. 
Each New York: Harper & Brothers, 1853. Three works 
bound as one in contemporary purple three-quarters 
straight grained morocco gilt over marbled boards, 
the spine titled in gilt. Comprising the first American 
edition  of Villette bound behind Jane Eyre (first 
printed in New York in 1848) and Shirley (first printed 
in New York in 1849); a 10 page profile of Currer Bell 
closes the volume. 174; 206; 184 pp., the profile 
extracted from Hogg’s Instruction paginated 723-732. 
Foxing, creasing at lower corners, some stray  
pencil markings, binding rubbed and shelfworn. 
 
An early compilation of American editions of 
three novels by Charlotte Bronte, in an attractive 
American binding. 
C  
$400-600

 
 
 
 
180 
BUKOWSKI, CHARLES 
Factotum. A novel. Santa Barbara: Black Sparrow, 
1975. One of 75 signed copies, this number 28, 
with an original watercolor by Bukowski (signed 
“Buk”). Original cloth backed printed boards, 
printed spine label. 9 x 6 inches (23 x  
15 cm); 206, [4] pp. Minor fading to head of  
front board, minor traces of tissue adhesion to  
the Bukowski painting. Original purchase invoice 
laid-in.Krumhansl 51d. 
C  
$2,000-3,000 
See Illustration

181 
BURROUGHS, EDGAR RICE 
Carson of Venus. Tarzana: Burroughs, Inc., [1939]. 
Stated first edition, inscribed by Burroughs on 
the front endpaper in the year of publication (see 
note). Publisher’s blue pebbled cloth stamped in 
red, top edge red, in original laminated dust  
jacket. 7 1/2 x 5 inches (19.5 x 12.5 cm); 312 pp., 
ad leaf, frontispiece and 5 plates by John Coleman 
Burroughs. Cloth very light rubbed, jacket with 
a few scuff marks and very short tears at head of 
spine, an extremely well preserved copy. 
 
Burroughs has inscribed this volume in May of 
1939 to Weaver Wright, a pseudonym of the  
influential science fiction writer, editor, and  
memorabilia collector Forrest J Ackerman.  
Carson of Venus is considered the finest of  
Burroughs’ Venus novels. Heins V3.1. 
C  
$1,500-2,000 
See Illustration

182 
BURROUGHS, EDGAR RICE 
The Cave Girl. Chicago: A.C. McClurg, 1925.  
The true first edition with McClurg’s acorn logo 
to title and “Published March, 1925” to the 
copyright leaf. Publisher’s blue cloth stamped in 
green with publisher’s imprint at foot of spine, 
in facsimile dust jacket by Philip Normand, with 
signed certificate stating it authorized by Edgar 
Rice Burroughs, Inc. 7 1/4 x 5 inches (18.5 x  
12.5 cm); [8], 323, frontispiece by J. Allen St. 
John. The covers rubbed and thumbsoiled, 
lightly shaken, small contemporary booklabel  
to front blank, light thumbsoiling and toning,  
a sound copy of a scarce work. 
 
One of just 5000 copies printed, this an  
unrestored copy of a great Burroughs rarity. 
Zeuschner 80. 
C  
$600-900 
See Illustration
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188 
FROST, ROBERT 
Autograph letter signed, 2 pp. in black ink on folded 
notepaper. 6 1/2 x 5 inches (16 x 13 cm), to a Mr. Pease of 
Amherst, from Franconia NH, dated September 17, 1928. 
Paper slightly toned, overall in fine condition; Together with 
New Hampshire. New York: Henry Holt, 1921. Third printing, 
signed on the endpaper by Robert Frost, dated Amherst 
1924. Publisher’s cloth backed boards. 8 5/8 x 5 5/8 inches 
(22 x 14 cm); x, 114 pp. Light wear. 
 
The letter from Frost is a courteous reply to an invitation to 
join the Peases in Amherst. 
C  
$800-1,200 
See Illustration

189 
[IRISH LITERATURE] 
A miscellany of Colum, Gogarty, and Joyce. Includes first 
and later editions such as two signed editions of Colum’s  
Old Pastures; the 1939 Cuala Press edition of Gogarty’s 
Elbow Room and an inscribed copy of Going Native; 
the second edition of Joyce’s Exiles and a second American 
edition of Chamber Music in jacket. Some minor wear.  
The lot 16 volumes. 
C The College of New Rochelle 
$200-400

190 
BEACH, SYLVIA 
Shakespeare and Company. New York: Harcourt, Brace, 
1959. First edition, inscribed by Beach to Fred[eric Beach 
Dennis] “For my nephew Fred/from his loving aunt Sylvia/ 
Paris/October 6th 1959.” Tan cloth in dust jacket. 8 x 5 1/2 inches 
(20 x 14 cm); xvi, 230 pp., illustrated. Some jacket wear 
including several short tears and small losses, the cloth of the 
binding a bit foxed on the edges. 
C  
$1,200-1,800

191 
BEACH, SYLVIA 
Shakespeare and Company. New York: Harcourt, Brace, 
1959. First edition, inscribed by Beach to Holly Beach Dennis 
“For my dear sister Holly,/[Shakespeare and Company]’s/early 
backer/with every my love/Sylvia/October 6th 1959. Tan cloth 
in dust jacket. 8 x 5 1/2 inches (20 x 14 cm); xvi, 230 pp.,  
illustrated. Some jacket wear including several short tears,  
the cloth of the binding a bit foxed on the edges. 
 
An important association copy from Sylvia Beach to her sister 
Holly (the pair are shown together in a 1919 photograph 
reproduced opposite p. 108). As the inscription notes, Holly 
provided support (both financial and moral) in the early days 
of the bookshop, which was initially financed almost entirely 
by Beach’s family. 
C  
$1,500-2,500 
See Illustration

192 
[BEACH, SYLVIA] 
Les Années 20: Les écrivains Américains à Paris et leurs 
amis. Presented by Sylvia Beach “For dear Holly with love 
from her sister/Sylvia” dated March 9th, 1959, Paris. Foxed, 
some binding wear; Together with [MAN RAY]. [Bryher] 
Photograph, vintage gelatin silver print by Man Ray. 5 1/2 x 
3 1.2 inches (14 x 9 cm). Small yellowed spot on Bryher’s 
hand, old mount damage to the verso; And a glass plate 
copy negative of the portrait of Sylvia Beach by Berenice 
Abbott, probably prepared for the work above. Light wear. 
The Bryher portrait is a variant to that which appears in  
the book. 
C  
$800-1,200

193 
JOYCE, JAMES 
Single typescript leaf, consisting of page 23 from the printer’s 
typescript manuscript for Chapter Twelve of Ulysses. Accompanied 
by a note on Shakespeare and Company stationery, with a handwritten 
inscription by Sylvia Beach describing the leaf, initialed S.B. Zurich 
and Paris: July 1919-late September 1921. Carbon copy of typed 
sheet, verso blank, 10 3/4 x 8 1/2 inches (27.5 x 21.7 cm), 55 lines 
in single-space, numbered 23 by the typist at the center of the 
upper margin and similarly in pencil in the lower left margin, with 
a stamped number (“71”) in the upper right corner, printer’s note 
[“G. locker”?] at upper left in pencil with approximately sixty-five 
words in Joyce’s hand written in black ink (and with many smaller 
emendations). Somewhat foxed and with slight soiling, folded horizontally 
at the center (as with the University of Buffalo leaves), with two small 
tears clear of the text in the right margin, one with a small paper 
loss, two small nicks in upper margin, a few minor creases. 
 
This is one of nine leaves noted by the University of Buffalo Library 
as not present in their typescript printer’s manuscript for Chapter 
12, the “Cyclops” episode, denoted by them as V.B.10.a.i (using 
the designation of Peter Spielberg and Luca Crispi). 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The text of this leaf begins “-Gold cup, says he.” and ends ...” 
the green flag to the fore.” Buffalo holds 24 loose sheets from the 
chapter: all are carbon copies on thin typing paper, as in this example. 
They note that the sheets were prepared from the Rosenbach 
(faircopy) manuscript in Zurich in July 1919 (itself prepared from 
Joyce’s notebooks), and that they were proofread by Joyce in 
preparation for the proposed The Little Review publication of this 
chapter in black ink, and again revised by him in late September 
1921 (also in black ink) for final publication, so that there are two 
generations of Joyce’s holographic corrections and additions 
present. This is the leaf from which Maurice Darantière, the printer 
of the Shakespeare and Company first edition of Ulysses would 
have worked. There are four substantive textual additions by Joyce, 
together with many corrections of spelling and syntax. The central 
horizontal fold, dimensions and the three types of numeration noted 
are all diagnostic for this recension of the manuscript. Portions of 
the printer’s typescript appear very infrequently on the market. 
Provenance: 
James Joyce to Sylvia Beach 
Sylvia Beach to Holly Beach Dennis 
Holly Beach Dennis to Frederic Beach Dennis 
C  
$60,000-90,000 
See Illustration
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194 
JOYCE, JAMES 
Anna Livia Plurabelle. New York: 
Crosby Gaige, 1928. First edition, 
one of 800 copies signed by Joyce. 
Original gilt stamped cloth, top edge 
gilt. 7 x 4 1/2 inches (18.5 x 12 cm); 
61 pp. Minimal rubbing to tips and 
corners, slight smudge to the recto of 
the first leaf of the preface, overall 
a near-fine to fine copy. 
 
The first publication of this section 
Finnegans Wake, with a preface by 
Padraic Colum. Slocum & Cahoon, A32. 
C  
$1,200-1,800 
See Illustration

195 
MITCHELL, MARGARET 
Gone with the Wind. New York: 
MacMillan, 1936. First edition, first 
printing with “Set up and electrotyped. 
Published May 1936” on the copyright 
leaf. Publisher’s cloth, lacks dust jacket; 
modern slipcase. 8 1/2 x 5 3/4 inches 
(22 x 15 cm); 1037 pp. Spine a bit 
toned, light wear to tips, upper  
corners a bit cocked, still overall 
quite a nice copy. 
C  
$1,200-1,800

196 
[LITERATURE-MISCELLANY] 
STEVENSON, ROBERT LOUIS.  
The History of Moses. Pennsylvania: 
Oak Knoll, 1919. Privately printed and 
distributed, this copy with a 1926  
inscription to collector Leonard Kebler 
from A. Arnold Newton. Original wrapper, 
housed in a morocco chemise and 
slipcase. Fine; Together with JEWETT, 
SARAH ORNE. A Marsh Island. 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1885.  
First edition, the first chapters embellished 
with a few fine small watercolors. Full 
green morocco gilt. One leaf detached, 
inked numeral on title; DICKENS, 
CHARLES. Our Mutual Friend. London: 
Chapman and Hall, 1865. First edition, 
bound from the parts. Contemporary 
three-quarters morocco gilt. Spotting, 
binding rubbed; COOPER, JAMES 
FENIMORE. The Bravo. London:  
Coburn, 1831. First edition. 3 volumes. 
Contemporary half red morocco gilt. 
Old stains, rubbed; VOLTAIRE.  
La Purcelle... London: Lutetian Society, 
1899. Copy 10 of 500, two volumes, 
publisher’s cloth, morocco box, fine, 
George Zabriske bookplate; WILDER, 
THORNTON. The Cabala. New York: 
Boni, 1926. First edition, inscribed by 
Wilder on the front free endpaper, 
with the first issue points including 
one hand corrected by Wilder. Minor 
rubbing, a good copy of Wilder’s first 
published book; and a 1955 issue of 
Stevenson’s The Bottle Imp. The lot 
10 volumes. 
C  
$700-1,000

197 
PLATH, SYLVIA 
A Winter Ship. Edinburgh: Tragara 
Press, 1960. First edition of Plath’s 
first separately published work, initialed 
by Plath (“sph”) in ink beneath the printed 
poem and further inscribed “A little 
winter poem for you about a ship  
Ted & I saw at T-Wharf in Boston- With 
love, Sylvia.” 8 1/2 x 5 3/8 inches (21.5 x 
13.5 cm); finely printed on laid-paper 
with deckle edge, 2 pp. on one folded 
sheet, title set within a decorative border, 
verso blank. Horizontal fold, else fine. 
Provenance: Plath to her Winthrop, 
Massachusetts childhood friend Ruth 
Geissler, the recent donor of twelve 
letters from Plath to her mother to 
Smith College. 
 
A very scarce inscribed copy of Sylvia 
Plath’s first separately published work, 
printed in an edition of approximately 
sixty copies only. In 1958, Plath and 
husband Ted Hughes were living in 
Boston where, according to the present 
inscription, she found motivation for 
this poem on the waterfront. By the 
time of its publication in 1960, Plath 
and Hughes were living in London. 
In a letter dated dated June 11th of 
that year, Plath wrote the following to 
Tragara Press publisher, Alan Anderson: 
“I am writing on my own behalf to 
say how delighted my husband and 
I were with the proofs of ‘A Winter 
Ship’. I’m sending back the one we 
like best, with the border round it. 
We thought we’d like the date, place 
and press in upright letters, as on the 
other proof, and my name deleted - 
as I’ll write that on the inside myself, 
with Christmas greeting too. Would 
four dozen copies be too much of a 
burden for you?”  
 
A Winter Ship is highly regarded 
among Plath’s Boston poems, noted 
for its spontaneous depiction of the 
icy wharf in winter, such as the “All 
around us the water slips/And gossips 
in its loose vernacular/Ferrying the 
smells of dead cod and tar ... Even 
our shadows are blue with cold.” 
A contemporary review after her 
February 1963 suicide by the literary 
critic and biographer Ian Hamilton 
described “the excellent A Winter 
Ship, in which the experience absorbs 
and vitalizes the range of her  
curiosities.” This fugitive work is very 
rare in commerce: we trace just one 
uninscribed copy sold at auction, and 
just two uninscribed copies listed 
with the trade. Tabor, Sylvia Plath:  
an Analytical Bibliography, A1.  
For the Hamilton quote see Sylvia 
Plath: The Critical Heritage, p. 50. 
C  
$7,000-10,000 
See Illustration

198 
POUND, EZRA 
Typed letter signed, two pages on two sheets of 
Pound’s Rapallo stationery, with printed “Anno XIII/1935” 
year and dated 18 December by typewriter. 11 x 9 inches 
(28 x 23 cm); addressed to the English historian A. F. Pollard, 
approximately 35 lines with occasional corrections in 
Pound’s hand in ink. Sheets with usual folds, framed 
with a portrait. 
 
An extraordinary piece of invective by Pound directed 
against Albert Frederick Pollard, best known for his scholarship 
on the Tudor period. Pollard was also a strong supporter 
of the League of Nations, and it was apparently in this 
role that he had antagonized Pound. This letter was written 
at the time of the Abyssinia crisis in 1935, during which 
(in November) Mussolini invaded Ethiopia. The League of 
Nations initiated sanctions against Italy that same month, 
and it is clear that Pound, who enthusiastically backed 
Mussolini, was profoundly rankled by this. He was very much 
against the League, and had written The Case against 
Geneva in the New English Weekly of November 14, 1935, 
an article referred to in this diatribe. Typical of the tenor 
of this letter he writes “You represent the sum of human 
dishonesty ... There is no dastardliness which you can’t 
commit and deny within the space of five minutes. 
You care no more for justice than a gnat’s ear...” 
C  
$2,000-3,000 
See Illustration

199 
SAND, GEORGE [=DUDEVANT, AMANDINE AURORE 
LUCIE DUPIN, Baronne] 
Group of five volumes inscribed to Henry Harrisse by 
George Sand. Comprises Les Maitres sonneurs. Paris: 
1853, inscribed “a mon ami/Henry Harrisse/G. Sand”; 
Le Secrétaire intime. Paris: 1837, inscribed on the half-title 
“Henry Harrisse/Remember/G. Sand” (with extensive 
notations by Harrisse on the first blank); Le Chateau 
des Désertes. Paris: 1851, inscribed “a mon ami/Henry 
Harrisse/G. Sand”; Pauline. Paris: 1841, inscribed “a mon 
ami/Harrisse/G. Sand/Nohant 8 juillet/68.”; La Coupe. 
Paris: 1876, inscribed “A mon ami H. Harrisse/G. Sand”. 
Five volumes, bound in near-uniform half green morocco 
for Harrisse, peacock marbled covers, the foot of each 
spine with his monogram. The largest 8 5/8 x 6 3/8 inches 
(22 x 13.5 cm); various paginations, the first work with two 
(of four) parts present and third work with the two parts 
present. Some wear, but generally sound, each with 
Harrisse’s name in ink on the verso of the front free endsheet. 
 
Harrisse, who though born in Paris spent most of his 
younger years in America, where he was a lawyer (and an 
eminent Americanist), returned to France in late 1866/
early 1867, where he became a fixture in the salons frequented 
by George Sand, Gustave Flaubert, Saint-Beuve and others. 
His friendship with Sand survived until her death in 1876 
(the latest volume here is inscribed in the year of her death), 
and (with most of literary France) he attended her funeral 
at her house in Nohant. Works inscribed by Sand are 
quite rare on the market. Sold with three works inscribed 
to Harrisse by the philosoper and writer Ernest Renan, 
including Henriette Renan, 1862 (the memoir of his sister, 
limited to 100 copies); and three works on Americana 
(one in two copies) authored by Harrisse, these last in 
worn condition. 
Provenance:  
Henry Harrisse, by descent to his sister, Clementine 
Harrisse Ulman, Baltimore, MD 
to her daughter, Valerie Walter Walkinshaw, Seattle, WA  
to her daughter, Valerie Walkinshaw Braddick,  
Bethlehem, PA 
To her son, the present owner. 
C  
$2,000-4,000 
See Illustration

200 
STEINBECK, JOHN 
The Grapes of Wrath. New York: Viking, 
[1939.] First edition, with “First Published 
in April 1939” to copyright. Publisher’s 
cloth, in original dust jacket (with $2.75 
price and first edition statement to front 
flap). 8 x 5 1/4 inches (20.5 x 13.5 cm); 
619 pp. A very fine copy in an unrestored 
and unfaded dust jacket, some very minor 
wear at jacket corners, a few rubbed areas 
on spine, minor shelfwear to the volume. 
 
A bright copy of Steinbeck’s Pulitzer 
Prize winning novel on migratory workers 
during the Great Depression, in a fresh 
example of the pictorial jacket by Elmer 
Hader. Goldstone & Payne A12.a. 
C  
$3,000-4,000 
See Illustration

201 
THACKERAY, WILLIAM MAKEPEACE 
Vanity Fair. A Novel without a Hero. 
London: Bradbury & Evans, 1848. First 
edition, with the following first issue 
points: the rare (supposedly suppressed) 
vignette of the Marquis of Steyne present 
(p. 337), the engraved title dated 1848, 
page 1 with the heading in rustic type, 
and the “Mr. Pitt” reading on line 31,  
p. 453. Later full tan calf for Sotheran,  
all edges gilt. 8 1/2 x 5 1/8 inches  
(21 x 12.5 cm); xvi, 624 pp. with title page, 
frontispiece, and 38 engraved plates, 
vignettes throughout. Joints rubbed, just 
starting at the head, some minor toning. 
Bookplate on front pastedown. 
C Estate of Henriette Montgomery 
$400-600

202 
[WODEHOUSE, P.[ELHAM] G.[RENVILLE] 
KIPLING, RUDYARD 
The Second Jungle Book. London: 
Macmillan and Co., 1895. First edition, 
P.G. Wodehouse’s copy with his ownership 
inscription with address (1 Clinton Villas, 
W. Dulwich); presumably his copy when at 
Dulwich College (1894-1900). Publisher’s 
blue cloth, decorated in gilt, all edges gilt. 
7 1/4 x 4 3/4 inches (18.5 x 12 cm); [vi], 
238 pp., advertisement leaf. Light wear, 
slight lean, scattered foxing. W. H. Smith 
stamp on endpaper, the bookplate of 
Harry Eaton Hart, Sotheran’s ticket loosely 
tipped-in. 
 
Rudyard Kipling once stated that Lord 
Emsworth and the Girlfriend, 1928, was 
“one of the most perfect short stories  
ever written”; interesting to see with this 
volume that Kipling was read by  
the young Wodehouse. 
C  
$600-900
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203 
[WOLFE, THOMAS CLAYTON] 
ROLFE, WILLIAM J. Shakespeare’s Tragedy of Macbeth. New York 
[etc.]: American Book Company, [1905]. Thomas Wolfe’s copy while at 
University of North Carolina, with his name in pencil on the front  
pastedown and the notation “English 37” (this was the class name); 
and with 41 interleaved sheets of India paper neatly mounted in the 
gutter margins of the portion of the text containing the play, each with 
extensive notes by Wolfe in ink. Numerical notations written by Wolfe 
in the text correspond to his numbered notes on the sheets. Publisher’s 
orange cloth. 6 5/8 x 4 7/8 inches (27 x 12.5 cm); 264, [8-ads] pp. Two 
blots of ink to rear board, overall about fine; Together with WOLFE, 
THOMAS. Look Homeward, Angel. New York: The Modern Library 
(1929). A presentation copy from Thomas Wolfe to “Julia and Shorty 
Spruill,” with a cordial nine-line presentation dated Jan 24, 1937, 
signed “Tom Wolfe.” Spine faded, tear at head. 
 
As is detailed in William Grimes Cherry, III’s book Thomas Wolfe’s 
notes on Macbeth (The Thomas Wolfe Society, 1992, a copy of which 
is included in the lot) Wolfe’s extensive notes on Macbeth were made 
in 1918-19 while studying Shakespeare under Frederick Henry Koch, 
the Professor of Dramatic Literature at the University of South Carolina. 
Koch was a pupil of the great Shakespearean scholar George Lyman 
Kittredge, from whom he adopted the method of pasting in sheets of 
paper in works for commentary, which he in turn taught his students. 
Wolfe would later study under Kittredge at Harvard. 
 
Eighteen when he made these notes, Wolfe was already remarked  
by his peers as precociously intelligent. He was deeply interested in 
drama, and his single-act play The Return of Buck Gavin was produced 
in 1919 by the Carolina Playmakers, of which he was a member.  
His comments in this work are insightful and perceptive, and above all, 
extensive in a typically Wolfian manner. Provenance: Thomas Wolfe to 
his classmate Corydon Spruill (the recipient of the presentation copy 
of Look Homeward, Angel included here), by gift; thence to Spruill’s 
nephew William Grimes Cherry, III, by descent. 
C Property of a North Carolina Family 
$6,000-9,000 
See Illustration 

204 
WORDSWORTH, WILLIAM 
Yarrow Revisited and other Poems. London: Longman [etc.]; and 
Moxon, 1835. First edition. 19th century calf gilt with emblematic 
device on the covers, all edges marbled. 6 3/8 x 3 3/4 inches (16 x 9.5 
cm); [iii]-xvi, 349, [1] pp., with terminal errata slip. Some binding wear, 
joints rubbed (and with short cracks), internally clean, though lacking 
the half-title (pp. i-ii) and terminal ads. 
C Estate of Henriette Montgomery 
$400-600 
 
 

Fine & Applied Art, including Books with 
Original Graphics
205 
[ART] 
Group of six volumes including MATISSE, HENRI. Pierre à Feu:  
Les Miroirs Profonds. Paris: 1947. From the edition of 999,  
out-of-seriescopy. Publisher’s wraps after a color design by Matisse, 
with an original lithograph and woodcut, a frontispiece and  
14 full-page illustrations; LASSAIGNE, JACQUES. Marc Chagall, 
Drawings and Water Colors for the Ballet. New York: [1969].  
About fine in dust jacket and slipcase; Ceiling of the Paris Opera.  
First American edition; BRAQUE, GEORGES. The Intimate  
Sketchbooks (Verve Nos. 31/32). New York: 1955; And two  
copies (one disbound) of MOURLOT, FERNAND. Art in Posters:  
The Complete Original Posters of Braque, Chagall, Dufy, Léger,  
Matisse, Miró, Picasso. New York: 1959. Condition varies, generally 
sound unless otherwise stated. 
C The Eva Kane Trust 
$600-900

206 
BRAQUE, GEORGES and  
PAULHAN, JEAN Braque le patron. 
Paris: Fernand Mourlot, 1945. One of 225 
copies, this copy 191 signed by  
Paulhan and initialed by Mourlot,  
with the frontispiece signed in pencil  
by Braque and also numbered 191 from 
the edition.  
 
Unbound as issued in original wrappers 
with publisher’s chemise and slipcase.  
14 1/2 x 11 1/4 inches (37 x 28.5 cm); 
[76] pp., with the original signed  
lithograph by Braque, La Femme à la 
Mandoline, and 19 lithographs by  
Mourlot in color. Slipcase somewhat  
worn and soiled with short splits, some 
occasional pale foxing and toning to the 
book (not touching the original litho). 
 
The book (which is rare complete with 
the plate) is Rauch 104; the lithograph is 
Vallier 27. 
C  
$2,000-4,000 
See Illustration

207 
[CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ -  
TOULOUSE-LAUTREC, HENRI DE] 
Toulouse-Lautrec et Son Oeuvre. New 
York: Collectors Editions, 1971. One of 
1450 sets. Six volumes, publisher’s blue 
cloth stamped in black and orange,  
in glassine dust wrappers. 12 7/8 x  
9 3/4 inches (32.5 x 25 cm); hundreds of  
reproductions after the works of the 
artist. Minor shelfwear and light toning to 
upper cloth extremities, short tears and 
small losses to glassine jackets. 
C  
$600-900

208 
[CATALOGUE RAISONNE -  
POLLOCK, JACKSON] 
Jackson Pollock: A Catalogue of  
Paintings, Drawings, and Other Works. 
New Haven: Yale, 1978.  
First edition. Four volumes (without 
later supplement), publisher’s linen with 
stamped facsimile of Pollock’s signature 
in black to upper boards, cloth slipcase 
with printed label. 11 x 11 inches  
(28 x 28 cm); with black and white  
and color reproductions. Rubbing to 
spines and slipcase. 
C  
$700-1,000

209 
[CHAGALL, MARC] 
WAHL, JEAN. Illustrations for the Bible 
by Marc Chagall. New York: Harcourt 
Brace, [1956] (i.e. Verve 33/34). 
Original lithographed boards in dust  
jacket. 14 x 10 1/2 inches (35 x 26 cm); 
with seventeen original lithographs in 
color (including the title) and twelve in 
black, in addition to halftone illustrations. 
Jacket lacking a section, some light wear 
to the head and toe of the spine. 
C The Eva Kane Trust 
$1,500-2,500 
See Illustration

210 
[CHAGALL, MARC] 
LASSAIGNE, JACQUES. Chagall. Paris: 
Maeght Editeur, (1957). First edition, first 
issue, with the pink tone in the bouquet 
shown on the frontispiece. Paper over 
boards (with a lithographed design by 
Chagall), protected by the original acetate 
jacket. 9 1/4 x 8 inches (23 x 20 cm);  
title page, 177 pp., contents leaf, with  
13 original lithographs printed by 
Mourlot (four folding), of which all but 
one are colored.; as well as color and 
monochrome reproductions of Chagall’s 
work. The plastic jacket defective, some 
minor wear to jacket, overall a sound, 
clean copy. 
C The Eva Kane Trust 
$800-1,200 
See Illustration

211 
[CHAGALL, MARC] 
CAIN, JULIEN. The Lithographs of 
Chagall. Monte Carlo:  
André Sauret, [1960]. The first volume  
of the catalogue raisonné of Chagall’s 
lithographs. Original tan cloth stamped  
in black, with lithographic dust jacket.  
12 3/4 x 9 1/2 inches (325 x 240 mm); 
220 pp. Complete with eleven original 
lithographs, plus the dust jacket, also 
an original lithograph. The jacket with 
nominal wear, an attractive copy. 
C The Eva Kane Trust 
$1,000-1,500

212 
[CHAGALL, MARC] 
WAHL, JEAN. Illustrations for the Bible 
by Marc Chagall.  
New York: Harcourt Brace, 1956  
(Verve 33/34). Original lithographed 
boards. 14 x 10 1/2 inches (35 x 26 cm); 
with seventeen original lithographs in 
color (including the title) and twelve in 
black, in addition to halftone illustrations. 
Binding rather worn, front joint defective, 
internally generally fresh. 
C  
$1,500-2,500 
See Illustration
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213 
ELIASSON, OLAFUR 
Your House. New York: Library Council Of  
The Museum Of Modern Art, 2006. One of 225 copies, 
this is copy 163, signed by the artist in pencil. Light 
blue buckram binding by Markus Rottmann, in original 
cardboard case. 10 3/4 x 16 3/4 inches; (26 x 42 cm); 
laser-cut design on 452 leaves, conceived by  
Eliasson and designed by Michael Heimann and 
Claudia Baulesch, produced by KREMO with 
computer-aided modeling by Georg Saguma.  
Fine condition. 
 
An extraordinary artist book, unusual in its use of 
negative space, this was a commission by the Library 
Council of The Museum of Modern Art in New York. 
From the artist’s statement: “Your House consists of 
a laser-cut negative impression of Eliasson’s house in 
Copenhagen on a scale of 85:1. Designed and realised 
by Michael Heimann and Claudia Baulesch, the book is 
based on a computer-generated model of the house, 
sliced vertically into 454 even parts. Each of the  
corresponding 454 hand-bound leaves is individually 
cut and corresponds to 2.2 cm of the actual house 
... As readers leaf through the pages, they have the 
illusion of slowly making their way through the rooms 
of the house from front to back, thus constructing a 
mental and physical narrative. The result is an  
intensified sense of space, dimensions, materiality, 
and time.” 
C  
$10,000-15,000 
See Illustration
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215 
[FASHION] 
VOGEL, LUCIEN (directeur). Gazette du Bon Ton. Art, 
Modes & Frivolités. Paris: Librairie Centrale des Beaux-Arts, 
1912-1922. Nine volumes, three-quarters brown morocco, 
marbled sides, flat spines with designs in onlay in the style 
of Gazette illustrations, top edge gilt, all text and plates on 
guards. 9 1/4 x 7 1/2 inches (23.5 x 19 cm); 1912/13 volume 
I: [2], 192, viii pp., with 60 numbered plates; volume II: [2],  
193-384, viii, with 60 numbered plates; 1914-1915: [6], 268, 
68, viii pp. with 72, 6 plates (5 folding); 1920 volume I: [12], 
196, 47 plates (plus unnumbered croquis); 1920 volume II: 
[12], 197-324, plates 48-79, (plus Roman numbered croquis 
etc.); 1921 volume I: [4], 160, [12] pp., plates 1-40, (plus 
Roman numbered croquis etc.); 1921 volume II: [4], 160, [12] 
pp., plates 1-40, (plus Roman numbered croquis etc.); [4], 
161-328, plates 41-80, plate 60 misbound in 1920, II (plus 
Roman numbered croquis etc.); 1922 volume I: [4], 164, [4], 
plates 1-40 (plus Roman numbered croquis etc.); 1922 
 volume II: [4], 165-312, xl, vi pp., with plates 41-80, (plus 
Roman numbered croquis etc.). Light binding wear, but the 
bindings sound and attractive. Plate 56 is lacking from  
No. 8 in 1922; the last years, 1923-25 are not present in this 
set. Internally, the set is very clean throughout. The contents 
appear complete other than noted above, but due to the 
complexities of collation of this work this is offered as a  
periodical, not subject to return. 
 
A long run of the foremost fashion periodical of the day, in an 
exceptionally elegant an appropriate binding. The Gazette 
offers a rich overview of the work of the leading designers of 
pre- and postwar France. Pochoir, or stenciling by hand with 
watercolor, revolutionized fashion illustration, and the plates 
in this work are exceptional examples of the technique.  
Contributing artists included Georges Lepape, Pierre Brissaud, 
Charles Martin, Georges Barbier, Guy Arnoux, Benito and 
indeed almost all the foremost French illustrators of the day. 
C  
$20,000-30,000 
See Illustration

214 
[ENGRAVINGS-IMPRESSIONIST] 
DURET, THÉODORE. Die Impressionisten. Pissarro, 
Claude Monet, Sisley, Renoir, Berthe Morisot, 
Cézanne, Guillaumin. Berlin: Bruno Cassirer, 1909. 
First German edition, one of 1,000 copies. Early 20th 
century faux-leather spine, brown canvas sides.  
10 x 8 inches (25 x 20 cm); [4], 220, [7] pp., with  
7 exceptional original etchings, each with captioned 
tissue guards, including works by Cezanne, Morisot, 
Renoir and Pissarro, one original wood engraving (by 
Pissarro) and one plate after Sisley by Roy, together 
with 21 heliogravure plates. Front joint weak, spine 
 a bit chipped at the head, internally a fresh copy. 
Bookplate of Willie Moor. The works are as follows: 
Paul Cézanne Portrait de Guillaumin (Cherpin 2; 
Venturi 2 or 1159); Camille Pissarro Heuerinnen or 
Les Faneuses, printed in sepia (Delteil 94); three by 
Pierre-Auguste Renoir, the final one signed in the plate  
(Stella & Delteil 12, 14, & 15); Berthe Morisot Madchen  
auf Sofa; Paul Guillaumin Landschaft mit Windmühle,  
a color etching, signed in the plate. 
C  
$6,000-9,000 
See Illustration
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216 
GOYA Y LUCIENTES, FRANCISCO JOSE DE 
Los Caprichos. [?Madrid: Calcografia for the Real Academia, 1890-
1900]. Probable sixth edition, de luxe issue. Three-quarters brown calf, 
marbled sides, top edge gilt. 14 x 10 inches (35 x 25.5 cm; 78 (of 80) 
plates on wove paper, lacking plates 14 and 16 (plus two duplicates, 
plates 67 and 74), with two plates supplied (25 and 45) from another  
edition, all plates mounted on guards. Some binding wear, the first 
plate and last plate toned, occasional minor foxing, mostly marginal, 
plate 72 with two pencil marks, the two supplied plates from the seventh 
edition. Sold as a collection of plates, not subject to return. 
 
Plate 19 has the two scratches noted by Harris, diagnostic of the  
sixth edition. The plates were steel-faced and bevelled for the  
fourth edition. 
C Property from the Collection of Judith Taubman 
$7,000-10,000 
See Illustration

217 
GROSZ, GEORGE 
Ecce Homo. Berlin: Malik Verlag, 1923. Ausgabe “C” of the first  
edition. Original printed wrappers, housed in a modern clamshell 
case. 14 x 10 1/2 inches (35.5 x 27 cm); title, (verso plate list), list of 
aquarelles, 100 plates, including 16 in color. Wrappers lightly soiled, 
restoration to the foot of the spine, hinges apparently reinforced. 
 
A fierce attack on the morality of German life after the First World War, 
which resulted in the prosecution of Grosz and the suppression  
of some of the plates (all present here). 
C  
$1,500-2,500 
See Illustration
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218 
HARING, KEITH 
[Untitled-Kneeling figure]. Naples: Lucio Amelio, [1983]. One of 300 
copies. Publisher’s yellow cloth with kneeling figure in black. 18 1/2 x  
13 1/4 inches (17 x 33 cm); 30 offset lithographs hors texte (including the 
title, limitation leaf. About fine. 
C  
$800-1,200 
See Illustration

219 
HOCKNEY, DAVID 
Hockney’s Alphabet. London: Faber & Faber, 1991. Number 107 of 250 
numbered copies for sale. Bound in quarter vellum with handmade  
Fabriano Roma paper sides, housed in matching box. 12 5/8 x 9 5/8 inches 
(32 x 24.5 cm); illustrated by David Hockney and signed by the following 
contributors: Douglas Adams, Martin Amis, Julian Barnes, William Boyd, 
Margaret Drabble, Patrick Leigh Fermor, William Golding, Seamus 
Heaney, David Hockney, Kazuo Ishiguro, Erica Jong, Doris Lessing, 
Norman Mailer, Ian McEwan, Arthur Miller, Iris Murdoch, Nigel Nicolson, 
John Julius Norwich, Joyce Carol Oates, V.S. Pritchett, Craig Raine, 
Susan Sontag, Stephen Spender, and John Updike. Fine copy. 
This book was published to raise money for people living with AIDS.  
The book contains the 26 letters of the alphabet plus “&,” each accompanied 
by a poem or short text with a full-page illustration by Hockney. 
C  
$1,500-2,500 
See Illustration

220 
MATISSE, HENRI 
Portraits. Monte Carlo: André Sauret, 1955. From a total edition of 2850, 
this is one of 500 copies with text in English, example 1899. Original  
pictorial wrappers, in publisher’s chemise and slipcase. 12 1/2 x 9 7/8 inches 
(31.5 x 25 cm). 152 pp., colophon. With lithographic frontispiece by Matisse 
(and the ninety-nine plates printed after Matisse’s drawings). A fresh copy 
in a lightly worn case. 
Rauch 340; Duthuit 670, etc. 
C The Eva Kane Trust 
$1,200-1,800 
See Illustration

221 
[ORNAMENT] 
PETIT, [VICTOR?] and BIZIAUX. Journal-Manuel de peintures appliquées 
à la décoration des monuments, appartements, magasins... Paris:  
A. Morel, 1850-1866. Eight years bound in four volumes, red half leather 
of the period with cloth sides. 17 1/2 x 12 inches (44.5 x 30.5 cm). 
Volumes 1-2: 48 pp., 12 color plates; 48 pp., 12 color plates,  
13 monochrome bis plates. Volumes 3-4: [2], 48 pp., 12 color plates,  
12 monochrome bis plates; 48 pp., 12 color plates, 12 monochrome bis 
plates. Volumes 5-6: 48 pp., 12 color plates, 12 monochrome bis plates; 
[2], 6-48 pp. (no obvious textual hiatus noted, possibly lacking plate 
description for first plate); 48 pp., 12 color plates, 12 monochrome bis 
plates. Volumes 7-8: 48 pp., 13 color plates, 12 monochrome bis plates; 
[2], 6-48 pp. (no obvious textual hiatus noted, possibly lacking plate 
description for first plate), 12 color plates, 12 monochrome bis plates. 
Light binding wear, paper of color plates mostly evenly toned to brown, 
scattered foxing. Although apparently complete in the matter of plates 
(though possibly lacking two descriptive text leaves), sold as a periodical, 
not subject to return. 
 
The first eight years of this long-running journal, which eventually ran to 
fifty-five annual volumes. This set, judging by the mention of the 1855 
Exposition on the titles of the earlier volumes, was either bound up later 
with publisher’s titles or reissued from unsold sheets. Addressed to the 
needs of shopfitters and interior designers, the range of plates is  
exceptional; faux marbling, store frontages, sign lettering, elaborate  
motifs for interior design and much else. The lithography (color and 
black and white) is by Lemercier. 
C Property from the Collection of Judith Taubman 
$1,000-1,500
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222 
PICASSO, PABLO 
Picasso and the Human Comedy. A Suite of 180 Drawings by Picasso.  
New York: Harcourt, Brace, (1954). The American edition of this double issue  
of Verve, 29/30, with an essay by Michel Leiris. Publisher’s lithographic  
boards with the original printed dust jacket. 14 x 10 1/4 inches (35 x 26 cm);  
unpaginated, complete with twelve original lithographs, plus boards. Some loss 
to head and toe of spine, slight separations of the fragile paper cover along 
the spine; Together with PICASSO, PABLO. Picasso’s Sketchbook. New York: 
[1960]. Facsimile edition limited to 1,000. Original chemise with spiral bound 
facsimile and text booklet. Covers soiled, a bit worn. 
C The Eva Kane Trust 
$1,000-1,500

223 
[POSTERS] 
Les Maîtres De L’Affiche. Paris: Imprimerie Chaix, 1895-1900. First edition. 
Three volumes (I, III, V) of five issued, in the publisher’s green cloth bindings 
designed by Paul Berthon. 15 1/2 x 11 3/4 inches (39.5 x 30 cm); with  
approximately 120 plates. Each of the volumes incomplete,  
with many plates loose, a few with marginal imperfections. 
 
Imprimerie Chaix was a major printer and publisher of posters, and many  
of those illustrated here were first published by the firm. The publication  
was originally issued in wrappered parts. 
C The Eva Kane Trust 
$3,000-5,000 
See Illustration

224 
ROUAULT, GEORGES 
An archive of Rouault letters addressed to the Czech  
publisher Josef Florian. Versailles: 1913-1914. Various papers and paper sizes, 
most written in pen but two sheets in pencil, consisting of ten apparently  
complete letters, a total of  24 pages; a further eleven sheets consisting of  
approximately 30 pages, partial letters; two postcards and an envelope.  
Letters variously signed Georges Rouault, G. Rouault or with initials. Generally 
very good condition. 
 
A significant archive of correspondence regarding the publication of Rouault’s 
first color reproductions, which were issued by Josef Florian (the publisher was 
born in 1873 at Stará Ríse in Moravia, where he lived most of his life). Florian 
was a profound admirer of both Rouault and his friend Léon Bloy, who he also 
published. The letters relate not only to the specifics of the publication  
but include mentions of Huysmans, Miserere (work on which Rouault had just 
commenced) and Rouault’s day-to day life. Archives of Rouault’s letters are 
quite uncommon at auction; we record one small group of correspondence with 
Florian at auction in France in 2012. This is an early and interesting collection 
pertaining to a major publication of Rouault’s work. 
C  
$5,000-8,000 
See Illustration

225 
[ROUAULT, GEORGES] 
ARLAND, MARCEL. Carnets de Gilbert. Paris: NRF, 1931.  
First edition, copy 99 of 150 copies on Arches (plus 30 others in various states), 
with the full-page lithographic frontispiece signed in ink by Rouault. Original 
printed wrappers, as published. 11 1/4 x 7 5/8 inches (29 x 19.5 cm); 59 pp., 
with litho frontispiece as noted, three etched vignettes and five full-page color 
aquatint engravings by Rouault. Minor restorations to the head and toe of the 
wrappers, but overall a rather fresh copy. 
 
The lush illustrations are on a par with Rouault’s best work. Only a portion of this 
edition was signed by the artist The Artist &  
The Book 269; Skira 314; Rouault 359; Rauch 151 etc. 
C  
$600-900

226 
RUBIN, REUVEN 
My Life, My Art. New York: Sabra Books, [1970]. First edition, number 100 of 
200 copies signed by the author, this copy further inscribed by Rubin and with 
an original signed drawing in green and red ink of a flutist. Publisher’s cloth, 
in dust jacket, housed in folding cloth box. 11 3/4 x 8 1/4 inches (30 x 22 cm); 
color reproductions. A fine copy, some fraying to box. 
C  
$300-500
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227 
[SCHIELE, EGON] 
KALLIR, OTTO. Egon Schiele. Oeuvre catalogue of the  
paintings. New York: Crown Publishers, 1966. One of 120 copies 
with an original etching, this copy B4, one of sixty with the  
etching “Self Portrait” [Selbstbildnis] On the reverse side of  
the etching the author has inscribed the number, his initials and 
the year 1966. Gilt-lettered red morocco over linen in board 
slipcase. 11 1/2 x 9 1/4 inches (29 x 23.5 cm); 562 pp.,  
illustrated. Slight rubbing to spine, mounted clippings at rear,  
a few notations to the bibliography. 
The print is Kallir 4b. 
C  
$1,500-2,500 
See Illustration

228 
[SCHIELE, EGON] 
NIRENSTEIN, OTTO. Egon Schiele: Persönlichkeit und Werk. 
Berlin: Paul Zsolnay, 1930. Copy 29 of 500. Publisher’s linen  
in original board slipcase. 11 1/2 x 9 1/4 inches (29 x 23.5 cm); 
140 pp., 140 plates. A clean, sound copy. Bookplate of  
Willie Moor. 
 
The first oeuvre catalogue of Schiele, quite scarce in fine condition. 
C  
$300-500

229 
[THIEBAUD, WAYNE] 
BRILLAT-SAVARIN, JEAN ANTHELME [FISHER, M.F.K. -trans.]. 
The Physiology of Taste or Meditations on Transcendental 
Gastronomy... San Francisco: Arion Press, 1994. One of 200 
copies, this copy 52, signed by the illustrator, Wayne Thiebaud. 
Original publisher’s pictorial cloth, slipcased. 13 3/4 x 10 1/4 inches 
(35 x 26 cm); 356 pp., with illustrations (after) and nine original 
color lithographs by Wayne Thiebaud. Fine condition. 
 
This was the forty-fourth production of the Arion Press, illustrated 
by Thiebaud, the California artist whose works frequently include 
food as a motif. 
C  
$4,000-6,000 
See Illustration
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230 
[VIENNA SECESSION] 
Ver Sacrum Kalender 1903. Sonderheft; Together with  
Ver Sacrum Heft 1-Heft 24. Vienna: Mitteilungen der  
Vereinigung Bildender Künstler Österreichs, 1903. One  
of 300 sets issued. 25 parts in all, publisher’s printed illustrated 
 wrappers with woodcut ornaments in black, housed in a 
modern cloth case. 10 x 9 5/8 inches (25.5 x 24.5 cm).  
The Kalendar is illustrated with 13 original color woodcuts 
by Alfred Roller, Karl Müller, Ferdinand Andri, Emil Orlik, 
Wilhelm List, Koloman Moser, Leopold Stolba, and Max  
Kurzweil, with decorative borders and calendars designed  
by Alfred Roller. The 24 regular issues paginated sequentially 
1-416 pp. plus ad leaves, etc., illustrated throughout with 
original woodcuts, frequently in colors. Minor toning to the 
wrappers of the Kalendar, issue 1 with a little dust soiling, 
in generally a very clean set. This set does not include the 
Kollektivausstellung Gustav Klimt found in some, but not all 
sets. Bookplate of Willie Moor in each part. 
 
An extremely well-preserved set of the rare final year of this 
greatest of all Secession periodicals, including the separately 
issued annual calendar, which is justifiably considered one of 
the high-points of Viennese illustration of the period. Marcus 
Behmer is featured in the second issue; the fourth has a 
superb animal alphabet; the sixth has an article on Beardsley 
with illustrations by Josef Hoffman; the tenth the bizarre woodcuts 
of Max Kurzweil; Klimt occupies the twenty-second part. 
C  
$3,000-5,000 
See Illustration

231 
[VERVE] 
Verve: An Artistic and Literary Quarterly. Volume One. 
Number 3. Paris: [1938]. Three copies. Original lithographed 
wrappers, in the card cases of issue. 14 x 10 1/2 inches  
(35.5 x 26.5 cm); 132 pp., each with the four original  
lithographs by Chagall, Miro, Rattner and Klee. The cases 
worn and partially defective, the books fine. 
C The Eva Kane Trust 
$600-1,200

232 
WARHOL, ANDY 
Two signed items. Comprising Warhol’s signature with  
a drawing of a soup can on an Andy Warhol Enterprises 
envelope, 4 x 9 1/2 inches (10.5 x 24 cm); and Warhol’s 
signature on a color postcard reproduction of his painting of 
Marilyn Monroe, 6 x 4 1/4 inches (15.5. x 11 cm). Both fine. 
C  
$500-800 
See Illustration

233 
[WHISTLER, JAMES ABBOTT McNEILL] 
Mr. Whistler’s “Ten O’Clock.” Portland: Thomas Bird  
Mosher, 1920. Number 9 of 25 copies printed on  
Japan vellum. Publisher’s gilt stamped boards, in dust jacket 
with printed spine and card slipcase with printed spine and 
upper panel. 9 x 5 3/4 inches (23.5 x 15.5 cm); frontispiece 
portrait, 64 pp. A fine copy with only a small stain to jacket 
spine and very minor wear to slipcase, booklabel of  
Carl W. Jones, son of the collector Herschel V. Jones. 
C Property from a Private Minneapolis Collection 
$200-400 
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I

GLOSSARY

The following examples define some of the terms 
used in this catalogue. The reader is reminded 
that all of the terms and descriptions used in this  
catalogue as to authorship, period, culture, source 
or origin for any property are made and used as 
qualified statements and opinions only, and are 
subject to the Conditions of Sale and the Terms 
of Guarantee.

In connection with the attribution of authorship, 
as described in paragraph 2 of the Terms of 
Guarantee, the following terms are used in this 
catalogue, and are defined as follows:

FURNITURE AND DECORATIONS

REGENCY ROSEWOOD SOFA TABLE
First quarter of the 19th century. This heading with 
the date included means that the piece is, in our 
best judgment, of the period indicated with no 
major alterations or restorations.

REGENCY ROSEWOOD SOFA TABLE
This heading without inclusion of a date indicates 
that in our best judgment, the piece, while basically 
of the period, has been substantially altered or 
restored and in some cases it may also indicate 
that the piece has been constructed from old parts.

REGENCY STYLE SOFA TABLE
The inclusion of the word “style” in the heading 
indicates that, in our opinion, the piece is an  
intentional copy or reproduction of an earlier work 
or style of works.

PAINTINGS

NICOLAES MAES
In our best judgment the work is by the named 
artist. This is our highest category of authenticity 
in the present catalogue.

ATTRIBUTED TO NICOLAES MAES
In our best judgment, while the work is of the 
period of the named artist, and on the basis of 
style can be ascribed to him, we cannot state 
with certainty that it is by him.

SCHOOL OF NICOLAES MAES
In our best judgment, the work is of the period of 
the named artist, by a pupil or close follower of 
the artist, but is not by the artist.

CIRCLE OF NICOLAES MAES
In our best judgment, the work is of the period of 
the named artist and closely related to his style.

MANNER OF NICOLAES MAES OR AFTER 
NICOLAES MAES OR FOLLOWER OF  
NICOLAES MAES
In our best judgment, although the work is in the 
style of or a copy of a work by the named artist,  
it is of a later period.

 
 

SIGNED NICOLAES MAES
In our best judgment, the signature, monogram, 
initials or other similar indicia of authorship is a 
recognized signature of the artist and appears in 
one of the six areas of the painting designated  
as follows: 
      (u.l.) Upper left
      (l.l.) Lower left 
      (u.r.) Upper right
      (l.r.)  Lower right 
      (u.c.) Upper center 
      (l.c.) Lower center

BEARS SIGNATURE, NICOLAES MAES
In our best judgment, the signature, monogram, 
initials or other similar indicia of authorship is not 
that of the artist and may have been added at a 
later date.

DATED
In our best judgment, the date indicated on the work 
is the date the work was executed.

DATED (FOR BRONZES)
In our best judgment, the date indicated when the 
original model was executed. Since the exact date 
of the casting of a bronze sculpture is often unknown 
and illustrations in reference books may not specify 
which particular cast is discussed or illustrated, 
it should be pointed out that dates of execution 
and entries listed under Literature in the individual 
catalogue entries do not necessarily refer to the 
castings included in the sale.

PRINTS

NAME OF THE ARTIST
Subject to the Conditions of Sale and Terms of 
Guarantee set forth in this catalogue, and except 
where stated as being “after” or “attributed to” 
an artist, each lot is by the artist appearing at the 
head of the lot, except in the case of lots containing 
works by more than one artist.

TITLE
If there is a generally accepted title for the print, 
that title is given in upper case at the beginning 
of the lot description. If the work has no title or 
the title is unknown to us, a descriptive title is 
given in brackets.

REFERENCES
Information from the standard catalogues of the 
artists’ works is cited when possible following the title.

MEDIUM
The mediums are described as fully as possible, 
although secondary techniques may not be listed.

DATE
The date given is that of the original plate, block, 
stone or screen. It is not necessarily the date at 
which the impression offered for sale was printed.

 
 
 
 

EDITION
Information regarding the size of the edition is given 
when possible.

SIGNATURE
Only manuscript signatures of the artists are indicated. 
Signatures “in the plate” are not mentioned since 
they are considered part of the image.

QUALITY AND CONDITION
An attempt has been made to give relevant  
information concerning the quality of the impression, 
the size of the margins and the condition of the 
prints when possible. These descriptions are qualified 
statements or opinions only, and are made subject 
to the Conditions of Sale and Terms of Guarantee.

The print sleeves are the property of Doyle New York 
and are not included in the sale.

MEASUREMENTS
As with any description in this catalogue,  
measurements are qualified statements or opinions 
and are subject to the Conditions of Sale and 
Terms of Guarantee. Doyle New York shall not be 
liable for any mistakes in measurements.  
Measurements have been made to the best of our 
ability, and are given in inches to the nearest  
1/4 inch and millimeters, height before width.  
Unless otherwise indicated, etchings and engravings 
are measured by the dimensions of the plate 
marks.Woodcuts, lithographs and silkscreens are 
measured by the dimensions of the images.

All pictures are framed unless otherwise noted in 
this catalogue.
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II

CONDITIONS OF SALE
1. BINDING TERMS
The lots listed in this catalogue will be offered by 
Doyle New York as owner or as agent for consignor 
subject to the following terms and conditions. 
Where Doyle is agent, the contract is between 
seller and buyer. The following Conditions of Sale 
and Terms of Guarantee constitute the entire 
agreement with the purchaser relative to the 
property listed in this catalogue. By bidding at 
auction you agree to be bound by these terms:

2. AS IS
All lots are sold “AS IS” and without recourse and 
neither Doyle New York nor its consignor makes 
any warranties or representations, express or 
implied, with respect to such lots, except for the 
limited warranties expressly stated in the Terms 
of Guarantee section of this catalogue. Prospective 
buyers are strongly advised to examine personally 
any property in which they are interested, before 
the auction takes place, to determine its condition, 
size, and whether or not it has been repaired  
or restored.

Except as otherwise expressly and specifically 
provided in the Terms of Guarantee, neither 
Doyle New York nor its consignor makes any 
express or implied warranty or representation of 
any kind or nature with respect to merchantability, 
fitness for purpose, correctness of the catalogue 
or other description of the physical condition, 
size, quality, rarity, importance, medium, material, 
genuineness, attribution, provenance, period, 
culture, source, origin, exhibitions, literature or 
historical significance of any lot sold. The absence 
of any reference to the condition of a lot does not 
imply that the lot is in perfect condition or completely 
free from wear and tear, imperfections or the 
effects of aging; nor does a reference to particular 
defects imply the absence of others. References 
in the catalogue entry or the condition report to 
damage or restoration are for guidance only and 
should be evaluated by personal inspection by 
the bidder or a knowledgeable representative.

The Terms of Guarantee are controlling, and no 
statement, whether written or oral, and whether 
made in this catalogue, an advertisement, a bill 
of sale, a salesroom posting or announcement, 
the remarks of an auctioneer, or otherwise, shall 
be deemed to create any warranty, representation 
or assumption of liability. All statements by Doyle 
New York in the catalogue entry for the property 
or in the condition report, or made orally or in 
writing elsewhere, are statements of opinion and 
are not to be relied on as statements of fact.  
Except as stated in the Terms of Guarantee, neither 
Doyle New York nor the seller is responsible in any 
way for errors or omissions in the catalogue or any 
supplemental material. Buyers are responsible for 
satisfying themselves concerning the condition of 
the property and the matters referred to in the  
catalogue entry.

Doyle New York and its consignor make no warranty 
or representation, express or implied, that the 
purchaser will acquire any copyright or reproduction 
rights to any lot sold. Doyle New York expressly 
reserves the right to reproduce any image of the 
lots sold in this catalogue.  
 

The copyright in all images, illustrations and written 
material produced by or for Doyle New York relating 
to a lot, including the contents of this catalogue, is, 
and shall remain at all times, the property of 
Doyle New York and shall not be used by the buyer, 
nor by anyone else, without our prior written consent.

3. WITHDRAWAL
Doyle New York reserves the right to withdraw 
any lot at any time prior to the commencement 
of bidding for such lot and shall have no liability 
whatsoever for such withdrawal.

4. RESERVES
If the auctioneer decides that any opening bid is 
below the value of the lot offered, the auctioneer 
may reject that bid and withdraw the lot from sale; 
and if, having acknowledged an opening bid, he 
decides that any advance thereafter is insufficient, 
he may reject that advance.

Unless otherwise indicated, all lots are offered subject 
to a reserve, which is the confidential minimum 
price below which such lot will not be sold.  
No reserve will exceed the low estimate of the lot. 
Reserves are agreed upon with the consignor or, 
in the absence thereof, in the  absolute discretion 
of Doyle New York.

Unless otherwise announced by the auctioneer,  
all bids are per lot as numbered in the catalogue.

Lots marked C preceding the estimate are consigned 
and reserved. Those marked • are reserved property 
in which Doyle New York has an interest.

Doyle New York on occasion makes loans or 
advances funds to consignors.

The auctioneer may implement the reserve by 
opening bidding on any lot by placing a bid on 
behalf of the seller. The auctioneer will not specifically 
identify bids placed on behalf of the seller. 
The auctioneer may further bid on behalf of the 
seller, up to the amount of the reserve, by placing 
successive or consecutive bids for a lot or by placing 
bids in response to other bidders. Unless otherwise 
noted in the catalogue or by an announcement 
at the auction, Doyle New York acts as agent on 
behalf of the seller and does not permit the seller 
to bid on his or her  
own property.

5. ESTIMATES
Each lot in the catalogue is given a low and high 
estimate representing that range which, in the 
opinion of Doyle New York, represents a fair and 
probable auction value. When possible, the estimate 
is based on previous auction records of comparable 
property, condition, rarity, quality and provenances. 
The estimates are often determined several months 
before a sale and are therefore subject to change 
upon further research of the property, or to reflect 
market conditions or currency fluctuations.  
Estimates are subject to revision. Actual prices realized 
for items can fall below or above this range. An 
estimate of the selling price should not be relied 
on as a statement that this is the price at which 
the item will sell or its value for any other purpose. 
Estimates do not include the buyer’s premium. 
Where “Estimate on Request” appears, please 
contact the Specialist Department for further 
information.

6. BIDDING
Doyle New York reserves the right, at our complete 
discretion, to refuse admission to the premises or 
participation in any auction and to reject any bid, 
as well as the right to refuse to acknowledge any 
bidder. The highest bidder acknowledged by the 
auctioneer will be the purchaser. The auctioneer 
has the right at his absolute and sole discretion 
to advance the bidding in such a manner as he may 
decide, to withdraw or divide any lot, and to 
combine any two or more lots. In the event of 
error or dispute between bidders, or in the event 
of doubt on our part as to the validity of any bid, 
whether during or after the sale, the auctioneer 
has final discretion to determine the successful 
bidder, to continue the bidding, to cancel the sale, 
or to reoffer and resell the lot in dispute. If any 
dispute arises after the sale, the Doyle New York 
sale record shall be conclusive.

7. PURCHASER’S RESPONSIBILITY
Title passes upon the fall of the auctioneer’s hammer 
to the highest acknowledged  bidder, subject to 
the conditions of sale set forth herein. Such bidder 
there upon assumes full risk and responsibility 
there for (including, without limitation, liability 
for or damage to frames and glass covering prints, 
paintings or other works). Although in our discretion 
we will execute orders or absentee bids or accept 
telephone bids as a convenience to clients who are 
not present at auctions, we are not responsible 
for any errors or omissions in connection therewith.

When making a bid, a bidder is accepting personal 
liability to pay the purchase price as follows, unless 
it has been explicitly agreed in writing with Doyle 
New York before the commencement of the sale 
that the bidder is acting as agent on behalf of an 
identified third party acceptable to Doyle New 
York, and that Doyle New York will look only to the 
 principal for payment:

The total purchase price to be paid by purchaser is 
the amount of the successful bid price plus a 
premium of 25% on the first $300,000 of  
the hammer price of each lot, 20% on the portion 
of the hammer price from $300,001 through 
$3,000,000, and 12.5% on that portion of the 
hammer price exceeding $3,000,000. Payment of 
each lot shall be made as follows: 
 
A cash deposit of not less than 25% of the purchase 
price (unless the whole purchase price is required 
at the sole discretion of Doyle New York) will be 
paid on the day of the auction. Deposits shall  
apply to all purchases made at this sale and not 
to any one particular lot.
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CONDITIONS OF SALE CONTINUED

Prior to the sale, the buyer must provide us with his 
or her name and permanent address and, if so 
requested, details of the bank from which payment 
will be made.
 
The balance of the purchase price, if any, will be 
paid not later than 5 pm one (1) day following 
the day of the auction. Such payment shall be 
made in U.S. dollars by certified or cashier check 
drawn on a U.S. bank unless other arrangements 
are made with Doyle New York. The buyer will not 
acquire title to the lot until we have received all 
amounts due to us from the buyer in good cleared 
funds even in circumstances where we have released 
the lot to the buyer. Doyle New York reserves the 
right to hold merchandise purchased by personal 
check until the check has cleared the bank.  
 
The purchaser agrees to pay Doyle New York a 
handling charge of $35 for any check dishonored 
by the drawee.

At some auctions there may be a video or digital 
screen. Errors may occur in its operation and in 
the quality of the image, and Doyle New York 
does not accept liability for such errors.

Any objects offered at this auction which contain 
materials from a species that is endangered or 
protected, including, but not limited to, ivory, 
coral and tortoiseshell, may require a license or 
certificate prior to exportation from the United States 
or an individual state and additional certificates 
or licenses for importation into another state 
or country. Some materials may not be exported, 
imported into other states or countries or resold. 
It is the purchaser’s responsibility to be aware of 
applicable laws and regulations and to obtain any 
required export or import licenses or certificates 
and any other required documentation. 
 
Further, the purchaser shall be responsible for 
on-time payment of the full purchase price of the 
lot, even if the obtaining  of any such license is 
denied or delayed.  
 
Doyle assumes no liability for failing to identify 
materials from endangered or protected species 
or for incorrectly identifying such materials. 
 
 
8. REMEDIES AVAILABLE TO  
DOYLE NEW YORK
In addition to the other remedies available to us 
by law, we reserve the right to impose a late charge 
of 1 1/2% per month of the total purchase price 
if payment is not made in accordance with the 
conditions set forth herein. All property must be 
removed from our premises by the purchaser at 
their expense not later than (2) business days 
following its sale and, if it is not removed, Doyle 
New York reserves the right to charge a minimum 
storage fee of $5 per lot per day or to deliver the 
property to a public warehouse for storage at the 
purchaser’s expense, to be released only after 
payment in full of all removal, storage, handling, 
insurance and any other costs incurred, together 
with payment of all other amounts due to us.  
 
Doyle New York shall have no liability for any 
damage to property left on its premises for more 
than (2) days following the sale.

If any applicable conditions herein are not complied 
with by the purchaser, in addition to other remedies 
available to us and the consignor by law, including 
without limitation the right to hold the purchaser 
liable for the total purchase price, including all fees, 
charges and expenses more fully set forth herein, 
we shall be entitled in our absolute discretion  
to exercise one or more of the following rights  
or remedies:
 
a) To charge interest at such rate as we shall
reasonably select;

b) To hold the defaulting buyer liable for the total 
amount due and to commence legal proceedings 
for its recovery together with interest, legal fees  
and costs to the fullest extent permitted under 
applicable law;

c) Cancel the sale of that, or any other lot or lots 
sold to the defaulting purchaser at the same or 
any other auction, retaining as liquidated damages 
all payments made by the purchaser;
 
d) Resell the property whether at private sale or 
public auction without reserve, and the purchaser 
will be liable for any deficiency, cost, including 
handling charges, the expenses of both sales, our 
commission on both sales at our regular rate, all 
other charges due hereunder and incidental damages;

e) To set off the outstanding amount remaining 
unpaid by the buyer against any amounts which 
we may owe the buyer in any other transactions;

f)  Where several amounts are owed by the buyer 
to us, in respect of different transactions, to apply 
any amount paid to discharge any amount owed 
in respect of any particular transaction, whether 
or not the buyer so directs;

g) To reject at any future auction any bids made 
by or on behalf of  the buyer or to require a deposit 
from the buyer before accepting any bids;

h) To take such other actions as we deem necessary 
or appropriate; or

i) To effect any combination thereof.

In addition, a defaulting purchaser will be deemed 
to have granted and assigned to us a continuing 
security interest of first priority in, and we may retain 
as collateral security for such purchaser’s obligations 
to us, any property or money of or owing to such 
purchaser in our possession. We shall have all of 
the rights accorded a secured party under the 
New York Uniform Commercial Code with respect 
to such property and we may apply against such  
obligations all monies held or received by us for 
the account of, or due from us, to such purchaser. 
At our option, payment will not be deemed to have 
been made in full until we have collected funds 
represented by checks, or in the case of bank or 
cashier’s checks, we have confirmed their authenticity. 
In the event the purchaser fails to pay any or all of 
the total purchaser price for any lot and Doyle 
New York nonetheless elects to pay the consignor 
any portion of the sale proceeds,  the purchaser 
acknowledges that Doyle New York shall have all 
of the rights of the consignor to pursue the purchaser 
for any amounts paid to the consignor, whether at 
law, in equity, or under these Conditions of Sale.

 
 
 
 

9. LIMITED LIABILITY
If for any cause a purchased lot cannot be delivered 
in as good condition as at the time of sale, or should 
any purchased lot be stolen or mis-delivered or 
lost prior to delivery, Doyle New York shall not be 
liable for any amount in excess of that paid by the 
purchaser. We are not responsible for the acts or 
omissions of carriers or packers of purchased lots, 
whether or not recommended by us. Packing and 
handling of purchased lots by us is at the entire risk 
of the purchaser and Doyle New York will have no  
liability for any loss or damage to such items. 
 
 
10. DOYLE NEW YORK EMPLOYEES
Employees of Doyle New York are not prohibited 
from bidding on property. In the course of their 
employment it is possible that they may have  
access to information not available to the public.

 
11. WAIVER OF CONDITIONS
Any and all of these conditions may be waived or 
modified in the sole discretion of Doyle New York. 
The Conditions of Sale, Terms of Guarantee, the 
glossary, if any, and all other contents of this 
catalogue are subject to amendment by us by 
oral announcements made during the sale.  
 
Salesroom notices amend the catalogue description 
of a lot after our catalogue has gone to press. 
They are posted in the viewing galleries and 
salesroom or are announced by the auctioneer. 
Please take note of them.

12. All measurements and weight are approximate. 
Doyle New York is not responsible for damage of 
glass covering paintings, drawings, other works 
or frames and lamp shades regardless of cause.

13. If any part of these Conditions of Sale is found 
by any court to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable, 
the balance of the conditions shall continue to be 
valid to the fullest extent permitted by law.

14. The rights and obligations of the parties with 
respect to these Conditions of Sale and Terms 
of Guarantee, as well as the purchaser’s and our 
respective rights and obligations hereunder, the 
conduct of the auction and any matters connected 
with any of the foregoing, shall be governed 
and interpreted by the laws of the State of New York. 
By bidding at auction, whether present in person 
or by agent, by written bid, telephone or other 
means, the buyer shall be deemed to have submitted, 
for the benefit of Doyle New York, to the exclusive 
jurisdiction of the federal or state courts located 
in the state and county of New York and waives 
any objection to the jurisdiction and venue of any 
such court.
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TERMS OF GUARANTEE

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Doyle New York warrants the authenticity of 
authorship of each lot contained in this catalogue 
solely and expressly subject to the terms and 
conditions set forth below.

1. DEFINITION OF AUTHORSHIP
“Authorship” is defined as the artist, artisan, 
workshop, designer, school, period, culture, 
or source of origin, as applicable and indicated 
in the description of the lot. The warranted  
information appears in bold print immediately 
following the individual lot number; no other 
language in the catalogue is warranted, including 
any supplemental material which appears below 
the bold print headings. Doyle New York is not 
responsible for any errors or omissions in any 
material, which appears below the bold print 
headings. The description of authorship in this 
catalogue may be amended by a supplement to 
the catalogue, or by notices or announcements 
at the time and place of the auction sale.  
 
This catalogue may contain one or more glossaries 
explaining the terminology used in the catalogue. 
All terminology used in this catalogue, including 
the contents of the glossaries, are merely qualified 
statements or opinions and are not intended or 
made as warranted statements or representations 
under these Terms of Guarantee. Doyle New York 
makes no warranties whatsoever, express or implied, 
with respect to any material in the catalogue, 
except as set forth in bold print headings following 
individual lot numbers in this catalogue and subject 
to the exclusions set forth below.

2. COVERAGE UNDER 
THE GUARANTEE
Subject to the exclusions set forth below in 
paragraphs 5 and 6, Doyle New York warrants 
the authorship (as that term is defined above) 
of each lot in this catalogue for a period of five 
years from the date of the sale of the lot.  
 
The guarantee is made only to the original purchaser 
of record at the auction, and only the registered 
bidder for the lot at the auction will be considered 
as the original purchaser. The buyer must give 
written notice of claim within five years from the 
date of the auction. Doyle New York may require, 
at its option, to have the purchaser obtain at the 
purchaser’s expense the opinion of two recognized 
experts (approved by Doyle New York) in the field 
relating to the item in question, before Doyle New 
York determines whether to rescind a sale under 
the above warranty. Upon request, Doyle New York 
will provide the purchaser with the names of  
acceptable experts.

3. NON-ASSIGNABILITY
The benefits of this warranty are not assignable and 
shall be applicable only to the original purchaser 
of record (i.e., the registered bidder) and not to 
any subsequent owners (including, without limitation, 
donees, heirs, successors, beneficiaries or assigns) 
who have, or may acquire, an interest in any 
purchased property. The original buyer must 
have remained the owner of the lot without disposing 
of any interest in it to any third party.

 

4. SOLE REMEDY
The purchaser agrees that in the case of a breach 
of warranty under these Terms of Guarantee, he shall 
have no remedy other than rescission of the sale 
and the refund of the original purchase price paid. 
The original purchase price paid is defined as the 
amount of the successful bid price, plus the buyer’s 
premium. No rescission and refund will be made 
unless the item is returned to Doyle New York 
at 175 East 87th Street, New York, NY 10128, in the 
same condition as at the time of sale. The remedy 
of rescission and refund is exclusive and the 
purchaser waives any other remedy which may be 
otherwise available in law or equity. Doyle New 
York shall not be liable for any special, consequential 
or incidental damages incurred or claimed including, 
without limitation, loss of profits or for interest.

5. EXCLUSIONS
This warranty does not apply to:
 
i. authorship of any paintings, drawings or sculpture 
created prior to 1870, unless the lot is determined 
to be a counterfeit which has a value at the date 
of the claim for rescission which is materially 
less than the purchase price paid for the lot; or

ii. any catalogue description where it was specifically 
mentioned that there is a conflict of specialist 
opinion on the authorship of a lot; or

iii. authorship which on the date of sale was in 
accordance with the then generally accepted 
opinion of scholars and specialists, despite the 
subsequent discovery of new information, whether 
historical or physical, concerning the artist 
or craftsman, his students, school, workshop or 
followers; or

iv. the identification of periods or dates of execution 
which may be proven inaccurate by means of  
scientific processes not generally accepted for use 
until after publication of the catalogue, or which 
were unreasonably expensive or impractical to use 
at the time of publication of the catalogue.

The term counterfeit is defined as a modern fake 
or forgery, made less than fifty years ago, and made 
with the intent to deceive. The authenticity of 
signatures, monograms, initials or other similar 
indications of authorship is expressly excluded 
as a controlling factor in determining whether a 
work is a counterfeit under the meaning of this 
Terms of Warranty.

6. LIMITED WARRANTY
As stated in paragraph 2 of the Conditions of Sale, 
neither Doyle New York nor its consignor makes 
any express or implied representations or warranties 
whatsoever concerning any property in the 
catalogue, including without limitation, any warranty 
of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, 
except as specifically and expressly provided in 
these Terms of Guarantee.
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To better assist our clients, we have prepared the 
following information on Sales and Use Tax related 
to property purchased at auction.  
 
 
WHY DOYLE NEW YORK 
COLLECTS SALES TAX

Virtually all State Sales Tax Laws require a
corporation to register with the State’s Tax  
Authorities and collect and remit sales tax if the 
corporation maintains a presence within the 
state, such as offices. In the states that impose 
sales tax, Tax Laws require an auction house, 
with a presence in the state, to register as a sales 
tax collector, and remit sales taxcollected to the 
state. New York sales tax is charged on the hammer 
price, buyer’s premium and any other applicable 
charges on any property picked up or delivered 
in New York, regardless of the state or country in 
which the purchaser resides or does business.

WHERE DOYLE NEW YORK 
COLLECTS SALES TAX

Doyle New York is currently registered to collect 
sales tax in the following states: New York and 
the District of Columbia.

For any property collected or received by the  
purchaser in New York City, such property is 
subject to sales tax at the existing New York State 
and City rate of 8.875%.

If the property is delivered into any of the states in 
which Doyle New York is registered, Doyle New York 
is required by law to collect and remit the appropriate 
sales tax in effect in the state where the property 
is delivered.

Property collected from Doyle New York premises 
by common carriers on behalf of the purchaser for 
delivery to the purchaser at his address outside 
of New York is not subject to New York Sales Tax. 
If it is delivered by the common carrier to any of 
the states where Doyle New York is required to 
collect sales tax, applicable tax will be added to 
the purchase price.

WHERE DOYLE NEW YORK IS NOT  
REQUIRED TO COLLECT SALES TAX

Doyle New York is not required to collect sales 
tax on property delivered to states other than 
those listed above. If the property is delivered to 
a state where Doyle New York is not required to 
collect sales tax, it is the responsibility of the 
purchaser to self-assess any sales or use tax and 
remit it to taxing authorities in that state.

Doyle New York is not required to collect sales 
tax for property delivered to the purchaser outside 
of the United States.

RESTORATION AND 
OTHER SERVICES

Regardless of where the property is subsequently 
transported, if any framing or restoration services 
are performed in New York, it is considered to  
be a delivery of the property to the purchaser in 
New York, and Doyle New York will be required to 
collect the 8.875% New York sales tax.

LOCAL TAX ADVISORS

As sales tax laws vary from state to state, Doyle 
New York recommends that clients with questions 
regarding the application of sales or use taxes to 
property purchased at auction seek tax advice 
form their local tax advisors.

CERTAIN EXEMPTIONS

Most states that impose sales taxes allow for 
specified exemptions to the tax. For example, a 
registered re-seller such as a registered art dealer 
may purchase without incurring a tax liability, and 
Doyle New York is not required to collect sales tax 
from such re-seller. The art dealer, when re-selling 
the property, may be required to charge sales  
tax to its client, or the client may be required to  
self-assess sales or use tax upon acquiring the property.

If a not-for-profit or charitable organization is selling 
property through Doyle New York, it may be sold 
as a tax exempted purchase. The not-for-profit 
seller must be registered with the New York  
Department of Taxation and Finance as an exempt 
organization and the property must be picked up 
or delivered in New York. However, a compensating 
use tax is due from the buyer if any such lot is shipped 
to any of the states where Doyle New York maintains 
offices. It is the buyer’s responsibility to ascertain 
and pay all taxes due. Buyers claiming exemption 
from sales tax must have the appropriate  
documentation on file with Doyle New York prior 
to the release of the property.

INFORMATION ON SALES AND USE  
TAX RELATED TO PURCHASES AT AUCTION
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BUYING AT DOYLE
Since 1963, Doyle New York has built a worldwide 
reputation for expertise, integrity and service. In our 
New York salesrooms, we hold approximately forty 
auctions annually featuring fine art, jewelry, furniture, 
decorative arts, books, prints, couture and a variety 
of other categories. Our global audience of buyers 
and sellers know the quality of our sales and 
appreciate our standard of service. If you are new 
to the auction process, please take a moment to 
review the following information.

The following will help in understanding the auction 
buying process. All  bidders should read the 
Conditions of Sale and Terms of Guarantee in 
this catalogue, as well as the Glossary or any other 
notices. By bidding at auction, bidders are bound 
by the Conditions of Sale and Terms of Guarantee, 
as amended by oral announcements or posted 
notices, which together form the sale contract 
between the successful bidder (purchaser),  
Doyle New York and the seller (consignor) of the lot. 
 
 
BEFORE YOU BID

Doyle New York produces both printed and Internet 
auction catalogues that contain descriptions of 
the property being offered and the presale 
estimates and are available prior to the sale date. 
Our free Internet catalogues, available at Doyle.com, 
also provide illustrations, direct communication 
with our specialists, and the ability to leave online 
absentee bids and track lots. The catalogues will 
help familiarize you with property being offered 
at the designated auction. 
 
In addition, Doyle.com offers a free Internet 
Personal Shopper that allows collectors to enter 
keywords of objects they are seeking. As each 
Internet auction catalogue is posted online, the 
collector is notified by email of any matches.

A prospective buyer must complete and sign a 
registration form and provide identification before 
bidding. We may require the production of bank 
or other financial references.

PROVENANCE
In certain circumstances, Doyle New York may 
print in the catalogue the history of ownership 
of a work of art if such information contributes 
to scholarship or is otherwise well known and 
assists in distinguishing the work of art. However, 
the identity of the seller or previous owners may 
not be disclosed for a variety of reasons. For example, 
such information may be excluded to accommodate 
a seller’s request for confidentiality or because the 
identity of prior owners is unknown given the age 
of the work of art.

SPECIALIST’S ADVICE
Prospective bidders may be interested in  
specific information not included in the catalogue 
description of a lot. For additional information 
please contact either a Doyle New York specialist 
or Doyle New York’s Client Services Department. 
You may also request a condition report from the 
specialist in charge.

BIDDING AT AUCTION

Auctions are open to the public without any admission 
fee or obligation to bid. Pre-auction viewings are 
open to the public free of charge. Doyle New York’s 
specialists are available to give advice and condition 
reports at viewings or by appointment. The auctioneer 
introduces the objects for sale - known as “lots” -  
in numerical order as listed in the catalogue.  
The auctioneer accepts bids from those present 
in the salesroom, from telephone bidders, from 
Internet bidders or by absentee written bids left 
with Doyle New York in advance of the auction.

LIVE BIDDING
The most exciting way to participate at auction is the 
traditional method of bidding live in the salesroom 
with an auction paddle. Buyers who would like to bid 
may register for a paddle on the day of the sale upon 
entering the salesroom at least 30 minutes before 
the sale. The paddle is numbered so as to identify 
you to the auctioneer. To register, you will need a form 
of identification such as a driver’s license or credit 
card. If you are a first-time bidder, you will also be 
asked for your address, phone number and signature 
and a bank reference in order to create your account. 
To avoid any delay in the release of purchases,  
please pre-arrange check or credit approval through 
Doyle New York’s Credit Department at 212-427-4141 
ext. 205. If you are bidding for someone else, you will 
need to provide a letter from that person authorizing 
you to bid on that person’s behalf. Issuance of a 
bid paddle is in Doyle New York’s sole discretion.

Once the first bid has been placed, the auctioneer 
asks for higher bids, in increments determined by 
the auctioneer. To place your bid, simply raise your 
paddle until the auctioneer acknowledges you.

As a courtesy to bidders, a currency board may be 
operated. It displays the lot number and current bid 
in both U.S. dollars and foreign currency. Exchange 
rates are approximations based on recent exchange 
rate information and should not be relied upon as 
a precise invoice amount. Doyle New York assumes 
no responsibility for any error or omission in foreign 
or United States currency amounts shown.

TELEPHONE BIDDING
Clients unable to attend the sale may still participate 
live by bidding on the telephone with a trained staff 
member on the auction floor. The Telephone Bid Forms 
are available on our Web site, in our printed catalogue, 
and through our Client Services Department. Please 
contact the Bid Department prior to the sale to make 
arrangements or to answer any questions you may 
have. Telephone bids are accepted only at Doyle 
New York’s discretion and at the caller’s risk. Calls 
may also be recorded at Doyle New York’s discretion. 
By bidding on the telephone, prospective buyers 
consent thereto. Telephone bids cannot be accepted 
for lot estimated below $1,000. Arrangements must 
be confirmed with the Bid Department at least  
24 hours prior to the auction at 212-427-4141 ext. 242. 
Arrangements to bid in languages other than 
English must be made well in advance of the sale 
date. Doyle New York offers all absentee and 
telephone bidding services as a convenience to 
our clients but will not be responsible for errors 
or failures to execute bids.
 

ABSENTEE BIDDING
For buyers unable to participate live in the salesroom 
or on the telephone, Doyle offers the option of 
Absentee Bids. Absentee Bids work exactly as if 
the bidder were in the salesroom bidding up to a 
predetermined price limit, except that the price 
limit is given confidentially to Doyle ahead of time. 
Absentee Bid Forms are available on our Web site, 
in our printed catalogues, and through our Client 
Services Department. Return the completed Absentee 
Bid Form to Doyle New York either by mail or by 
fax. When the lot that you are interested in comes 
up for sale, a Doyle New York representative will 
execute the bid on your behalf, making every effort 
to purchase the item for as little as possible and 
never exceeding your limit. The auctioneer may 
execute absentee bids directly from the rostrum, 
identifying these as “absentee bids,” “book bids,” 
or “order bids.” This service is free and confidential. 
For detailed instructions and information, please 
see the Doyle New York Absentee Bid Form at the 
back of this catalogue or on our Web site. In the 
event that identical bids are submitted, the earliest 
will take precedence.

INTERNET ABSENTEE BIDS
Buyers may also conveniently leave bids on our 
Web site through our Internet catalogues. These bids
are executed at the auction in the same fashion 
as an Absentee Bid.

LIVE ONLINE BIDDING 
BidLive! with a click of your mouse. Bidders from 
around the world now can experience the excitement 
of bidding live at Doyle on their computers.
 
MAC USERS: Please use Firefox browser (download). 
BidLive!, powered by Invaluable, does not support 
iPhone or iPad at this time.

Doyle New York does not guarantee that live Internet 
bidding will be uninterrupted or without error, or 
that Internet bids will be received.
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BUYING AT DOYLE CONTINUED

SUCCESSFUL BIDS

Successful absentee bidders will be notified 
after the sale. Absentee bidders will receive 
a list of sale results if they enclose a stamped 
self-addressed envelope with their Absentee Bid 
Form. Printed lists of auction prices are available 
immediately after the sale on our Web site and at 
our galleries. While invoices are sent out by mail 
after the auction, we do not accept responsibility 
for notifying you of the result of your bids. Buyers 
are requested to contact us by telephone or in 
person as soon as possible after the sale to  
obtain details of the outcome of their bids to 
avoid incurring unnecessary storage charges. 
 
 
AFTER THE AUCTION

If your bid is successful, you can go directly to 
Purchaser Accounting to make payment  
arrangements. Otherwise, your invoice will be 
mailed to you. The final price is determined by 
adding the buyer’s premium to the hammer price 
on a per-lot basis. Sales tax, where applicable, 
will be charged on the entire amount. Payment is 
due in full immediately after the sale. However, 
under certain circumstances, and generally with 
the seller’s agreement, Doyle New York may offer 
buyers it deems creditworthy the option of an 
extended payment plan. Credit terms should be 
arranged prior to the sale. Please contact the 
Credit Department for information on credit  
arrangements for a particular lot.

METHODS OF PAYMENT
Accepted forms of payment include bank wire 
transfers, cash (in US currency up to $5,000),  
traveler’s check (in US currency up to $5,000), 
money orders (in US currency up to $5,000), 
or personal check made payable in US dollars 
drawn on a US bank, unless other arrangements 
are made with Purchaser Accounts. It is Doyle 
New York’s policy to request any new clients or 
purchasers preferring to make a cash payment 
to provide: verification of identity (by providing 
some form of government issued identification 
containing a photograph, such as a passport, 
identity card, or driver’s license), confirmation 
of permanent address and identification of the 
source of the funds. Invoices greater than $5,000 
require payment by certified check, bank check 
or wire transfer. Credit cards are not accepted for 
payment of auction purchases.

To pay for a purchase by check, please see our 
cashier and fill out a Check Acceptance Account 
form. Until approved, you will not be permitted 
to remove purchases before the check has 
cleared. To avoid delivery delays, prospective 
buyers are encouraged to supply bank or other 
suitable references before the auction. Check 
acceptance privileges are reviewed from time to 
time by Doyle New York and may be granted or 
withdrawn at our sole discretion. Checks should 
be made payable to Doyle New York. Note that 
checks drawn on foreign banks may be accepted 
with the approval of the Credit Department, may 
not be accepted for values under $500, and that 
there is a $100 minimum collection charge on 
checks drawn on foreign banks located outside 
the U.S. Certified checks, banker’s drafts and 
cashier’s checks are accepted at Doyle New  
York’s discretion provided they are issued by a  
reputable financial institution governed by  
anti-money laundering laws. Instruments not 
meeting these requirements will be treatedas 
“cash equivalents” and subject to theconstraints 
noted above.

Please direct inquiries regarding wire transfer  
or ACH credit to Steven L. Kuzio, 212.427.4141 
ext. 202, steven.kuzio@doyle.com

BUYER’S PREMIUM
The invoice will include the successful hammer 
price of the item and the buyer’s premium.  
Doyle New York charges a premium to the buyer 
on the final bid price of each lot sold at the  
following rates: 25% on the first $300,000 of  
the hammer price of each lot, 20% on the portion 
of the hammer price from $300,001 through 
$3,000,000, and 12.5% on that portion of the 
hammer price exceeding $3,000,000. Applicable 
sales tax will also be added to the final total. 
New York Sales tax is charged on the hammer 
price, buyer’s premium and any other applicable 
charges on any property picked up or delivered 
in New York State, regardless of the state or 
country in which the purchaser resides or does 
business. Please refer to “Information on Sales 
and Use Tax Related to Purchases at Auction” in 
the back of the catalogue. All sales are final and 
subject to the Conditions of Sale.

PICK-UPS
Once your payment has been cleared, property 
may be released. Unless otherwise agreed by 
Doyle New York, auction purchases should be 
paid for and picked up at Doyle New York within 
48 hours of the auction. Items left beyond the 
48 hours may be subject to a storage fee (see 
below). Please note that the hours for removal 
of property are Monday through Friday from 
8:15am until 4:45pm, except on auction days 
during which only purchases made that day may 
be picked up. As a courtesy to purchasers who 
come to Doyle New York to pick up property, 
Doyle New York will assist in the packing of lots,  
although Doyle New York may, in the case of 
fragile articles, choose not to pack or otherwise 
handle a purchase. Doyle New York will not  
be responsible or liable for damage to glass 
covering paintings, drawings or other works, or 
damage to frames, regardless of cause. 
 

STORAGE FEES
Pursuant to section 8 of our Conditions of Sale, 
we request that successful buyers collect their 
property within two business days following the 
sale. Should the property (except jewelry, coins, 
stamps or as announced by the auctioneer) 
remain on our premises for more than 31 days 
following a sale it will be transferred to an  
independent warehouse on the buyer’s behalf  
at the purchaser’s risk and subject to storage 
charges at the purchaser’s expense. As  
transferred property will no longer be in  
Doyle New York’s custody or care, Doyle New 
York will not be able to assist you with pick-up 
or shipping arrangements. To avoid storage 
charges, please arrange for the removal of your 
purchases as soon as possible.

Please Note: Transfer to a Storage facility of 
uncollected purchases past the 31-day grace 
period will constitute delivery of the property to 
the buyer in New York State. As a result, buyer 
will be liable to pay New York State Sales Tax if 
not tax-exempt.

The charges are payable to an outside Storage 
Company and therefore cannot be waived by 
Doyle New York. We encourage all buyers to  
collect purchased property within two business 
days following the sale.

In order to collect property from Yorkville Van and 
Storage, buyers must present a copy of a paid 
invoice bearing a Yorkville warehouse release 
stamp. This warehouse release stamp can only 
be obtained from the cashier at Doyle New York’s 
main reception desk located at 175 East 87th St  
in Manhattan.

SHIPPING
Shipping is the responsibility of the buyer.  
Upon request, our Client Services Department 
will provide a list of shippers who deliver to  
destinations within the United States and  
overseas. Kindly disregard the sales tax if an 
I.C.C. licensed shipper will ship your purchases 
anywhere outside the state of New York or the 
District of Columbia.

ENDANGERED SPECIES
Certain property sold at auction, for example, 
items made of or incorporating plant or animal 
materials such as coral, crocodile, ivory,  whalebone, 
tortoise shell, mother-of-pearl, etc., irrespective 
of age or value, may require a license or certificate 
prior to exportation and additional licenses or 
certificates upon importation to another country. 
Doyle New York suggests that buyers check on 
their government wildlife import requirements 
prior to placing a bid. Although licenses can be 
obtained to export some types of endangered 
species, other types may not be exported at all, and 
other types may not be resold in the United States.
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At Doyle New York, we commit our expertise, 
experience, market knowledge and global
outreach to every sale. The numerous auction  
records set in our salesrooms are testimony to the 
advantages of selling property at Doyle. To make 
the auction process as easy and  convenient as 
possible, our team of dedicated professionals 
will guide you through the entire appraisal and 
auction procedure. As part of our commitment 
to providing comprehensive auction services to 
collectors, institutions and estates, Doyle New 
York offers several options to those seeking to 
sell their property: consignment of the objects to 
auction at Doyle, outright sale of the objects to 
Doyle, a combination of both, or referrals to  
other organizations.

OBTAINING AN APPRAISAL

The first step in selling property at auction is to 
obtain a free informal appraisal of the item. The 
appraisal includes an estimated value, which is 
the specialist’s best judgement as to what the 
object will sell for at auction. The figure is based 
upon the specialist’s expertise and knowledge 
of what similar items are fetching in the current 
auction market.

There are various ways to obtain appraisals. 
Information and appointments to view property 
in your home or in the gallery can be arranged 
through our Scheduling Department, an appropriate 
Specialist Department, or a Doyle New York 
Regional Representative. Once your property has 
been evaluated, Doyle New York representatives 
can then help you determine how to proceed with 
the auction process. They will provide information 
regarding sellers’ commission rates and other 
charges, auction timetable, shipping and any other 
further services you may require.

SUBMITTING PHOTOGRAPHS
We welcome photographs of property to evaluate 
for possible auction if the property is not portable, 
or if you are not able to visit  our galleries. If you 
have a large collection, a representative selection 
of photographs is acceptable. Please bring in the 
photographs or email photos of your objects to 
the Scheduling Department. You may also mail 
photographs to the Scheduling Department, or 
call them at 212-427-4141, ext. 260, to discuss 
your property and perhaps arrange an appointment 
with a specialist. Please be sure to include the 
dimensions, artist’s signature or maker’s mark, 
medium, physical condition, and any other relevant 
information. Our specialists will provide a free 
preliminary auction estimate subject to a final 
estimate upon first hand inspection.

 

 
 

REGIONAL APPRAISAL DAYS
Doyle New York’s Regional Representatives host 
free appraisal days on a regular basis throughout 
Connecticut, the metropolitan Washington, DC 
area, as well as in other areas throughout the 
United States. These popular events provide ease 
and convenience for collectors outside of New York 
who wish to sell their property at Doyle. At these 
events, we accept property for upcoming auctions 
in our New York salesrooms through both  
consignment and outright purchase.

SELLING YOUR PROPERTY

CONSIGNING TO AUCTION
In consigning property to auction, the seller retains 
ownership until the successful sale of the item at 
auction. When property is consigned to Doyle for 
auction, we devote the expertise of our specialists 
and professional staff to achieving outstanding 
prices at auction.

THE CONSIGNMENT CONTRACT
When you consign property to Doyle New York 
you will receive two copies of our Consignment 
Agreement, the legal document delineating the 
terms of sale. One copy should be initialed, signed 
and returned; the other kept for your records. 
Once the property is received in our gallery, you 
will be sent a Contract Schedule listing the property, 
the planned sale dates, the estimated price ranges, 
and the reserves will be listed, along with the 
agreed upon seller’s commission and other 
related fees.

RESERVE PRICE
Before an item is offered at auction, the consignor 
and Doyle New York may agree on a reserve price, 
a confidential minimum selling price. Unless a 
specific reserve is arranged, a discretionary reserve 
is fixed at fifty percent of the low estimate. If the 
consignor designates a reserve on a lot, and it  
remains unsold, there will be a buy-in fee charged 
on the reserve price.

OUTRIGHT SALE TO DOYLE
Outright purchase of property by Doyle allows the 
seller the advantage and convenience of immediate 
payment. Many sellers prefer this method of sale 
rather than consigning their property to auction 
and awaiting payment after the successful sale of 
the items. For further information please contact 
our Scheduling Department.

AFTER THE AUCTION

RESULTS OF SALE
You may track realized prices of your consigned 
property in real time and view all sales results  
online at Doyle.com. A preliminary settlement 
statement itemizing the hammer prices, commissions 
and fees is mailed to the consignor after the  
auction. You may also call us at 212-427-2730 for 
prices realized.

PAYMENT TO CONSIGNORS
Payment to consignors is mailed five weeks after 
the date of the sale, together with a final settlement 
statement. The amount of payment is the hammer 
price of each lot successfully sold, less the  
commission and any other fees.

ESTATE AND 
APPRAISAL SERVICES

For forty years, Doyle New York’s Appraisal and 
Auction Services Department has worked with 
museums, corporate collections, banks and law 
firms, trust and estate professionals, heirs, and 
private clients across the nation providing our 
comprehensive appraisal and auction services. 
Our thorough, well-researched fair market appraisals 
have earned Doyle a solid reputation for  
professionalism, integrity and service throughout 
the United States.

Doyle New York offers a full range of expert  
appraisal services, specializing in providing timely 
formal appraisals for estate tax and probate 
purposes. Our expert team of specialists and our 
professional staff bring years of experience to each 
appraisal. Full color digital photographs may be 
included in the appraisal in order to make each 
object easily identifiable. Depending on the 
location, we are happy to provide, at no charge, 
a preliminary walk-through examination to 
determine approximate costs and special needs. 
Appraisal fees are based on the scope of the 
property with travel expenses additional.

Doyle New York will prepare a customized proposal 
tailored to the specific property under consideration 
for auction, including a commission and fee 
structure developed to maximize returns to consignors. 
We may also make an outright purchase offer on 
individual items or entire estates. As part of our 
focus on comprehensive estate liquidation, we 
offer our unique “Broomclean Service” – our own 
trucks and crew will transport the fine property to 
Doyle, remove remaining items, and leave the 
premises “broomclean.”

INFORMATION

For more information please call 212-427-4141, 
ext 260, or email info@Doyle.com. For estate and 
appraisal services, please contact our Appraisal 
and Auction Services Department at 212-427-4141, 
ext. 227.

SELLING AT DOYLE
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OCTOBER 

 
ENGLISH & CONTINENTAL FURNITURE 
& DECORATIVE ARTS / OLD MASTER 
PAINTINGS 

Auction: Wednesday, OCTOBER 25 at 10am
Exhibition: October 21 – 23  

 

NOVEMBER 
 
PRINTS & MULTIPLES 
Auction: Wednesday, NOVEMBER 1 at 
10am
Exhibition: October 28 – 30 
 
RARE BOOKS, AUTOGRAPHS & MAPS  

Auction: Tuesday, NOVEMBER 7 at 10am
Exhibition: November 4 – 6 
 
COINS, BANK NOTES,  
POSTAGE STAMPS & MINERALS 
Auction: Tuesday, NOVEMBER 7 at 2pm
Exhibition: November 4 – 6
 
JEWELRY, WATCHES, SILVER & COINS  
BY ORDER OF THE PROVIDENT  
LOAN SOCIETY 
Auction: Wednesday, NOVEMBER 8 at 10am
Exhibition: November 4 – 6
 
JEWELRY – BEVERLY HILLS 
Auction: Monday, NOVEMBER 13 at 10am 
(Pacific)
NY Exhibition: October 14 - 17  
CA Exhibition: November 11 & 12

IMPRESSIONIST & MODERN ART
POST-WAR & CONTEMPORARY ART 
Auction: Wednesday, NOVEMBER 15 at 10am
Exhibition: November 11 – 13

DOYLE+DESIGN® 
Auction: Tuesday, NOVEMBER 21 at 10am 
Exhibition: November 18 – 20 

DECEMBER

DOYLE AT HOME®  

Auction: Wednesday, DECEMBER 6 at 10am
Exhibition: December 2 – 4  

IMPORTANT JEWELRY 
Auction: Wednesday, DECEMBER 13 at 10am
Exhibition: December 9 – 12

PHOTOGRAPHS & PHOTOBOOKS 
Auction: Thursday, DECEMBER 14 at 10am
Exhibition: December 9 – 12

SELLING AT AUCTION
 

We invite you to contact us for a
complimentary auction evaluation of your 

collection. Please call 212-427-2730 or 
email info@Doyle.com

CATALOGUES
 

View the catalogues and leave bids online 
at Doyle.com, or for printed

catalogues please call 212-427-2730 x203 
or email subscriptions@Doyle.com

EXHIBITION HOURS
 

212-427-4141, option 5
or visit Doyle.com

AUCTION SCHEDULE
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DIRECTORY YOU MAY REACH US DIRECTLY BY DIALING 212-427-4141  
PLUS THE EXTENSION.

OFFICERS

 
Kathleen M. Doyle, Chairman/CEO
ext 215, Kathy.Doyle@Doyle.com

Rodney Lang,  
Senior Executive Vice President
ext 243, Rodney.Lang@Doyle.com

Joanne Porrino Mournet
Executive Vice President
ext 227, Joanne.Mournet@Doyle.com

Kenneth McKenna
Executive Vice President/CFO
ext 254, Ken.McKenna@Doyle.com 

Laura Doyle, Vice Chairman 
Executive Vice President
ext 219, Laura.Doyle@Doyle.com 
 
Peter Costanzo  
Senior Vice President
ext 248, Peter.Costanzo@Doyle.com
 
Reid Dunavant,  
Senior Vice President
202-342-6100  
Reid.Dunavant@Doyle.com

 
 
 
David A. Gallager  
Senior Vice President
ext 271, David.Gallager@Doyle.com 
 
Peter Lang  
Senior Vice President
ext 274, Peter.Lang@Doyle.com
 
Ann Limer Lange  
Senior Vice President
ext 221, Ann.Lange@Doyle.com

Elaine Banks Stainton  
Senior Vice President
ext 238, Elaine.Stainton@Doyle.com

Nan Summerfield 
Senior Vice President
310-276-6616 
Nan.Summerfield@Doyle.com

Louis LeB. Webre,  
Senior Vice President
ext 232, Louis.Webre@Doyle.com 
 
Gillian M. Ryan 
Senior Vice President
ext 245, Gillian.Ryan@Doyle.com 

 
 
 
Anne Cohen DePietro, Vice President
ext 281, Anne.Depietro@Doyle.com  
 
Samira Farmer, Vice President
202-342-6100  
Samira.Farmer@Doyle.com  
 
Ashley A. Hill, Vice President
ext 231, Ashley.Hill@Doyle.com 
 
Cynthia Klein, Vice President
ext 246, Cynthia.Klein@Doyle.com

Malcolm Mac Neil, Vice President
ext 218, Malcolm.MacNeil@Doyle.com 

Angelo Madrigale, Vice President 
ext 237, Angelo.Madrigale@Doyle.com 
 
Mark J. Moehrke, Vice President 
ext 272, Mark.Moehrke@Doyle.com 

Harold E. Porcher, Vice President
ext 235, Harold.Porcher@Doyle.com

Edward Ripley-Duggan, Vice President
ext 234  
Edward.Ripley-Duggan@Doyle.com  

 
 
 
Alison Robinson, Vice President
ext 229, Alison.Robinson@Doyle.com

Todd Sell, Vice President
ext 269, Todd.Sell@Doyle.com 
 
Charlotte A. Taylor, Vice President
ext 233, Charlotte.Taylor@Doyle.com
 
Shani Toledano, Vice President
ext 236, Shani.Toledano@Doyle.com

Eileen Weisbaum, Vice President
ext 226, Eileen.Weisbaum@Doyle.com

Janice Youngren, Vice President
ext 207, Janice.Youngren@Doyle.com 
 

FURNITURE AND DECORATIVE ARTS 
David A. Gallager 
Executive Director
ext 271, David.Gallager@Doyle.com 
 
 
19TH AND 20TH CENTURY
DECORATIVE ARTS  
Malcolm Mac Neil, Director
ext 218, Malcolm.MacNeil@Doyle.com 
 
 
AMERICAN FURNITURE & DECORATIVE ARTS
David A. Gallager, Director
ext 271, David.Gallager@Doyle.com

 
ENGLISH & CONTINENTAL
FURNITURE & DECORATIVE ARTS
Peter Lang, Director
ext 274, Peter.Lang@Doyle.com

 
FURNITURE & DECORATIVE ARTS 
Rodney Lang
ext 243, Rodney.Lang@Doyle.com 
 
Peter Lang
ext 274, Peter.Lang@Doyle.com 
 
Malcolm Mac Neil
ext 218, Malcolm.MacNeil@Doyle.com

Mark J. Moehrke
ext 272, Mark.Moehrke@Doyle.com 

Todd Sell
ext 269, Todd.Sell@Doyle.com
 
Leigh Kendrick, Client Relationships Manager 
ext 243, Leigh.Kendrick@Doyle.com 

Lauren Ventrone, Client Relationships Manager 
ext 244, Lauren.Ventrone@Doyle.com
 

RUGS, CARPETS & TAPESTRIES
Mark M. Topalian
ext 602, Mark.Topalian@Doyle.com 
 
 
RUSSIAN WORKS OF ART
Mark J. Moehrke, Director
ext 272, Mark.Moehrke@Doyle.com 
 
 
BOOKS, AUTOGRAPHS & PHOTOGRAPHS
Peter Costanzo, Executive Director
ext 248, Peter.Costanzo@Doyle.com  
 
Edward Ripley-Duggan, Director 
ext 234, Edward.Ripley-Duggan@Doyle.com 
 
PAINTINGS & DRAWINGS
Angelo Madrigale, Business Director 
VP, Contemporary Art  
ext 237, Angelo.Madrigale@Doyle.com 
 
Elaine Banks Stainton 
Acting Director
ext 238, Elaine.Stainton@Doyle.com

Anne Cohen DePietro 
Director, American Art
ext 281, Anne.DePietro@Doyle.com

Harold E. Porcher 
Director, Modern & Post-War Art
ext 235, Harold.Porcher@Doyle.com

Shani Toledano  
Associate Director
ext 236, Shani.Toledano@Doyle.com
 
Hermine Chivian-Cobb 
Senior Specialist, Fine Art 
ext 252, Hermine@Doyle.com

Bill Fiddler 
Registrar 
ext 249, Bill.Fiddler@Doyle.com 
 
 
 
 

ASIAN WORKS OF ART
Marley Rabstenek, Consultant
ext 299, Asian@Doyle.com  
 
COINS, STAMPS & COLLECTIBLES
Norman Scrivener, Consultant
ext 273, Norman.Scrivener@Doyle.com  
 
PRINTS & MULTIPLES
Cynthia Klein, Director
ext 246, Cynthia.Klein@Doyle.com  
 
JEWELRY  
Ann Limer Lange, G.G., Executive Director
ext 221, Ann.Lange@Doyle.com 
 
NEW YORK JEWELRY 
Kevin Zavian, Senior Specialist 
ext 262, Jewelry@Doyle.com 
 
Martha Garcia, F.G.A., Appraiser, Cataloguer 
ext 262, Martha.Garcia@Doyle.com 
 
Alexandra Fulham, Administrator 
ext 210, Alexandra.Fulham@Doyle.com  
 
CALIFORNIA JEWELRY 
Nan Summerfield, G.G.,  
Director of California Operations 
310-276-6616
Nan.Summerfield@Doyle.com

Emily Marchick, G.G., 
Associate Director of California Operations 
310-276-6616 
Emily.Marchick@Doyle.com 
 
NORTH CAROLINA JEWELRY 
Hillary Pitts, G.G. 
704-582-2258 
Hillary.Pitts@Doyle.com 
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ADMINISTRATION

 
ABSENTEE & TELEPHONE BIDS
Elizabeth Jones 
Bid Fax: 212-427-7526
ext 242, Bids@Doyle.com

 
ACCOUNTING
Ryan Won
ext 205, Ryan.Won@Doyle.com
 
Emma I. Ebue
ext 214, Emma.Ebue@Doyle.com
 
Julie Bacongco
ext 223, Julie.Bacongo@Doyle.com

 
CATALOGUE PRODUCTION & DESIGN
Eileen Weisbaum, Director
ext 226, Eileen.Weisbaum@Doyle.com

Stephanie Cuenca, Senior Graphic Designer
ext 250, Stephanie.Cuenca@Doyle.com 
 
Nancy Ramos, Graphic Designer
ext 276, Nancy.Ramos@Doyle.com 

 
PHOTOGRAPHY PRODUCTION
Hisao Oka, Director 
ext. 255 Hisao.Oka@Doyle.com 
 
Melissa Aldrich, Photographer 
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ext 270, Melissa.Aldrich@Doyle.com

Ray Adams, Photographer
ext 278, Ray.Adams@Doyle.com

Hann Browning, Photographer
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Hanna Siesel, Traffic Coordinator 
ext 277, Hanna.Siesel@Doyle.com
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Anne Taylor
ext 200 Anne.Taylor@Doyle.com 

 
CLIENT SERVICES
Janice Youngren, Director
ext 207, Janice.Youngren@Doyle.com
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ext 242, Elizabeth.Jones@Doyle.com 

 
 
 
Steven L. Kuzio
ext 202, Steven.Kuzio@Doyle.com
 
Chelsea Wynne 
ext 204, Chelsea.Wynne@Doyle.com

Anne Taylor
ext 200 Anne.Taylor@Doyle.com 

 
MEDIA & COMMUNICATIONS  
DEPARTMENT
Louis LeB. Webre, Director
ext 232, Louis.Webre@Doyle.com

Charlotte A. Taylor, Art Director
ext 233, Charlotte.Taylor@Doyle.com

Kosala Kumara, Advertising
ext 258, Kosala.Kumara@Doyle.com 

 
ESTATE & APPRAISAL SERVICES
Joanne Porrino Mournet, Executive Director
ext 227, Joanne.Mournet@Doyle.com

Peter Costanzo
ext 248, Peter.Costanzo@Doyle.com 
 
Gillian M. Ryan, On-site Estates Coordinator
ext 245, Gillian.Ryan@Doyle.com 

Carl Raymond, Estate and Appraisal Services 
Coordinator
ext 216, Carl.Raymond@Doyle.com

Gail Jaffe, Estate and Appraisal Services Assistant 
ext 239,  Gail.Jaffe@Doyle.com  

 
INVENTORY CONTROL 
Eddy Santana 

 
APPRAISAL & CONSIGNMENT SERVICES 
Alison Robinson, Director/Consignments
ext 229, Alison.Robinson@Doyle.com

Ashley A. Hill
ext 231, Ashley.Hill@Doyle.com  
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